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WE DEDICATE THIS TOWN REPORT IN MEMORY OF 
  
LOUIS “LOU” GRANDPRE’ ~ 1933-2013 
 
Lou lived in many places around the country during his growing-up years 
and throughout his career in construction and supervision, but when he 
came to Stoddard he settled here as his home. And in making it his home 
he soon set about lending his experience and knowledge to making it a 
better home for everyone. In 1988, as a member of the School Committee, 
he worked for several years to develop the plan for school enlargement 
that won voter approval in 1990, resulting in the facility that has served the 
town to the present day. 
 
In 1994 Lou was elected to the Board of Selectmen, where he served for 17 
of the next 19 years, bringing his experience in construction and estimating 
to bear on the town’s needs for municipal facilities and roads. His value to 
the town in that capacity was never more apparent than at the annual town 
meetings. It was a rare occasion when a voter would ask a question 
concerning any item in the budget that Lou couldn’t answer by leading us 
through the budget process to reassure us that the costs were based on fact and not guesswork. 
 
Along the way Lou also found time to serve on the Cemetery Commission, on the Building Committee, as 
President and then Treasurer of the Hidden Lake Association, and often as Selectman representative to the 
Planning Board. Lou’s contributions will be reflected in the town for many years to come. 
 
  
SHANNON SARCIONE ~ 1973-2013 
 
Shannon was born May 7, 1973 and lived in Stoddard all his life.  Shannon 
attended James Faulkner Elementary School and graduated from Keene High 
School.  From there he attended Unity Collage.  After college he started his career 
in the fire service.  Shannon was a Career Level Firefighter and Captain for the 
Fire Department, Deputy Warden and Special Deputy Warden for the State of 
New Hampshire. 
 
Shannon became a sawyer instructor for the State of New Hampshire.  He had 
pride in himself as he served this community.  He enjoyed hunting and fishing 
alongside his son, Hayden, and family members.  He was a wonderful father and 
son, always having an open door to his friends. 
We will never forget his unique smile. 
 
 
JOAN ZELASNY ~ 1947-2013 
 
The Town mourns the loss early this year of Joan Zelasny.  Joan served the Town 
as the Animal Control Officer, Treasurer for fourteen years and two terms as a 
Selectman.  
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MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIRECTORY 
 
TOWN CLERK:     LINDA CLARK 446-2214 
   HOURS:   Tuesday & Thursday 9:00AM to 2:00PM & 4:00PM to 6:00PM 
 
TAX COLLECTOR:   ELLEN MASON 446-3326 
   HOURS:   Thursday 12:30PM to 2:30PM or by appointment   
TOWN OFFICE:   JAMES COFFEY – Town Administrator 
     PATRICIA PUTNAM – Administrative Assistant 
446-3326 FAX:  446-7770 
HOURS: Monday 1:00PM to 6:00PM, Wednesday & Friday 10:30AM to 4:00PM 
 
STODDARD BOARD OF SELECTMEN: 
     John D. Halter, Chairman 847-9581 
Harry Power   446-7778 
Arnold Stymest  446-3402 
SELECTMEN’S MEETINGS: Mondays 7:00PM to close of business 
 
STODDARD RECYCLING AND TRANSFER STATION: 
 HOURS:   Saturday & Sunday 9:00AM to 4:00PM 
June through the Wednesday after Columbus Day - Wednesday 
Noon to 4:00PM 
 
POLICE:    EMERGENCY  911 
 CHIEF    David Vaillancourt – Cheshire County Dispatch 355-2000 
 
FIRE & RESCUE:   EMERGENCY  911 
 CHIEF    P.J. LaMothe 446-7430 
 
FIRE WARDEN:   BURNING PERMITS 
     Joseph Sarcione, Warden  446-7144 
     P.J. LaMothe, Deputy Warden 446-7430 
 
ANIMAL CONTROL: Call Cheshire County Dispatch 355-2000 or  
Keene Mutual Aid Non-Emergency 352-1291  
 
DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY:  
HOURS: Monday & Wednesday 3:00PM to 7:00PM (summer until 8:00PM), 
Tuesday 10:00AM to 2:00PM & Saturday 10:00AM to 12:00PM 
(summer until 2:00PM)    
STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION: 
     Geoffrey Jones, Chairman 446-3439 
 Meet 1st Monday each mo. 7:00PM at Town Hall, as needed.  Call in advance for agenda. 
 
STODDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY: 
 Meet 3rd Monday of April, June, August & October 7:30PM at Town Hall (will be posted) 
 
STODDARD PLANNING BOARD: 
 Meet 1st Tuesday each mo. 7:00PM at Town Hall 
 Anyone wishing a hearing by the Planning Board should contact Patricia Putnam 446-7104 
 
STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT: 
 Meet 3rd Thursday each mo. 7:30PM at the Town Hall 
 Anyone wishing a hearing by the ZBA should contact Kathy Ellis 446-6273 
 
JAMES FAULKNER ELEMENTRY SCHOOL:  446-3328   







Daniel A. Eaton – Term Expires 2014 
 
Selectmen  
Arnold Stymest – Term Expires 2015          
John Halter – Term Expires 2013 
Harry Power – Term Expires 2013 
 
Town Clerk 
Linda Clark – Term Expires 2013 
 
Tax Collector 
Ellen Mason – Term Expires 2015 
 
Town Treasurer 
Patricia Putnam – Term Expires 2015 
 
Trustee of Trust Funds 
Virginia GrandPre’ – Term Expires 2014 
Ed Quinn – Term Expires 2015 
Kimberly Rumrill – Term Expires 2013 
 
Trustee of Public Library 
Donna Hamilton – Term Expires 2014 
Karen Van Kuren – Term Expires 2015 






David Vaillancourt – Term Expires 2013 
 
Special Police (Appointed) 
Dominic A. Busto 
 
Animal Control Officer 
Margo Santoro- Appointed 
 
Board of Fire Ward 
Open – Term Expires 2013 
Joe Sarcione – Term Expires 2013 
Patricia J. LaMothe – Term Expires 2013 
 
Fire Chief 
Patricia J. LaMothe 
 
Supervisors of the Checklist 
Jean Kelly – Term Expires 2016   
Mary Lou Stymest – Term Expires 2018 
Carole Briere – Term Expires 2014 
 
Planning Board 
George Preston – Term Expires 2014 
Stephen McGerty – Term Expires 2013  
Robert Fee – Term Expires 2013                   
Terry McMahon – Term Expires 2013 
Dian Mathews – Term Expires 2015 
Ruth Ward– Term Expires 2015 
Harry Power, Alternate – Term Expires 2015 
Margo Santoro, Alternate – Term Expires 2014 
Patricia Putnam - Secretary 
 
Cemetery Commission 
Barbara Dougeneck – Term Expires 2013   
Mary Lou Stymest – Term Expires 2014 
Edmond Saleski– Term Expires 2015 
 
Auditors (Elected) 
Gale Saleski – Term Expires in 2013 
Open 
 
Zoning Board of Adjustment 
By Appointment 
Angel Nicoletti, Chairman – Term Expires 2016 
Edmond Saleski – Term Expires 2015 
Peter Athearn – Term Expires 2014 
Paul Krampfert – Term Expires 2014 
Mario Zamaripas – Term Expires 2015 
David Costin, Alternate – Term Expires 2014 
Richard Scofield, Alternate – Term Expires 2016 
Stephen McGerty, Alternate – Term Expires 2015 
Kathy Ellis - Secretary          
 
Emergency Management Director 
By Appointment 
Richard Gariepy 
Arnold Antak – Deputy  
 
Health Officer 




TOWN OFFICERS continued 




















Bob Odell, Lempster 
     bob.odell@leg.state.nh.us 
                   
Building Committee 
Richard Gariepy, Chairman – Term Expires 2014 
Diane Mathews, Secretary – Term Expires 2014 
John Quist – Term Expires 2014 
George Davenport – Term Expires 2013 
David Vaillancourt – Term Expires 2013 
Dean Huber (Appointed) – Term Expires 2013 
Edmond Saleski – Term Expires 2015 
Richard Briere – Term Expires 2015 
Arnold Stymest – Term Expires 2015 
Representative to the General Court  
District #3 
Daniel A. Eaton 
     eatonsstore@juno.com 
 
Towns in District #3 








           






































SELECTMEN’S ANNUAL REPORT 
 
 
The past year has been a very eventful year.  During the renovation project to the Town Hall and 
Gould House we lost long time selectman, Lou GrandPre' from the Board of Selectmen and our 
architect Rick Monahon.  We also lost Shannon Sarcione who was a long time member of our 
Fire Department, and former Selectman Joan Zelasny.  The first part of 2013 has been difficult 
and we offer our prayers and condolences to their families and friends. They will all be missed.  
With the passing of Louis GrandPre' the Board was faced with finding someone to appoint to fill 
the selectman's position until our next meeting in May.  Former selectman, and present 
Compliance Officer Harry Power offered to serve and was appointed.  We thank Harry for his 
help. 
 
At the close of last year's Town Meeting, you, the voters, had approved commencing repairs on 
the Town Hall to protect and stabilize the building.  A more ambitious proposal to place offices 
beneath it and do outside repairs was defeated.  The vote was clear that saving the building was 
a worthwhile goal but enlarging it was not.  At the time of our 2012 Annual Meeting we were 
also aware that the New Hampshire Department of Labor had cited us for numerous workplace 
violations centered on the inadequacy of our facilities.  What we did not realize at that time was 
how fast they would move to seek compliance.   
 
To achieve that compliance we were required to move the Town Clerk into a public building that 
met DOL standards, and also bring our other office functions into compliance.  To achieve 
compliance we chose to use our existing assets, the Town Hall and Gould House.  At the same 
time we had to also address accessibility standards and fire code violations in addition to the 
labor board complaints.  Prior to addressing the State Fire Marshall's life safety issues, structural, 
electrical and fire proofing had to to be completed before the Gould House could be used for 
even basic storage.  Despite these costs this was the most economical solution to achieve the 
desired results.  Funding for much of the work on the Gould House and the Clerk's office in the 
Town Hall was approved by the Department of Revenue Administration, which allowed us to 
expend an additional $66,000 above our approved budget during the current year, from our 
undesignated fund balance.  This was not reflected in the tax rate for 2012.  The Department of 
Labor violations have been lifted and we are in full compliance. 
 
Compliance with the DRA violations does not mean that we have nothing left to do. To complete 
the work begun we are now proposing additional building improvements over the next two 
years, but in much smaller bites.  This effort will center on meeting all fire and ADA codes. The 
2012 work on the Town Hall has already begun to have a significant payback with much lower 
heating fuel costs during the past Winter.  The Gould house main floor provides us with 
adequate offices for our daily functions and the new clerk's office in the Town Hall fits well. The 
Gould House basement is now available as a clean records storage area and as this report is 
being written the forty-foot storage container in the rear of the parking area is empty and 





SELECTMEN’S ANNUAL REPORT continued 
 
During 2012, we have also experienced excessive legal costs, especially concerning the cell tower 
proposal for Mellville Hill, over looking Granite Lake.   It is our hope that this issue will be 
resolved in the near future.   
 
For the Fiscal Year 2013-2014 our proposed warrant, including all proposed capital expenses is 
$9,501 more than what was approved at the 2012-2103 Annual Meeting. Some of the new items 
we propose include protective vests for our police officers and extrication equipment for Fire & 
Rescue.  Keeping the proposed budget to less than one percent increase (0.0082%) has been a 
goal of ours and we ask for your support at the Town Meeting 
 
 
We wish to extend our sincere thanks to all those that volunteer to serve on the various Boards 
and Committees, without whose assistance we could not smoothly function.  A special thanks to 
our Fire & Rescue, Fire Warden, Emergency Management and Police Department for their efforts 
to make us all safer.  It is also fitting that we thank all of you, our citizens, for your support and 
help with all that we do.   
 




John Halter, Chairman 
























PLANNING BOARD REPORT 
 
 
This past year, the planning board has worked on two ordinances.  The first had to do with 
future construction of telecommunication towers.  The planning board attempted to draft an 
ordinance that would have been a compromise for those who wanted to keep our skyline natural 
and the general public who wish to have cell service in the town.   
 
The ordinance and its restrictions grew dramatically.  When presented to council, the draft was 
far too restrictive which would have opened up possibilities for litigation.  The decision was 
made not to send the ordinance for public vote. 
 
The second ordinance had to do with increasing lot sizes on future lots in both residential and 
rural zones.  This ordinance was drafted by myself as a response from taxpayers to control future 
growth and to keep development in check.  This ordinance would have only effected large 
parcels that were not subdivided.  Any empty lots that were zoned and subdivided under the 
current regulations would have been grandfathered.   There were several other options that were 
visited before the draft was made.  Growth management ordinances and moratoriums on 
building would not pass legal muster.  There were some vague concerns from council that 
prompted a few on the board to baulk at this ordinance.  The end result was that time had run 
out for debate and the ordinance did not go for public vote.  
 
There is one underlying issue that is affecting this board and others in town.  That issue is 
personal activism.  The telecommunication ordinance was over done to appease a small minority 
who do not want any telecommunication towers in their back yards.  The majority of voters want 
cell phone service and the FCC requires that technology cannot be hindered for the personal 
preference.  Fighting telecommunication companies is costly and the result is that the town will 
lose.  There has to be reasonable compromise from both parties. The same can be said for the lot 
increase.  A developer or someone who wants to sell their parcel as an investment by subdivision 
creates a negative impact on infrastructure, emergency services, and increases the tax burden on 
all of us.   
 
As we close out our year, I would like to ask town residents to become more involved in town 
affairs.  You need not run for office or go to every meeting.  Simply stay informed make sure you 
are heard.  Without everyone taking ownership of our town, we will be consumed by the few 
who have their own short term vision.  Remember to support those who wish to be public 
servants, not representatives of a group or personal agenda.  The decisions made by your elected 
officials will impact your life in this town.    
 
Robert Fee 
Chairman, Stoddard Planning Board         






TOWN CLERK’S REPORT 
 
The Town Clerk’s office has gone through a great deal of changes in this year.  After over 35 
years of service to our town, Joan Reed has retired from the office.  Also as an end of an era, the 
office has been moved into the Town Hall.  So the last Town Clerk office in the State of New 
Hampshire, has left a privately owned building.  Thank you to all who helped on our move.  The 
transition went very smoothly and quickly.  Our new office is a wonderful work space. 
 
We now have the capability to do boat registration renewals along with the other business we 
have traditionally conducted.  Now when you renew a boat registration, a portion of the fee will 
be retained by the town. 
 
Our hours of operation, phone and contract information has not changed nor the email address 
for the office.  All of that information is available from the Town Web page and is also listed in 
the Town Report. 
 
Again thank you to all who have helped during this transition and we look forward to many 











July 1, 2011 – June 30, 2012 
Month Total 
Reg. 




Titles Misc. M.A. 
Fee 
Total 
July $15,262.50 $92.00 $116.00 $25.00  $36.00 $110.00 $437.50 $16,079.00 
August $17,982.00 $45.50  $90.00 $30.00 $60.00 $3.00 $445.00 $18,798.50 
September $19,388.00 $26.00   $15.00 $54.00 $16.00 $462.50 $19,961.50 
October $21,326.00 $26.00   $15.00 $50.00 $30.00 $562.50 $22,009.50 
November $14,417.50     $36.00  $340.00 $14,793.50 
December $16,342.00     $38.00 $2.00 $367.50 $16,749.50 
January $10,721.50 $21.50    $44.00  $255.00 $11,064.50 
February $14,210.00 $37.00    $22.00 $45.00 $325.00 $14,639.00 
March $16,074.00 $180.50    $50.00 $2.00 $480.00 $16,786.50 
April $16,920.00 $686.50  $45.00 $15.00 $42.00 $2.00 $425.00 $18,135.50 
May $20,857.00 $473.00  $45.00  $54.00 $90.00 $515.00 $22,034.50 
June $18,524.00 $252.00 $35.00 $90.00 $60.00 $58.00 $63.00 $467.50 $19,549.50 





RESIDENT BIRTH REPORT 
01/01/12 to 12/31/12 
Child’s Name Date of  
Birth 
Place of Birth Father’s/Partner’s 
Name 
Mother’s Name 
Tuthill, Braxton Lance 05/07/2012 Peterborough, NH Tuthill, Jonathan Tuthill, Emily 
Galligan, Silas Douglas 05/10/2012 Stoddard, NH Galligan, Derek Galligan, Sarah 
Dash, Mark Ian 06/25/2012 Peterborough, NH Dash, Jonathan Dash, Dana 
McNally, Gabryel 
Gibran 
07/07/2012 Keene, NH McNally, Seth Hudziec, Jennifer 
Hackett, Camryn James 08/14/2012 Keene, NH Hackett, Travis Hughes Kaitlyn 
Stoutzenberger, Tiger 
Lily Samye 





10/31/2012 Keene, NH Howard II, Lauren Howard, Katie 
Demasi, James Joh 11/21/2012 Keene, NH Demasi, Samuel Demasi, Brianne 




RESIDENT MARRIAGE REPORT 
































Stoddard Stoddard 07/14/12 






Stoddard Plymouth 07/14/12 












Teresa G.  
Stoddard, 
NH 





RESIDENT DEATH REPORT 
01/01/12 to 12/31/12 
Decent S Name Death 
Date  
Death Place Father S Name Mother S 
Maiden Name 
Military 
Bryer, James 04/02/12 Stoddard, NH Bryer, Herbert Stacy, Doris N 
Hogg, Frank 04/14/12 Keene, NH Hogg, George Morgan, Sena Y 
Rup, Roberta 06/15/12 Stoddard, NH Rup Sr., Jos Piotrowski, 
Casimira 
N 





POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT 
 
2012 has been yet another great year for the Stoddard Police Department.  We are very fortunate 
to have acquired a new animal control officer and would like to welcome Margo Santoro to our 
team. Margo has been very busy this year jumping right into her new position handling all 
animal control calls in a timely and thorough manner. We would like to remind all Stoddard 
citizens that all dogs must be kept on a leash and licensed by April 30th.  
 
As in the past years we have continued to stay busy with calls for service. 69.23% of all of our 
business comes from calls for service. Eight arrests were made this year, including one juvenile. 
Continued increase of patrol has benefitted the safety of our citizens. Burglaries are down this 
year due in large part to our increased visibility while patrolling. Over 183 motor vehicle stops 
were made this year, the majority being on Kings Highway and Route 123. We would like to 
remind everyone that these roads continue to be an issue when it comes to speed and safety. 
Please keep in mind that with the warmer weather come bikers, motorcyclists, pedestrians and 
animals. I would like everyone to be safe.  
 
We would like to thank the Town of Stoddard for the purchase of our new cruiser, a 2013 Ford 
Police Interceptor. This new cruiser is smaller and much more fuel efficient. This year we are 
requesting the funds to purchase new bullet proof vests. The last time this equipment was 
purchased was in 1986, it is recommended by the Department of Safety that these be updated 
every 5 years. Because of the increase in shootings involving police officers and civilians around 
the country, we now feel that steps need to be taken to increase officer safety.  
 
As always, our department continually is seeking out other funding sources. This year, our 
department was awarded the Homeland Grant to purchase a new portable radio valued at 
$3,232.24. Our department now has a total of three portable radios making it much easier to stay 
in constant contact with dispatch.  
 
We would like to thank the citizens of 
Stoddard for their continued support and 
assistance. If there is ever an emergency, 
please call 911. You can also contact dispatch 
directly by calling (603) 355-2000. For any non-
emergency issues, please call the Stoddard 
Police Department at (603) 446-3597. 
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
 








STODDARD EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT REPORT 
 
Stoddard Emergency Management exists to work with the local emergency services (Fire, Police, 
road agent etc.) to prepare for, respond to and recover from medium to large scale emergencies 
that affect a significant population in the Town of Stoddard. The Emergency Management Team 
monitors State emergency communications, establishes co-ordination with State Emergency 
Operations Center and communicates with the public thru radio and television outlets. The 
Emergency Management Team meets periodically to update our preparedness. 
 
Preparation includes establishing and maintaining an “Emergency Operations Plan”, a ”Hazards 
Mitigation Plan” and a plan to co-ordinate with Statewide Emergency Operations Center as 
needed. 
 
Response to emergencies is done by following the established plans and opening the local 
Emergency Operations Center when necessary. Co-ordination of Safety Services is conducted 
from the EOC.  Recovery from an emergency includes co-ordination with state and local 
authorities to repair damage due to the emergency event, determine the criteria for closing the 
EOC, collection of municipal costs for submission to State or Federal emergency reimbursement 
if approved. 
 
During the past year we experienced one event where the Emergency Management Team 
declared an emergency. This was in response to the forecasts for and the eventual event of 
Tropical Storm Sandy.  Two days prior to the arrival of Sandy the Emergency Management 
Team met and made preparations for the storm. We reviewed lessons learned from prior storms 
and implemented pre storm steps as determined necessary.  Fortunately Sandy was not a major 
storm in Stoddard. A few localized power outages due to lines down were the most significant 
effect of the storm. 
 
Again lessons learned were reviewed. Emergency response vehicles and personnel were 
constrained by the need to cordon off areas where live wires were down on rt 123. The 
Emergency operations center was constrained by limited connection to the State EOC as well as 
limited connection to National Weather Service bulletins.  The Stoddard Emergency 
Management Team has subsequently: 
- enhanced communications capability by improving the antenna on the roof of the Falkner 
School (the EOC)  and purchase of a portable antenna to be used in the event the primary 
antenna fails. 
- purchased a dedicated laptop to be used to monitor NOAA and National Weather Service 
notifications in addition to State and Federal Emergency communications 
- purchased emergency roadway signs to be used during emergencies to notify citizens of 
roadway hazards, closures and detours due to storm or severe emergencies. 
 
During 2012 the Emergency Management Team held regular meetings with regional planning 
officials to conduct the required 5 year review and update the Towns “Hazard Mitigation Plan.” 
The resulting plan is now approved by local and regional officials and is submitted to National 
FEMA for final approval.  Approval of the Emergency Operations Plan and the Hazard 
Mitigation Plan qualifies Stoddard for Federal Grants and reimbursements under emergency 
declarations. 
Richard Gariepy- EMD          Arnold Antak -EMD  Dep. 
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STODDARD FIRE AND RESCUE REPORT 
 
On February 4, 2013 Captain Shannon Sarcione 
passed away from a logging accident. Captain 
Sarcione was a 20 year distinguished member on 
the department, a career level Fire Fighter, Deputy 
Warden for the town of Stoddard, a State of N. H. 
Certified Sawyer and a Special Deputy for the 
State of N.H. Forest and Lands. During Captain 
Sarcione’s distinguished career he and other 
members of our department were awarded the 
Lawrence A. Voltz award for heroism in the line of 
duty, for saving the life of a town resident. Captain 
Sarcione’s memorial service was held on Saturday, 
February 9, 2013 in the middle of a blizzard, that 
didn’t stop about 325 people from attending. At the service Captain Sarcione was bestowed the 
Honorary rank of Fire Chief. The Stoddard Fire & Rescue department would like to thank 
everyone for their thoughts, prayers and support during this difficult time. 
 
A Thank You to the numerous members of our community that assisted with Shannon’s 
memorial service, especially Debbie Smith who coordinated the food and serving of the food and 
those members of our community brought food to the service. 
 
Thank you to the Fire and Rescue members and their families during this difficult time. Your 
professionalism and dedication is greatly appreciated. 
 
Congratulation to Wally Weaver whom has reached a mile stone of 45 years of dedicated service 
to the Town Stoddard on the Fire & Rescue Department. Wally had held different officers 
positions and to rank as the Fire Chief over his career. 
 
The Stoddard Fire and Rescue department call volume for the January to December 2012 
timeframe were: 38 fire, 68 medical, 20 motor vehicle accidents, 3 mutual aid calls, for a total of 
129 calls for 2012. This is the highest number of incidents in the history of the department. The 
previous highest call volume was in 2005, responding to 115 incidents. Our department also 
utilized the services of the Dart helicopter five times during 2012. One incident we has two 
helicopters that transport patients to Dartmouth Hospital in Lebanon, N.H. 
 
A dry hydrant was installed at the Dead Brook Rd and Rt123N. A dry hydrant is a water source 
used too draft water. We plan on up grading the dry hydrant on RT123N by Pitcher Mt. farm 





Chief P.J. LaMothe    
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FOREST FIRE WARDEN REPORT 
 
Last year we had numerous fires around the town.  The largest one being on Turtle Rock Road 
that brought in around 13 towns for manpower due to the terrain we were working in and the 
temperature that day.  The forest was a bit dryer last year than previous years.  Campfires in 
other areas contributed to fires that were difficult to extinguish.  These fires were from people 
having campfires without permits and in remote areas.  I ask everyone to be alert to fires in your 
area and if you see anything unusual to please contact Fire Mutual Aid and report it. 
 
As you know we lost a very special person in an accident who was a Deputy Warden for the 
town of Stoddard.  Shannon Sarcione dedicated himself not only to the Fire Department but also 
to the Division of Forest and Lands.  Shannon was a Forest Firefighter level 1, a State Training 
Officer for sawyers and a well known person throughout the state.  Shannon was very much 
involved in the building of the new brush truck and keeping the equipment in working order.  
Shannon also was a Special Deputy Warden who helped train new firefighters to become 
Wildland Fire fighters.  His passion and dedication to our community and Fire Department will 
be truly missed. 
 
























STODDARD COMPLIANCE OFFICER REPORT 
 
Most folks believe the economy is still in a precious position; however, the level of activity in 
Stoddard from additions to homes, along with sheds, garages, and new home construction still 
exceeds any of our surrounding sister towns.  At this writing, April 15, 2013, there were 20 
Building Permits issued and Stoddard’s Fiscal year ends June 20, 2013, and spring is usually the 
busiest for Building Permits!  There were at least 7 folks who built without a permit and after 
contacting them…all have complied!  The town is authorized…thru state law…to issue a fine of 
$275 per diem from the time the violation is detected.  None has been levied to date and I’m 
hopeful we can avoid that fine in the future. 
 
There were other violations along with written complaints which have been satisfied except two 
Court Cases still pending. 
 
I receive many phone calls and emails with questions on zoning, etc.  I will always try to return 
your call or email as quickly as possible and look at your permit so there is no delay in what you 
propose.  There are many forms available that you can download from Stoddard’s website along 
with the complete Community Planning Ordinance. 
 
Harry R. Power  





















STODDARD BUILDING COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN’S  REPORT 
 
Mission Statement: 
The Building Committee will, through research and study, and collaboration with other town officials, 
boards and other committees, recommend to the Selectmen plans for future buildings, improvements, and 
additions to existing buildings and the maintenance of all town properties. 
 
Following a short period of inactivity the Building Committee was called back into session by 
the Chairman in August of last year. At that time the new committee recognized that the 
electorate, by their no budget vote at town meeting, and the Board of Selectmen by their spoken 
no confidence at a Selectmen’s meeting in July 2012, that there would be no capital projects 
requiring the involvement of the Building Committee.   
 
The Stoddard Building Committee continued to meet on the second and fourth Thursdays of 
each month from August 2012 until October 2012.  The Committee met to consider how it could 
fulfill its charter according to its’ mission statement. 
 
We recognized that there was no forward planning in place for major maintenance of Town 
Buildings. This major maintenance includes items such as exterior painting, roofing, heating 
system replacement and window replacement among others.  
 
The Stoddard Building Committee then undertook a review of every town building (with the 
exception of Town Hall and Gould House renovations of which were being directed by the 
Selectmen who did not require Building Committee input) to forecast the future needs and 
estimated future costs for these major maintenance items. The result of these building reviews 
and estimated future costs of major maintenance items have been compiled looking 20 years into 
the future. 
  
A Warrant Article establishing a fund for these future expenditures along with first year funding 
requirements will be presented to voters at town meeting 2013. 
 
This work was primarily completed by the end of October 2012. 
 
From October 2012 until April of 2013 regular meetings of the Building Committee were 
scheduled. Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, the nine-member committee was unable to 
assemble a Quorum of five members for any of these meetings and no further official meetings 
were called to order.  
 
Dick Gariepy   
Chairman 
Stoddard Building Committee 
 
Dian Matthews –Secretary   vacant position 
David Vaillancourt    George Davenport 
Arnold Stymest    Dean Huber 
Dick Breier     Ed Zieleski  
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TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS REPORT 
 
The Report of the Trust Funds included in this Town Report itemizes the current balance of each 
account in the custody of the Trustees from July 2012 to March 2013.  At the end of this Fiscal 
Year (July 1, 2012 – June 30, 2013) this report will be updated as required by the State of New 
Hampshire to reflect the condition of investments in a fiscal year.  The following is to give 
information in regard to the activities that have occurred in respect to these funds. 
 
Three Year Step CDs – The two investments (one for the Cemetery Funds and one for the Parks 
and Recreation Fund) are now earning 1.98% and will expire on April 1, 2013.  Three more 
investments (all for the school) are currently earning 1.34% and will expire on August 12, 2013.  
Considering the low interest rates now available, the Trustees will endeavor to reinvest these 
funds at the best possible interest.   
 
Previously the Emerson and Ruth McCourt Mt. Stoddard Road Cemetery Fund was co-mingled 
with the Cemetery Funds.  On advice from the Auditor, these funds have now been transferred 
to a Money Market Account.  This account is designated only for the repair and maintenance of 
headstones in the Mt. Stoddard Road Cemetery.   
 
Investments for the School remain steady since no funds have been withdrawn from these 
accounts.  The Educational Fund set up to issue awards to Honor Roll students from Stoddard 
attending Middle and High School in Keene will now be depleted and any balance will be 
distributed to the top four High Honor Roll Students for the last four years after all outstanding 
checks have been cleared. 
 
The Granite Lake Village account to fund the repair of their dam continues to grow.  The Park 
and Recreation Fund also continues to earn interest.  Both accounts were reinvested at a higher 
rate this past year. 
 
The newest fund to be invested is the Stoddard Rocks/Sweetwater Trust funds.  The Stoddard 
Rocks funds raised from taxation has been invested in a Money Market account.  The 
Sweetwater Trust funds are invested in a long term interest bearing CD. 
 
The State of NH only requires the Trustees of Trust to hold public meetings once a year.  The 
Trustees met on August 18, 2012 at the Stoddard Town Hall.  Members of the public are invited 
to attend.  Notices of meetings and subsequent minutes are posted at the Town Hall, Post Office 
and Town Clerk's office. 
 
Virginia GrandPre, Trustee Chairman 
Kimberly Rumrill, Trustee 
Ed Quinn, Trustee 






DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT 
 
 
This has been another good year. 
We have enjoyed the addition of 
many new patrons. Our collection 
continues to grow with great new 
bestsellers and an expanding 
DVD section. 
 
Our collection is completely on 
the new computer checkout 
system. Items can be scanned and 
checked in and out quickly. We 
can see who has an item out and 
when it is due. This system gives 
us the ability to oversee and 
maintain our collection that we 
have never had before. Of course 
the Internet is still available within the Library during library hours and 24/7 in the parking lot. 
 
As you may know we have had many turnovers in our staff this past year. Kelly Taylor, the 
Library Director, left and Sarah Galligan, the Library Assistant, took over as Director. Sarah has 
also recently stepped down to take a full time position elsewhere. Lauren Rettig, Sarah’s Library 
Assistant, is becoming our new Director and is in the process of hiring a new assistant. We 
certainly wish all well in their endeavors and hope the library continues to run smoothly for our 
patrons. 
 
The children’s summer reading program had twenty participants and Lauren is in the process of 
planning another great program for this upcoming summer.  
 
The adult book club has run continuously this year and they have read some amazing books. 
Leigh Fosberry works very hard by helping select, pick up, and return the books to the Keene 
Library. Leigh keeps all the participants informed through the Internet. Everyone is invited to 
join the book club and may do so by going to the library and picking up a copy of the book. 
Many thanks to Leigh! 
 
Many, many thanks also go to the Friends of the Davis Library. This year they have once again 
paid for our participation in NH Downloadable Book Consortium, which provides library 
members with free access to thousands of audio and e-books. These books can be checked out 
and downloaded to most e-readers and mp3 players, which are also available to be checked out 






DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT continued 
 
The Friends have also sponsored a Book for Babies program for new infants in town, several 
interesting speakers, a book pal reading program in conjunction with the James Faulkner 
Elementary School, Trick-or-Trick night, and are currently working on a new phone directory for 
the town. They have purchased a globe, a new computer, an I-pad, a camera and a car adapter 
for the mp3 players. They also purchased passes for the McAuliffe-Shepard Discovery Center, 
the Mariposa Museum, the Strawberry Banke Museum, and the Cheshire Children’s Museum 
this year. Contributions have also been made to the Children’s Literacy Program and NH 
Humanities Council. 
 
All this is made possible by donations to the Friends in addition to fundraising. A tag sale was 
not run this year due to a lack of space to store items. Please continue to support the Friends of 
the Library book sale and their other fund raisers so they can continue to give their time and 
money in support of the library. They enhance our library and save the town much money with 
their efforts. 
 
Trustees of Davis Public Library 
 




























CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT 
 
2013 proved to be a very busy and transformative year for the conservation commission.  Here is 
a quick (and sometimes not so quick) year in review: 
 
In April:  the town signed an MOU with the Forest Society to use a portion of Pickerel Cove 
property for a trail head parking lot; kiosk, and trail connector to the new town forest; On April 
28th, 2012, the con com filed a motion to Intervene in the Application of Antrim Wind Energy, 
LLC regarding their effort to place an industrial wind farm on Tuttle Hill, Antrim (see more on 
this below); 
 
In June:  the con com members and Loveland Forestry along with Land Contractors cleared the 
parking lot site and built the 5+/- car parking lot off Shedd Hill Rd. (between Dodge Farm Rd. 
and the Marina);  
 
In July: the con com kicked off Olde Home Days with a Friday night showing of the 
documentary "Green Fire" (a film on the life of Aldo Leopold, conservationist, forester, and 
author of "Sand County Almanac") with 25 people attending; Andorra Forest donated a cord of 
firewood for the annual cordwood for conservation raffle, with all 3 commissioners helping out, 
along with long-time summer residents Cathy and Ernest Getty.  We raised $1,027 for the town 
forest stewardship fund.  The 2012 cordwood raffle winner was Jane McDermott of Center Pond.  
Mill Village Store owners Dale & Debbie Smith sold a lion's share of the tickets and are credited 
with making this effort such a financial success.....thank you!!  Work was conducted and 
completed in cutting out the 3,500 foot connector trail linking the new trail head parking lot with 
the trails to Pioneer Lake and Stoddard Rocks by commission members and volunteers Ernest 
Getty, Marshall Barrett, Mark & Geri Bailey.  Land Contractors performed the repair work to the 
Pioneer Lake dam, with work being inspected and approved by the NH Dam Bureau engineers.  
They did a stellar job.  John Lightbody helped in overseeing the project on behalf of Sweet Water 
Trust, along with other stewardship activities. 
 
In September:  Don Healy's company Visual Graphics Systems, Inc. completed the printing of 
the all weather map and text for the new trailhead kiosk.  Scott Semmens did the map work and 
Geoff Jones prepared the text. 
 
In October:  the town took official title and deed to the new 732~acre town forest.  Stoddard 
Rocks & Pioneer Lake now belong to the town of Stoddard; George Preston and Geoff Jones 
installed the new trail kiosk.  Geri Bailey and Gayle Looby marked the trail with yellow paint. 
The conservation commission spent considerable time and effort as an Intervener in the Antrim 
Wind Energy project that was slated for Tuttle Hill.  The project, if successful, would have 
resulted in 10 500-foot tall wind mills being erected along a 4 mile section of Tuttle Hill and 
Willard Mountain, fragmenting a 12,900 acre forested block that contains some of the highest 
ranked wildlife habitat in NH and undermined the scenic values of this area.   
 
The following is a summary (sent to the states Site Evaluation Committee) of the Stoddard 
Conservations concerns and recommendations, regarding the proposed Antrim Wind Energy 
proposal for Tuttle Hill, Antrim, NH: 
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT continued 
 
Salient Facts: 
1. The town of Stoddard has 21,431 acres (63% of the town) in conservation land, which 
physically connects with over 40,000 acres of conservation lands in the abutting towns of 
Antrim, Hancock, Gilsum, Harrisville, Marlow, Gilsum, Washington, and Windsor.  This 
remarkable regional land protection effort has involved six regional, state, and national land 
trusts and conservation organizations including the Harris Center, NH Audubon, Society for the 
Protection of NH Forests, The Nature Conservancy, Sweet Water Trust, and Trust for Public Lands 
over a 30+ year span;  
2. The 1,700 acre Robb Reservoir, located in southeastern Stoddard along the Antrim/Stoddard 
town line (was the NH 2006 #1 Forest Legacy project in the state) abuts the proposed AWE 
site to the west; 
3. The proposed AWE wind farm is a part of a 12,994 acre unfragmented forest block that the 
NH Fish & Game Department Wildlife Action Plan has classified as having the highest ranked 
wildlife and ecological habitat in the state; lies in the Quabbin to Cardigan corridor (a multi-
state effort to protect lands that have high wildlife and conservation values); and has been 
identified in the Town of Antrim's Open Space Conservation Plan; 
4. Many of the seasonal and year round residents of Stoddard choose to live here because of the 
scenic, undeveloped countryside that provides the green, scenic backdrop to their homes; 
5. Allowing an industrial wind farm to be placed on Tuttle Hill ridge is inconsistent with the 
SEC statutory requirements under RSA 162-H:16 which states:  " (c) Will not have an 
unreasonable adverse effect on aesthetics, historic sites, air and water quality, the natural 
environment, and public health and safety." 
6. Tuttle Hill area is a marginal wind generation site, hence the proposed 500-ft of the wind 
towers. 
7. The proposed conservation easements with four private landowners to protect 685 acres that 
is part of the AWE application is inadequate, as they do not preclude future residential 
development of the ridgeline along with ancillary forestry and agriculture buildings; they do 
not include the largest property on the ridge that is location of four of the 10 turbines; they do 
not protect against permanent fragmentation of the Willard-Tuttle ridge after the life of the 
project.   (The 11th hour addition of an additional 123 acres, while an improvement, still does 
not offset the negative wildlife impacts, that this project poses). 
8. The Stoddard conservation commission is comprised of 2 professional foresters and 1 high 
school science teacher, who collectively have over 90 years worth of applied natural resource 
experience.  It is our opinion that the AWE project will result in habitat fragmentation that 
will negatively impact the conservation and habitat values of the land hosting the project, but 
also on the adjacent conservation lands, of which Stoddard is a key stakeholder.  We do not 
agree with and challenge the Oct. 11, 2012 testimony of wildlife biologists Dana Valleau and 
Adam Gravel that the proposed AWE Industrial Wind Farm project "will not fragment the 
habitat of the 12,994 acre unfragmented forest, because the project will occupy a relatively 




CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT continued 
 
What the Scientists & Experts Tell Us: 
If you are ecologically and environmentally literate, you see the damage everywhere.  In lieu of 
comprehensive state and federal standards, this damage can only be lessened one land use 
decision at a time, by informed decision makers.  Please consider what the experts are telling us: 
Conversion of forestland to non-forest uses (fragmentation) and the ensuing loss of habitat has 
been identified as a major threat that needs to be addressed by preventing further loss through 
good planning and by finding alternative, less ecologically damaging sites.  This alarm has been 
sounded by the following renowned individuals and organizations; 
a. The NH Fish & Game Wildlife Action Plan identifies a strategy for "minimizing the 
human footprint on the state's natural habitats" and encourages land use decision 
makers throughout the state to protect these habitats through good planning and 
by finding alternative, less intrusive sites; 
b. According to internationally renowned biologist and Pulitzer Prize author, Dr. E. 
O. Wilson (Harvard University professor for over 5 decades and author of more 
than twenty books), the greatest threat to life on planet earth comes from habitat 
fragmentation and invasive species invasions through human development;   
c. The 1993 Society of American Foresters "Task Force Report on Sustaining Long-
Term Forest Health & Productivity" identified the need to "maintain the biological 
and physical integrity of the forest" if they are to remain ecologically and 
economically viable; 
d. Aldo Leopold, forester, wildlife biologist, conservationist made the observation:  
"What avail are forty freedoms without a blank spot on the map"; 
e. Henry David Thoreau said:  "In wildness lies the preservation of the world". 
The Stoddard CC Primary Recommendations: 
The Stoddard conservation commission respectfully requests that the SEC deny the AWE permit 
to built an industrial wind farm on Tuttle Hill, for all of aforementioned and following reasons: 
1. Allowing the wind farm to be permitted on this site will be in direct conflict with the 
requirements in 162-H:16, so the certificate should not be granted. 
If natural resource professionals, land trusts, conservation organizations and state natural 
resource agencies do not heed the aforementioned warnings, and defend the conservation values 
of an important area like Tuttle Hill, WHO WILL? 
2. The SEC is comprised of department heads and/or representatives from three state agencies:  
NH Fish & Game; NH Division of Forest & Lands; NH Division of Parks & Recreation, whose 
collective responsibility is to conserve, manage, and protect the states' natural resources.  We 
challenge them to follow their own advice as outlined by the WAP and their respective 
agency's missions AND defend the core wildlife habitat and conservation values of this large 
unfragmented forest block by voting against this project. 
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT continued 
 
The Stoddard CC Alternative Recommendations: 
If the SEC approves of the AWE permit to build the proposed wind farm, the Stoddard 
conservation commission respectfully requests the following: 
 Remove towers 9 and 10 from the project; 
 Strengthen the proposed conservation protection of this area by expanding the acreage under 
the proposed conservation easements, to include all of the landowners whose land this 
project will be sited on; 
 Strengthen all proposed and ensuing conservations easements by prohibiting any 
development, residential or otherwise. 
Threat to NH Scenic Values & Rural Values?? 
As the state tries to find alternative forms of renewable energy, the hills and ridgelines of NH 
will come under increasing pressure to host these facilities.  While some folks might welcome 
wind farms on the scenic landscape of NH as forms of "kinetic art with values that far outweigh 
the visual impact" others will lament that it will leads to habitat fragmentation and an "aesthetic 
famine" in the state, that once touted "Scenic" on its license plates.   
We implore the SEC and the state to adopt a strong set of siting guidelines that will help 
prioritize where these facilities will be located, without compromising or undermining the 
conservation and scenic values of this state.   




Geoffrey T. Jones 
Stoddard Conservation Commission, chair 
 
In October, the Stoddard Selectmen sent a letter of support regarding the concerns raised by the 
SCC.  Conservation commission chair, Geoff Jones was required to testify twice before the state's 
Site Evaluation Committee (SEC).  Dr. Fred Ward used the SCC's Intervener status as a vehicle to 
address numerous concerns he had regarding meteorological data and noise impacts. 
 
In early February, 2013, after 3 days of deliberations, members of the Site Evaluation Committee 
found the project would have an "unreasonable adverse effect" on the aesthetics in the region 
and denied the wind farm!  This decision was unprecedented! 
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT continued 
 
2013 Planned Projects 
 We plan to work on the trails going to Stoddard Rocks and around Pioneer Lake.  We 
need trail volunteers.  If you would like to be added to the e-mail list for trail workers, 
contact Geoff Jones by phone (446-3439) or better yet:  email me at 
geoffreytjones@gmail.com 
 Hold the 3rd annual "Cordwood for Conservation" to raise money for the annual 
stewardship fund for Pioneer Lake/Stoddard Rocks.  You can make a tax deductible gift 
with a donation to the Town of Stoddard/Town Forest Stewardship Fund c/o the 
Selectman. 
 Have a Grand Opening of the trail on Olde Home Days Weekend.......with other field trips 
to follow. 
 Follow us on the town website 
 Establish a town forest advisory committee 
 We need new members for both the conservation commission and the advisory 




Geoff Jones, chair 
Scott Semmens, vice chair 

















ZONING BOARD REPORT 
 
This fiscal year has not allowed for a resolution of the proposed AT&T cell tower on Melville 
Hill.  We are in Federal Court because AT&T has charged that the Town of Stoddard and the 
ZBA violated the FCC  “shot clock” regulation. The issue was submitted to Judge LaPlante for 
Summary Judgment a year ago, but only recently did Judge LaPlante respond that the court 
could not render a decision based on the material submitted for Summary Judgment. He 
recommended either a trial or a “Stipulated Record” be submitted by both sides by April 12.  In 
consultation with Attorney Jeff Spear of Orr & Reno, the ZBA and the Board of Selectmen have 
requested a Stipulated Record judgment.  A trial would incur much more expense. 
 
There have been 2 appeals of ZBA decisions, which have been delayed because the appellants 
have to identify new attorneys.  Matthew Serge of Upton & Hatfield is the attorney for the ZBA 
for all legal issues except for the cell tower issue. 
 
The ZBA is charged with making decisions for special exceptions and variances within the 
parameters of the Community Planning Ordinances. (CPO)  These ordinances should be 
examined on some regular basis for changes needed to both retain the rural character of the 
Town and provide for businesses which add to the tax base. 
 
Things to remember when planning waterfront addition or changes: 
  
•   A buffer zone of 50 feet from the high water mark must be left undisturbed to 
reduce siltation into the water. 
•   Additions of buildings, decks and other alterations may have other restrictions. Consult the 
Community Planning Ordinances for definitive information. They are on the Stoddard web site. 
•  “Grandfathered” does not mean you are exempt, but instead you may need a variance before 
proceeding with any alterations. 
•   A State Shoreland Permit is required for many alterations on the waterfront. Please obtain the 
permit before applying to the ZBA. More information is available @ www.des.nh.gov/espa 
 
Zoning Board of Adjustment 
 
Angel Nicoletti, Chair     Paul Krampfert, Vice Chair      Edmond Saleski 
Mario Zamaripas,           Peter Athearn            Stephen McGerty, alternate 












CEMETERY COMMISSION REPORT 
   
There were many changes in our cemeteries this past year.  Considerable tree work has been 
done.  A large elm tree was removed from the new Town Cemetery, a large maple was removed 
from Robb Cemetery and two memorial trees were replaced due to severe damage by deer 
during the winter. 
 
Resignations were received and accepted from Commissioners Louis Grand Pre and Charlotte 
Pratt.  The new Commissioners are Edmond Saleski and Barbara Dougeneck. 
 
A new caretaker was hired for Old Dow Cemetery, Jesse Pollard of Stoddard.  Jesse has done an 
outstanding job.  Thank you Jesse. 
 
However, Jesse gave his resignation April 3, 2013.  He is needed at home while his wife 
continues her education. 
 
David Young is no longer caretaker for New Dow, New Town, Stevens and Robb Cemeteries.  
James Curnutte of Stoddard will be the caretaker of these cemeteries starting May 1, 2013. 
 
Our cemeteries are once again in good and caring hands. 
 
When visiting your loved ones in our cemeteries, please feel free to call to our attention your 




Mary Lou Stymest, Chair 
Edmond Saleski 




















MONADNOCK FAMILY SERVICES  
 




Monadnock Family Services provided the following services to you town’s residents last year: 
 
Number of clients treated:                   21 
 
Children:               8 
Adults:                    11 
Seniors               2 
 
Total # of appointments provided for the above residents:           258 
 
Percentage of payments received for services:               56.59% 
 
Discounts based on a residents ability to pay and other discounts: $9,180.61 
 
In addition to the above discounts current outstanding and 


























HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES 






In 2012/13, Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services (HCS) continued to provide 
home care and community services to the residents of Stoddard. The following information 




 Services Offered Services Provided 
 
 Nursing ........................................................................................... 231 Visits 
 Physical Therapy ........................................................................... 189 Visits 
 Occupational Therapy .................................................................... 65 Visits 
 Medical Social Work ......................................................................... 4 Visits 
 Home Health Aide .......................................................................... 60 Visits 
 Chronic Care ............................................................................... 1,039 hours 
 Health Promotion Clinics .............................................................. 12 Clinics 
 Child Health and Prenatal Care .................................................... 11 Hours 
 
Prenatal and well child care, hospice services and regularly scheduled “Nurse Is In” clinics, 
including foot care, are available to residents. Town funding partially supports these services.   
  
HCS also offers the Age In Motion program in Stoddard; ten week sessions are held in the spring 
and fall. AIM is an exercise program designed primarily for older adults. AIM promotes exercise 
for balance, flexibility, and to build strength, preventing falls and enhancing older residents’ 
ability to stay independent.  Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services also sponsors 
the monthly Friendly Meals for senior citizens at the Stoddard Town Hall.  No town funding is 




The actual cost of all services provided in your fiscal year 2012/13 with all funding sources is 
$155,475.00.  These services have been supported to the greatest extent possible by Medicare, 
Medicaid, other insurances, grants and patient fees. Services that were not covered by other 
funding have been supported by the town’s appropriation.  
 
For fiscal year 2013/2014, we request an appropriation of $800.00 to be available for home care 
services and $1,200.00 for the Age In Motion program in Stoddard. 
 
For information about HCS services, residents may call (603) 352-2253 or visit 
www.HCSservices.org 
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HIGHLAND LAKE UNIFIED ASSOCIATION 
 
The Highland Lake Unified Association is a non-profit organization dedicated to establishing an 
awareness, understanding and appreciation of Highland Lake and the responsibilities associated 
with preserving the environment of the lake. 
 
The association is responsible for the volunteer water collection and testing by the state (see the 
2012 report from William Bearce, chairman of the water testing committee) and weed watch 
programs and the highly successful Lake Host Program which is entering its twelfth (12) year.  
The volunteer water collection team use their own fishing boats and the volunteer weed watch 
team use their canoes, kayaks and other small boats to cover the lake looking for invasive plants. 
 
During the 2012 boating season the lake hosts examined over 2400 boats and trailers both 
entering and leaving the two (2) public boat ramps during twelve (12) weekends and included 
ten (10) fishing tournaments. 
 
We are now preparing for the 2013 boating season and will be seeking additional funding.  New 
Hampshire Lakes Association is trying to obtain funding for The Lake Host Program but with no 
Federal or State funding they have to rely on private grants.  This being so, further cuts are 
expected in our allotment this year.  Without the Lake Host Program Highland Lake is open to 
infestation by invasive species of plants making the lake inhabitable for fish and other plant life.  
With such an infestation there would be no boating, fishing or swimming.  Eradication of milfoil 
and other invasive species is extremely expensive.  The Lake Host Program is the first line of 
defense. 
 
During 2012, with the help of the town of Stoddard providing $6,000.00 (six thousand), the town 
of Washington $500.00 (five hundred), road association’s donations, and the generosity of our 
members we were able to cover the program for the season.  Thank you all for your generosity. 
 
















2012 WATER QUALITY ON HIGHLAND LAKE 
 
A warmer than normal winter, along with very little snow cover, gave us an early ice out on the 
first day of spring.  Even with the lack of snow, the lake level returned to normal after the work 
was completed on the dam.  The Loons have returned, as well as both male and female bald 
eagles being seen at the north end of the lake.  A large flock of common mergansers (a fish-eating 
diving duck with a crested head and a long beak notched like a saw blade) was seen.  We also 
observed several ducks and clocks of geese.  It was also noted, that the weed growth was starting 
to form. 
 
The sampling event occurred on June 20, 2012, with an annual visit by the DES.  The event and 
the sample results showed good clarity and all parameters were within range.  Our secchi-disk 
reads will be sent to Kent State for the annual secchi-disk records for lakes throughout the 
country. 
 
The second sampling occurred on July 29, 2012 with similar results.  Water clarity was getting 
better and weed growth worse, due to the hot weather and minimal rain fall. 
 
The third and final sampling occurred on September 3rd, 2012 with the lake down eight (8) inches 
and tributary flow very low due to the lack of rain.  The water clarity showed continuous 
improvement, but the weed growth was becoming a problem due to abundant grasses and 
clumps formed from boat traffic cutting the weeds. 
 
Water samples were collected at the following locations, North and South deep spots, and 
tributaries from the North inlet, Barden Pond Brook, Pickerel Cove, Carr Brook, Rice Brook, 
Kennedy Brook and Dead Brook.  The deep spots were sampled for dissolved oxygen, acid 
neutralizing capacity, chlorophyll-A and clarity using the secchi-disk.  The North and South 
deep spots, along with tributary events were sampled for pH, conductivity, phosphorus and 
turbidity.  Initial results show the lake to be in good shape. 
 
The DES )NH Department of Environmental Services) records all of the parameters, and a book 
is produced yearly showing trends and the overall health of Highland Lake.  The brook will be 
available for Highland Lake Unified Association Annual Meeting. 
 
Respectfully submitted by the Sampling Committee, 
 
William Bearce, Chairman 





























TOWN OF STODDARD, NH 
TOWN MEETING 
MAY 8, 2012 
 
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the State of New 
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the James 
Faulkner Elementary School Lucy B. Hill Community Room in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the 
eighth (8th) day of May 2012, next at eleven of the clock in the forenoon (11:00AM) to act upon 
the following articles:   
The Polls will be open from 11:00 AM to 7:00 PM. 
 
Article 1:  To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year. 
      Elected Officers 
  Selectman:     Arnold Stymest 
  Moderator     Daniel Eaton 
  Tax Collector     Ellen Mason 
  Treasurer     Patricia Putnam 
  Trustee of the Trust Fund   Ed Quinn 
  Trustee of the Public Library  Karen Van Kuren 
  Constable     David Vaillancourt 
  Board of Fire Ward (3)   Patricia J. Lamothe 
        Joe Sarcione 
        Shannon Sarcione 
  Supervisor of the Checklist  Mary Lou Stymest 
  Planning Board For 3 Years (2)  Ruth Ward 
        Dian Mathews 
  Planning Board For 2 Years  Steve McGerty 
  Cemetery Commission   Edmond Saleski 
  Building Committee For 3 Years (3) Arnold Stymest 
        Edmond Saleski 
        Richard Briere 
  Building Committee For 1 Year  Dean Huber 
  Auditor (2)     Gail Saleski 
        Mary Lou Stymest 
  Sexton     Gordon Garnett 
 
FURTHER; you are hereby notified to meet at the James Faulkner Elementary School, Lucy B. 
Hill Community Room, in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the fifteenth (15th) day of May 2012, next 
at seven of the clock in the evening (7:00 PM) to act upon articles 2 through 38. 
The Meeting opened at 7:00pm by Moderator Daniel Eaton with a salute to the flag. 
John Halter made a presentation to Linda Vaillancourt as the oldest resident of Stoddard. She 
was given a pin to represent the Boston Post Cane, which hangs in the Town Hall. The plaque 
will have her name engraved on it. 
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Article 2.  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred and 
Eighty-five Thousand Dollars ($585,000) (gross budget) for repairs, and improvements to the 
Stoddard Town Hall, including but not limited to, construction of a full height basement, 
capable of supporting future municipal office requirements, new roof, new siding, exterior 
trim, cupola reconstruction, entrances, septic system, site work and any other related needs as 
may be necessary; and to borrow in the name of the municipality by issuance of serial notes or 
bonds, in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), a 
sum not to exceed $585,000 for the purpose of defraying the cost of the foregoing, and to 
authorize the Town's officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the 
rate of interest thereon.  A two-thirds majority ballot vote is required. Recommended by a 
majority of the Board of Selectmen. 
 
MOTION   John Halter made a motion to move Articles 5-38 to be discussed before Articles 2-
4. We will then recess the meeting to June 26th at 7:00 pm for consideration. John spoke about 
bid process not being complete for article 3.There will then be a presentation in full at that time 
with completed numbers.  Motion seconded by Arnie Stymest. Discussion followed. 
 
AMENDMENT made by George Davenport to move articles 2 and 4 to the end of the meeting 
but consider the petitioned article, article 3, by itself as stands. Motion seconded by Matt 
Wheeler.  More discussion followed. By voice vote the moderator declares the amendment 
fails. 
The original motion is called for a vote. On a voice vote the moderator declares the motion is 
adopted. 
Motion on Article 2 is adopted as stated. 
 
Article 3.  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Hundred and 
Sixty-five Thousand Dollars ($765,000) (gross budget) for repairs, expansion and 
improvements to the Stoddard Town Hall, including but not limited to, construction of a full 
height basement with office requirements, new roof, new siding, exterior trim, cupola 
reconstruction, heating system, entrances, site work and any other related needs as may be 
necessary; and to borrow in the name of the municipality by issuance of serial notes or bonds, 
in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), a sum not to 
exceed $765,000 for the purpose of defraying the cost of the foregoing, and to authorize the 
Town's officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest 
thereon.  (By Petition)  A two-thirds majority ballot vote is required. Not recommended by a 
majority of the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion by John Halter to move this article to the 26th of June. Seconded by Arnie Stymest. 
Motion is adopted. 
 
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $145,000 for 
repairs to the Town Hall, including a new roof, new siding and exterior trim, cupola repair and 
new siding, exterior wall insulation and remove and properly dispose of all demolition 
materials and any other needs recommended by the Selectmen.    Majority vote required.  
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion by John Halter to move this article to the 26th of June. Seconded by Arnie Stymest. 
Motion is adopted. 
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Article 5:  Shall the town vote to authorize and direct the selectmen to sell the property known 
as the Cahill Property located on the Easterly side of Route 123, North of the intersection of 
School Street, and also identified as Tax Map 410, Lot 8, and being the parcel recorded at the 
Cheshire County Registry of Deeds at Book 2061, Page 0382; and to market and sell said 
property in a manner that they deem in the best interest of the Town.  (By Petition) Majority 
vote required.  A majority of the Board of Selectmen do not recommend this petition article. 
Motion made by Gorden Garnett, Seconded by Bob Hardy 
Discussion follows, consensus of opinion, that a gift of land should not be sold. 
Brian Michaud stated that deed says if property is not to be used for municipal purposes, it 
would revert back to original owner. Not to be used as a transfer station. 
More discussion follows. 
Article 5 is defeated on a voice vote. 
 
Article 6:  Are you in favor of eliminating the position of Compliance Officer in the Town of 
Stoddard, NH?   (By Petition) Majority vote required. The Board of Selectmen do not 
recommend this petition. 
Motion made by Paul Dionne, seconded by George Davenport. Discussion follows 
Ballot vote called for, polls open at 8:02pm closed at 8:25 pm votes as follows ; 
YES  46      No  88 
Article 6 is defeated. 
 
Article 7:  Shall the town elect a Building Compliance Officer to replace the present appointed 
Building Compliance Officer; with said officer to be elected annually by ballot; and shall the 
elected Building Compliance Officer have the same authorities, duties, and responsibilities as 
were set in place for the appointed Building Compliance Officer on or before 12/31/2011, with 
the elected Building Compliance Officer being allowed to accept additional authorities, duties, 
and responsibilities as they see fit; and if this article is approved by the Town Meeting shall the 
Town Moderator call for nominations for candidates and shall the first elected Building 
Compliance Officer be elected by secret ballot by the Town Meeting?  (By Petition) Majority 
vote required. The Board of Selectmen do not recommend this petition. 
Motion made by Ken Holland, seconded by Gordon Jennison.  Discussion follows 
Motion made by John Halter to indefinitely postpone this article. Seconded by Amy Rokoszak. 
More discussion follows 
Motion carries unanimously and Article 7 is indefinitely postponed. 
 
Article 8:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $322,847 for general 
municipal operations.  This article does not include special or individual articles addressed. 
Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made by Arnie Stymest, seconded by Lou GrandPre’ to be adopted as written. 
Article 8 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 9:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,090 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Planning Board.   Majority vote required.  Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made to adopt as written, made by Pat Putnam, seconded by Bob Fee. 
Article 9 is adopted unanimously. 
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Article 10:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $33,900 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment. Majority vote required.  
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made to adopt as written, by Angel Nicoletti, seconded by Ruth Ward. 
Discussion follows, ZBA chairman Angel Nicoletti, then spoke about current situation with the 
AT&T litigations. 
Article 10 is adopted unanimously.  
 
Article 11:  Shall the Town vote to abolish the nine-member elected Building Committee, 
previously established as an elected committee by Article 17 of the 2011 Annual Meeting?  (By 
Petition) Majority vote required. A majority of the Board of Selectmen do not recommend 
this petition. 
Motion made by Brian Michaud to indefinitely postpone. Seconded by Bob Fee. 
Article 11 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 12:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 for the 
purpose of the Stoddard Building Committee to get professional analysis, estimating and 
design services as needed to perform its duties and responsibilities to the Town of Stoddard.   
Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made by John Halter to approve as written, seconded by Arnie Stymest. 
Motion to table article made by Amy Rokoszak, seconded by Fred Ward. 
 Further discussion follows. 
Motion carried by majority vote. Article 12 is tabled. 
 
Article 13:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $42,200 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department. Majority vote required.  Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made by David Vaillancourt to approve as written. Seconded by Joanne Vaillancourt. 
Article 13 is adopted unanimously.  
 
Article 14:  To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a four year 
lease purchase agreement for $41,669 for the purpose of leasing a police cruiser for the police 
department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,418 for the first year's payment for 
that purpose. This lease contains an escape clause.  Majority vote required.  Recommended by 
the Board of Selectmen.  
Motion made by David Vaillancourt to approve as written. Seconded by Joanne Vaillancourt. 
Article 14 is adopted by majority in a verbal vote. 
 
Article 15:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 for the 
Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year.   Majority vote required.  Recommended by 
the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made by PJ Lamothe to approve as written. Seconded by Margo Santoro. 
Article 15 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 16:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $65,020 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department, including paramedic intercept, 
for the ensuing year.   Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
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Motion made by Margo Santoro to approve as written. Seconded by PJ Lamothe. 
Discussion follows some explanations of what training is included for both the fire and rescue 
depts. 
Article 16 is adopted unanimously.  
 
Article 17:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden.   Majority vote required.  Recommended by 
the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made by Joe Sarcione to approve as written. Seconded by Shannon Sarcione. 
Article 17 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 18:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,250 for the 
replacement of the roof, and other related work to abate water damage, at the Old Fire Station.   
Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made by Brian Michaud to approve as written. Seconded by Margo Santoro.  
Discussion follows on type of roof and estimates given. 
Article 18 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 19:  To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $5,662 for the purchase of 
equipment needed for the suppression of wild land fires, including back pumps, foam 
applicator and communications items; said appropriation to consist of $2,832 from general 
taxation and $2,830 from a grant from the Division of Forest and Lands, Forest Protection 
Bureau.   This will be a special non-lapsing warrant article as defined by RSA 32:7, VI and will 
not lapse until the purpose is completed or by June 30, 2013, whichever is sooner. Majority 
vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
Motion made by Joe Sarcione to approve as written. Seconded by Shannon Sarcione. 
Discussion follows about equipment needs. 
 
Article 19 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 20:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Emergency Management.   Majority vote required.  
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion by Richard Gariepy to approve as written. Seconded by Arnold Antak. 
Discussion follows what items are needed. Richard explained that there are no supplies at this 
time for and emergency situation and all purchases would be made from general 
appropriations. 
Article 20 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 21:  To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to continue the municipal 
lease purchase agreement for the purpose of leasing a 4 wheel drive forestry vehicle for the 
Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,352 for the  
second of three payments.  This lease agreement contains a non-appropriation clause.  
Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made by Joe Sarcione to approve as written. Seconded by Shannon Sarcione. 
Article 21 is adopted unanimously. 
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Article 22:  To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to continue the municipal 
lease purchase agreement for the purpose of leasing a 4 wheel drive pumper/rescue vehicle for 
the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $36,516 for the 
seventh of ten payments.  This lease agreement contains a non-appropriation clause.  Majority 
vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made by PJ Lamothe as written. Seconded by Brian Michaud. 
Article 22 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 23:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,500 for the Lay 
Monitoring, Lake Host Programs and water testing.  Majority vote required.  Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen.  
Motion by John Secco to adopt as written. Seconded by Goeff Jones.  
Question by Amy Roskozak, where does the money go. Explanation; that all monies go to the 
state and is used to pay Lake Host staff and for water testing. 
Article 23 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 24:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the 
operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission.  Majority vote required.  Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen.  
Motion made by Goeff Jones to adopt as written. Seconded by George Davenport. 
Article 24 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 25:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $193,000 for Winter 
and Summer maintenance, emergencies and planned repair of Town roads and bridges.  
Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made by David Vaillancourt to adopt as written. Seconded by Lou GrandPre’. 
Article 25 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 26:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $174,288 for all 
Recycling, Solid Waste and related expenses for the ensuing year for the Stoddard Transfer 
Station and for use of the Washington Transfer Station by certain residents.  Majority vote 
required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Motion made by John Halter to accept as written. Seconded by Arnold Stymest. 
Discussion follows. 
Article 26 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $823 for the 
residents of Stoddard to participate in household hazardous waste collection days at the City of 
Keene Recycling Center. Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion by Goeff Jones to adopt as written. Seconded by Brian Michaud. 
Article 27 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 28:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $26,139 for the 
operation of the Davis Public Library. Per RSA 202-A:11, the funds raised and appropriated, 
other than payroll and utilities, shall be paid over to the Library Trustees pursuant to a 
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payment scheduled as agreed upon by the Library Trustees and the Selectmen.   Majority vote 
required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
Motion by Claire Costin to adopt as written. Seconded by Donna Hamilton.  
A motion is made by John Halter to amend the article to remove the “d” from the word 
scheduled to read schedule on line 4 second word in. Seconded by Arnold Stymest. 
Article 28 is amended . 
Article 28 is approved by voice vote. 
 
Article 29:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,575 for the 
operating budget of the cemeteries.   Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of 
Selectmen. 
Motion by Mary Lou Stymest to adopt as written. Seconded by Lou GrandPre’. 
Question by Pat McMahon as to the costs involved. MaryLou Stymest explained that the 
grounds being maintained and tree work being done. There are now two people doing the 
grounds. 
Article 29 is adopted. 
 
Article 30:  To see if the Town will vote to accept from George F. Cahill, Jr., a portion of his 
land situated adjacent to the Town Cemetery and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter 
into a boundary line agreement with the donor so that the land of Cahill presently used for 
cemetery purposes can be incorporated into Town ownership, or take any action thereon.  
Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion by John Halter is adopted as written. Seconded by Lou GrandPre’. 
Article 30 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 31:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Hundred 
Dollars ($800) to Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services to support the 
continuance of visiting nurse and home health services being provided to the residents of 
Stoddard. (By Petition)  Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
Motion by Pat McMahon  to adopt as written. Seconded by Ruth Ward. 
Article 31 is adopted. 
 
Article 32:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200 to Home 
Healthcare, Hospice & Community services to support continuance of the Age In Motion 
program provided to the residents of Stoddard. [Explanation: This program for all area Seniors 
(60+) will meet in the Town Hall on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons for a period of 10 
weeks. The funds will cover the cost of a trained physical exercise leader and equipment. (By 
Petition)  Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
Motion by Jean Kelly to adopt as written. Seconded by Carol Briere. 
Motion by Angel Nicoletti   to amend the article to read mornings, on line 4. Seconded by Jean 
Kelly.  
Article 32 is amended to read mornings. 
Article 32 is adopted as amended. 
 
Article 33: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,250.00 for 
Monadnock Family Services, a non-profit agency which provides quality mental health 
services to residents of Stoddard and which is requesting said amount to help underwrite the 
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cost of services provided to residents.  The amount is based on a per capita fee of $1.25 based 
on the 2006 census. MFS has not raised the per capita cost this year.  Majority vote required.  
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
Motion made by Angel Nicoletti to adopt as written. Seconded by Ellen Blair. 
Article 33 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 34: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,900.00 for  
support of The Community Kitchen, Inc., located in Keene, New Hampshire. Majority vote 
required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
Motion made by Leslie Peate to adopt as written. Seconded by Ellen Mason. 
Article 34 is adopted unanimously. 
 
Article 35: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $470.00 for support 
of the New Hampshire Region of the American Red Cross. [Request is based on a $0.45 per 
capita rate and the 2009 Stoddard population of 1045.]  Majority vote required.  
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
Motion made June Congdon to adopt as written. Seconded by Bill Congdon. 
Article 35 is adopted unanimously.  
 
Article 36: Shall the town rescind the vote on Article #3 of the Special Town Meeting of August 
9, 2011, which granted Site Plan Review authority to the Planning Board, with this present 
revocation of Site Plan Review authority being intended to force the Planning Board to finally 
develop a set of comprehensive, objective standards for the development and operation of non-
residential activities in the Town of Stoddard?  (By Petition) Majority vote required). The 
Board of Selectmen do not recommend this petition. 
Motion made by John Halter to indefinitely postponed. Seconded by George Davenport. 
Article 36 is indefinitely postponed. 
 
Article 37:  Shall the town hereafter limit the salary of the Building Compliance Officer to equal 
that of a member of the Board of Selectmen, with such limit to take effect as a part of this new 
budget year? (By Petition) Majority vote required. The Board of Selectmen do not 
recommend this petition. 
Motion made by Brian Michaud to indefinitely postpone. Seconded By Fred Ward. 
Article 37 is indefinitely postponed. 
 
Article 38: To see if the town will vote to direct the Selectmen to appoint a five-member 
committee to complete a comprehensive study of the land and buildings owned by the Town, 
including the Town Hall, the Gould House, the Cahill land, the Faulkner School, the Davis 
Library, the Fire Station and the Police Station. This committee shall consist of at least one 
member from the Selectmen, the Building Committee and the School Board. Their study shall 
include the potential educational and financial benefits from tuitioning the current Faulkner 
students to schools in neighboring Towns, and the potential benefits derived from the reuse of 
the Faulkner School as a community resource for all residents. The committee shall consider 
such potential uses of the Faulkner building as Town Offices, after school activities, senior 
lunches, a police station and/or library. The committee shall also consider the financial benefits 
of the sale of the Gould House and the Cahill land. It shall also recommend the uses to which 
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any potential annual savings, and any one-time savings, can be applied. The committee will 
present their report and findings to the Selectmen, School Board and Building Committee on or 
before 5 November 2012.   (By Petition) Majority vote required. The Board of Selectmen do 
not recommend this petition. 
 
Motion made by George Davenport to indefinitely postpone. Seconded by Brian Michaud. 
Discussion follows by Fred Ward and others. 
Motion made to limit debate by Bob Fee. Seconded by Brian Michaud 
Motion Carries. 
Article 38 is indefinitely postponed. 
Motion made by John Halter that the 2012 Stoddard Town Meeting be in recess until June 26th 
at 7:00 pm at this location. Seconded by Lou GrandPre’. 
Motion Carries. 
 
Meeting recessed at 9:45 pm. 
Newly elected officers step forward to be sworn in by the Moderator. 
 
June 26, 2012 
Town Meeting was brought out of recess at the James Faulkner School at 7:00 pm. 
Meeting was brought to order by Deputy Moderator David Costin. 
Pledge of Allegiance was led by Terry McMahon. 
David recognized Jim Coffey. 
An explanation was presented about the bond issue. A bond issue to be  procedurally correct 
needs have no more than 60 days and no less than 50 clear days between the bond hearing and 
the town meeting with a vote for an amount $100,000 or more. There would be a procedural 
defect if presented this evening. Therefore the selectmen will be asking for a recess until July 
10th to continue after the holidays. 
A Motion was made by John Halter to recess the meeting until July 10th at 7:00pm at this same 
location. 
Motion was seconded by Arnie Stymest. 
Motion Carries. 
Meeting was recessed 7:15 pm. 
An informal discussion followed about the Articles to be voted on, with a question and answer 
period. 
 
July 10, 2012 
Town meeting was brought out of recess and brought to order at 7:00 pm by moderator Dan 
Eaton at the James Faulkner School. 
Pledge of Allegiance was led by Dave Lokrete. 
Motion made by John Halter to allow discussion on articles 2, 3, and 4 at the same time. 
Seconded by  
Arnie Stymest. 
Motion Carries. 
Articles 2 and 3 are bond issues and need a 2/3rd vote, Article 4 is a majority vote. 
Discussion follows, with a presentation by the architect Daniel Scully and building committee 
chair Richard Gariepy showing the conceptual drawings and plans of the various proposals. 
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Article 2 tax impact is $60 per $1000/property evaluation a year starting the first year for 15 
years and decreasing over time. 
Article 3 tax impact is $88 per $1000/property evaluation a year starting the first year and 
decreasing over time. 
Article 4 tax impact is $112 per $1000/property evaluation for a year. 
Motion made by Beverly Gay to call the vote on Article 3. Seconded by Bob Fee. 
Motion made John Halter to amend the Article to change from $765,000 to $1.2 million for the 
budgeted amount.  Seconded by Arnie Stymest. 
Motion Carries. 
Voting opened at 9:00 pm, and was officially closed at 10:00 pm. 
Voting results were: 
169 ballots cast 
101 no                  68 yes 
Article 3 Fails. 
Motion made by Tom Chagnon to indefinitely postpone Article 2. Seconded by Jim Elliott.  
Motion Carries. 
Article 2 is indefinitely postponed. 
Motion made by John Halter to accept Article 4 as written. Seconded by Dick Gariepy. 
Motion was made by Fred Ward to amend the amount to $166,500 for the budgeted amount. 
Seconded by John Halter. 
Motion Carries.  
Article 4 is adopted as amended. 
Motion  made by Terry McMahon to bring Article 12 off the table. Seconded by John Halter. 
Motion was made by George Davenport to indefinitely postpone Article 12. Seconded by Bob 
Fee. 
Chair in doubt, calls for standing vote. 
Motion Carries. 
Motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Mike Meyer. Seconded by David Lokrete. 
Meeting was adjourned at 10:10 pm. 
Respectfully Submitted 
 
Linda E. Clark/ Town Clerk 
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TOWN OF STODDARD, NH 
TOWN MEETING 
MAY 14, 2013 
 
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the State of New 
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the James 
Faulkner Elementary School Lucy B. Hill Community Room in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the 
fourteenth (14th) day of May 2013, next at eleven of the clock in the forenoon (11:00AM) to act 
upon the following articles:   
The Polls will be open from 11:00 AM to 7:00 PM. 
 
Article 1:  To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year. 
 
FURTHER; you are hereby notified to meet at the James Faulkner Elementary School, Lucy B. 
Hill Community Room, in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the twenty-first (21st) day of May 2013, 
next at seven of the clock in the evening (7:00 PM) to act upon articles 2 through 31. 
 
Article 2:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $331,061 for general 
municipal operations.  This article does not include special or individual articles addressed. 
Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
ARTICLE TWO BREAKDOWN   
Executive   $85,325 
Election, Reg. & Vital Statistics   $43,871 
Financial Administration   $32,343 
Revaluation of Property   $44,000 
Legal Expense   $7,500 
Personnel Administration   $26,800 
General Government Buildings   $45,287 
Insurance   $10,300 
Advertising & Regional Assoc.   $2,800 
Other (Incl. Communications)   $18,634 
Street Lighting   $5,300 
Administration & Direct Assist.   $6,450 
Parks & Recreation   $250 
Patriotic Purposes   $600 
Health-Porta Johns   $1,600 
Int. on Tax Anticipation Notes   $1 




Article 3:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $98,000 for the 
purpose of renovations to the Town Hall for compliance with fire safety and accessibility 
codes, to the Gould House for roofing and building exterior repairs, improved insulation and 
other related general improvements to the site for safety and access improvements.   This will 
be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the renovations are 
completed or by June 30, 2015, whichever is sooner.  Majority vote required.  Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 4:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,340 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Planning Board.   Majority vote required.  Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 5:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $23,475 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment. Majority vote required.  
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 6:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,450 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department. Majority vote required.  Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 7:  To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to continue the municipal 
lease purchase agreement for the purpose of leasing an all wheel drive Ford police cruiser for 
the Stoddard Police Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for the first of 
three payments.  This lease agreement contains a non-appropriation clause.  Majority vote 
required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 8:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 for the 
Antrim ambulance service, or other appropriate service. Majority vote required.  
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 9:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $71,300 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department, including paramedic intercept.   
Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 10:  To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to continue the municipal 
lease purchase agreement for the purpose of leasing a 4 wheel drive pumper/rescue vehicle for 
the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $36,517 for the 
eighth of ten payments.  This lease agreement contains a non-appropriation clause.  Majority 
vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 11:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $14,000 for the 
rebuilding of the pump on Engine One of the Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department.  Majority 
vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 12:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $26,500 for the 
purpose of purchasing new extrication equipment for the Stoddard Fire and Rescue 
Department.  Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
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Article 13:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden.   Majority vote required.  Recommended by 
the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 14:  To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to continue the municipal 
lease purchase agreement for the purpose of leasing a 4 wheel drive forestry vehicle for the 
Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,882 for the   
final payment.  This lease agreement contains a non-appropriation clause.  Majority vote 
required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 15:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the 
operating budget of the Stoddard Emergency Management.   Majority vote required.  
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 16:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,050 for the Lay 
Monitoring, Lake Host Programs and water testing.  Majority vote required.  Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen.  
 
Article 17:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,250 for the 
operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission.  Majority vote required.  Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen.  
 
Article 18:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $197,500 for Winter 
and Summer maintenance, emergencies and planned repair of Town roads and bridges.  
Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 19:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $176,054 for all 
Recycling, Solid Waste and related expenses for the ensuing year for the Stoddard Transfer 
Station, use of the Washington Transfer Station by certain residents and for hazardous waste 
disposal services provided by the City of Keene.  Majority vote required.  Recommended by 
the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 20:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $27,937 for the 
operation of the Davis Public Library. [Per RSA 202-A:11, the funds raised and appropriated, 
other than payroll and utilities, shall be paid over to the Library Trustees pursuant to a 
payment scheduled as agreed upon by the Library Trustees and the Selectmen.]   Majority vote 
required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
 
Article 21:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,525 for the 
operating budget of the cemeteries.   Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of 
Selectmen. 
 
Article 22:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $800 to Home 
Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services to support the continuance of visiting nurse and 
home health services being provided to the residents of Stoddard.  (By Petition) Majority vote 
required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
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Article 23:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200 to Home 
Healthcare, Hospice & Community Services to support continuance of the Age In Motion 
program provided to the residents of Stoddard. [Explanation: This program for all area Seniors 
(60+) will meet in the Town Hall on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons for a period of 10 
weeks. The funds will cover the cost of a trained physical exercise leader and equipment. (By 
Petition)  Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
 
Article 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,540 for 
Monadnock Family Services, a non-profit agency which provides quality mental health 
services to residents of Stoddard and which is requesting said amount to help underwrite the 
cost of services provided to residents.  Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board 
of Selectmen.  
 
Article 25:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for support 
of The Community Kitchen, Inc., located in Keene, New Hampshire. (By Petition)  Majority 
vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.  
 
Article 26:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $470 for support of 
the New Hampshire Region of the American Red Cross. [Request is based on a $0.45 per capita 
rate and the 2009 Stoddard population of 1045.]  Majority vote required.  Recommended by 
the Board of Selectmen.  
 
Article 27:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $350 for 
Southwestern Community Services, a non-profit agency which provides fuel assistance, 
weatherization and other related services to residents of Stoddard, and which is requesting 
said amount to help underwrite the cost of services provided to residents.  Majority vote 
required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
  
Article 28:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 for the 
construction of drainage improvements and all other related activities at the junction of North 
Shore Road and West Shore Road.  [Explanation: This article addresses drainage problems 
causing recurrent washouts. The Granite Lake Association has voted to provide the necessary 
engineering required for this project.]  This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, 
VI and will not lapse until the drainage project is completed or by June 30, 2016, whichever is 
sooner.  Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 29:  To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions 
of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of funding major repairs and improvements for all Town owned 
buildings, and to raise and appropriate the sum of twelve thousand dollars ($12,000) to be placed 
in this fund.  Majority vote required.  Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Article 30:  Shall the Town vote to abolish the optional nine member Building Committee 
which was changed from an appointed committee to an elected committee by Article 17, at the 






Article 31:  Shall the Town vote to adopt the provision of RSA 154:1(b) for the selection of a Fire 
Chief, which states: “A fire chief appointed by the local governing body, or by the town or city 
manager, if any, with firefighters appointed by the local governing body or manager upon 
recommendation of the fire chief” or take any other action in relation thereto.  Submitted by 
petition. 
 




































BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD 
General Government 
 





Prior Year As 









Executive 2 $82,013.00 $79,239.00 $85,325.00 
4140-
4149 
Election, Reg. & 
Vital Statistics 





2 $33,558.00 $30,128.00 $32,343.00 
4152 Revaluation of 
Property 
2 $27,690.00 $18,581.00 $44,000.00 










4-5 $14,090.00 $71,215.00 $32,815.00 
4194 General Gov. 
Buildings 
2 $64,757.00 $52,038.00 $45,287.00 
4195 Cemeteries 21 $7,500.00 $7,677.00 $7,525.00 
4196 Insurance 2 $16,926.00 $10,174.00 $10,300.00 
4197 Advertising & 
Regional Assoc. 
2 $2,400.00 $3,590.00 $2,800.00 
4199 Other General 
Government 









Prior Year As 









Police 6 $42,200.00 $31,672.00 $45,450.00 
4215-
4219 
Ambulance 8 $13,000.00 $0.00 $8,000.00 
4220-
4229 










15    
4299 Other (Incl. 
Communications) 
2   $18,634.00 
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD continued 
Airport/Aviation Center 
 





Prior Year As 











    
 
Highways & Streets 
 





Prior Year As 







4311 Administration     
4312 Highways & Sts 18 $191,500.00 $152,366.00 $197,500.00 
4313 Bridges     
4316 Street Lighting 2 $5,100.00 $4,923.00 $5,300.00 









Prior Year As 







4321 Administration     
4323 Solid Waste 
Collection 
    
4324 Solid Waste 
Disposal 
19 $174,292.00 $172,801.00 $176,054.00 
4325 Solid Waste 
Clean-up 
    
4326-
4329 
Sewage Coll. & 
Disposal & 
Other 
    
 
Water Distribution & Treatment 
 





Prior Year As 







4331 Administration     
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD continued 
Electric 
 


















    
4353 Purchase Costs     
4354 Electric Equip. 
Maintenance 
    
4359 Other Electric 
Costs 


















4411 Administration     




& Hosp. & Other 






















2 $9,500.00 $4,844.00 $6,450.00 
4444 Intergovernmental 
Welfare Payments 





    









BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD continued 
Culture & Recreation 
 





Prior Year As 











2 $1,000.00 $0.00 $250.00 
4550-
4559 
Library 20 $24,291.00 $21,447.00 $27,937.00 
4583 Patriotic 
Purposes 
2 $350.00 $806.00 $600.00 
4589 Other Culture & 
Recreation 









Prior Year As 









Admin. & Purch. 
of Natural 
Resources 
    
4619 Other 
Conservation 



















Prior Year As 








Term Bonds & 
Notes 
    
4721 Interest-Long 
Term Bonds & 
Notes 
    
4723 Int. on Tax 
Anticipation 
Notes 
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD continued 
Capital Outlay 
 





Prior Year As 











    




    
 
Operating Transfers Out 
 





Prior Year As 







4912 To Special 
Revenue Fund 
    
4913 To Capital 
Projects Fund 
    
4914 To Enterprise 
Fund 
    
 Sewer     
 Water     
 Electric     
 Airport     
4915 To Capital 
Reserve Fund 
    
4916 To Exp. Tr. 
Fund-except 
#4917 
    
4917 To Health Maint. 
Trust Funds 




    
4919 To Fiduciary 
Funds 
    
Operating Budget Total 
 
 $856,837.00 $839,519.00 $919,302.00 
**See Special & Individual Warrant Articles for the above two tables 
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD continued 























4419 Visiting Nurse 
Support 
22 $800.00 $800.00 $800.00  
4916 To Exp. Trust 
Fund 




25 $1,900.00 $1,900.00 $2,000.00  
4903 Town Hall 
Repairs 
 $40,000.00 $49,278.00 $0.00  
4903 Fire Station 
Repairs 
 $22,500.00 $24,000.00 $0.00  
4902 Forestry Truck 
Lease 
14 $18,333.00 $18,881.00 $18,882.00  
4902 Fire Truck Lease 10 $36,518.00 $36,516.00 $36,517.00  
4903 Town Hall Gould 
House Repair 




12 $0.00 $0.00 $26,500.00  
4902 Police Cruiser 
Lease 
7 $0.00 $0.00 $10,000.00  
4902 Engine 1 Pump 
Rebuild 
11 $0.00 $0.00 $14,000.00  
4909 Granite Lake 
Road Drainage 
28 $0.00 $0.00 $25,000.00  
4915 Establish Bldg 
CRF 
29 $0.00 $0.00 $12,000.00  
4419 Senior Age in 
Motion 
23 $1,200.00 $1,200.00 $1,200.00  
Special Articles Recommended $181,251.00  $240,899.00  
 
Individual Warrant Articles 
 















      
Individual Articles Recommended   $0.00 
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD continued 
 
 
SOURCES OF REVENUE 
Taxes 
 










Ensuing Year  
3120 Land Use Change 
Taxes-Rev Rec’d as 
Lien Payment 
    
3180 Resident Taxes     
3185 Yield Taxes  $500.00 $0.00 $5,000.00 
3186 Payment in Lieu Taxes     
3189 Other Taxes     
3190 Interest & Penalties 
on Delinquent Taxes 
 $23,000.00 $36,960.00 $28,000.00 
 Inventory Penalties     
3187 Excavation Tax ($.02 
cents per cu yard) 
    
 
 
Licenses, Permits & Fees 
 
















    
3220 Motor Vehicle 
Permit Fees 
 $190,000.00 $202,730.00 $198,500.00 
3230 Building Permits  $4,600.00 $6,750.00 $4,850.00 
3290 Other Licenses, 
Permits & Fees 
 $8,400.00 $8,462.00 $8,500.00 
3311-3319 From Federal 
Government 



























3351 Shared Revenues     
3352 Meals & Rooms 
Tax Distribution 
 $55,046.00 $55,046.00 $55,046.00 
3353 Highway Block 
Grant 
 $32,389.00 $31,274.00 $31,274.00 
3354 Water Pollution 
Grant 
    
3355 Housing & 
Community Dev. 
    
3356 State & Federal 
Forest Land 
Reimbursement 
 $821.00 $733.00 $730.00 
3357 Flood Control 
Reimbursement 
    
3359 Other (Including 
Railroad Tax) 
 $0.00 $110.00 $100.00 
3379 From Other 
Governments 
    
 
Charges For Services 
 













3401-3406 Income from 
Departments 
 $1,022.00 $3,411.00 $2,200.00 
3409 Other Charges  $0.00 $11.00 $10.00 

















3501 Sale of Municipal 
Property 
 $3,000.00 $3,020.00 $250.00 
3502 Interest on 
Investments 
 $3,600.00 $2,981.00 $2,500.00 
3503-3509 Other  $50,000.00 $791.00 $500.00 
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD continued 
Interfund Operating Transfers In 
 













3912 From Special 
Revenue Funds 
    
3913 From Capital 
Projects Funds 
    
3914 From Enterprise 
Funds 
    
 Sewer (Offset)     
 Water (Offset)     
 Electric (Offset)      
 Airport (Offset)     
3915 From Capital 
Reserve Funds 
    
3916 From Trust & 
Fiduciary Funds 
 $250.00 $1,666.00 $1,200.00 
3917 Transfers from 
Conservation 
Funds 
    
 
Other Financing Sources 
 













3934 Proc. From Long 
Term Bonds & 
Notes 
    
 Amount Voted 
from F/B 
(“Surplus”) 
    
 Fund Balance 
(“Surplus”) to 
Reduce Taxes 
    













 Prior Year Ensuing Year 
Operating Budget Appropriations Recommended (from page 
4) 
$856,837.00 $919,302.00 
Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) $181,251.00 $244,899.00 
Individual Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5)   
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended $1,038,088.00 $1,164,201.00 
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from 
above) 
$372,628.00 $338,660.00 
Estimated Amount of Taxes to be Raised 665,460.00 $825,541.00 



































Assets Beginning Year End Year 
Cash and Equivalents $1,414,439.00 $1,037,917.00 
Taxes Receivable ($1,607.00) $0.00 
Tax Liens Receivable $114,295.00 $139,761.00 
Accounts Receivable $56,644.00 $0.00 
Due from Government $731.00 $100,000.00 
Due from Other Funds $675.00 $1,666.00 
Other Current Assets $41,804.00 $42,858.00 
Tax Deeded Property (subject to resale) $1,508.00 $1,508.00 
Total Assets  $1,628,489.00 $1,323,710.00 
 
 
Liabilities   
Accounts Payable $19,269.00 $14,124.00 
Deferred Revenue $1,424,492.00 $1,082,574.00 
Total Liabilities $1,443,761.00 $1,096,698.00 
   
Fund Equity   
Assigned Fund Balance $1,508.00 $0.00 
Unassigned Fund Balance $183,219.00 $227,013.00 
Total Fund Equity $184,727.00 $227,013.00 
 
 
















STATEMENT OF TAX RATE SETTING 
 





Appropriations $1,154,7000.00    
Less:  Revenues $420,663.00    
Add:  Overlay $7,687.00.00    
War Service Credits $21,050.00    
Net Town Appropriation $762,774.00 $2.69 $2.42 $0.27 
     
Regional School 
Apportionment  
$2,393,878.00    
Less:  Adequate Education 
Grant 
$0.00    
          State Education Taxes -$657,343.00    
Net Local School  
     Appropriation 
$1,736,535.00 $6.13 $6.43 -$0.30 
State Education Taxes  
Assessment-Eq.Val w/o 
utilities @ $2.14/1000 rate 
$657,343.00 $2.37 $2.29 $0.08 
     
Due to County $925,149.00    
Less:  Shared Revenue $0.00    
Net County Appropriation $925,149.00 $3.26 $3.24 $0.02 
     
Combined Tax Rate  $14.45 $14.38 $0.07 
     
Total Property Taxes Assessed $3,052,978.00    
     
Commitment Analysis     
Total Property Taxes Assessed $4,081.801.00    
Less:  War Service Credits -$21,050.00    




   




   
     
Proof of Tax Rate     
      Net Assessed Valuation                                                  Tax Rate       Assessment 
State Education Tax-no utilities $277,872,786.00 $2.37 $657,343.00  
All Other Taxes $283,380,956.00 $12.08 $3,424,458.00  
   $4,081,801.00  
Granite Lake Village District 
  Tax Rate Commitment 




SUMMARY INVENTORY OF TOWN VALUATION/MS-1 
 
 
Land Number of Acres Assessed Value 
     Current Use 24,673.49 acres $965,380.00 
     Conservation Restriction Assessment 1,312.00 acres $95,350.00 
     Residential 4,678.46 acres $146,925,040.00 
     Commercial/Industrial 120.74 acres $1,088,510.00 
Total Taxable Land 30,784.69 acres $149,074,280.00* 
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Land 118 acres $2,319,770.00 
Buildings   
     Residential  $125,238,880.00 
     Manufactured Housing  $878,520.00 
     Commercial/Industrial  $3,241,106.00 
Total Taxable Buildings  $129,358,506.00* 
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Buildings  $1,800,400.00 
Utilities  $5,508,170.00* 
*Valuation Before Exemptions  $283,940,956.00 
     Total Exemptions Allowed  ($560,000.00) 
Net Valuation on Which Tax Rate for Municipal, 
County & Local Tax is Computed 
  
$283,380,956.00 
     Less Utilities  ($5,508,170.00) 
Net Valuation Without Utilities on Which Tax 





















Fiscal Year 07/01/2011 – 06/30/2012 
 
 
BEGINNING BALANCE $1,414,339.37 
  
RECEIPTS:   
     TOWN CLERK TO TREASURER $210,805.55 
     TAX COLLECTOR TO TREASURER $3,711,927.35 
     SELECTMEN’S OFFICE RECEIPTS $192,079.61 
     INTEREST EARNED $2,980.97 
TOTAL RECEIPTS   $4,117,793.48 
  
EXPENSES:  
     ACCOUNTS PAYABLE EXPENDED $4,335,017.92 
     PAYROLL EXPENDED $158,689.65 
     ALLOWANCE FOR ADJUSTMENTS  $607.82 
TOTAL EXPENSES   $4,494,315.39 
  





















BUDGET COMPARISON 2012/13 TO 2013/14 
 Fund: GENERAL FUND - 2013-4                              Budget Year: July 2013 thru June 2014 
 ================================================================================     
           This Year Next Year 
           Budget  Requested 
 Account Number   Account Name     2012-2013 2013-2014 
EXECUTIVE 
 01-4130.10-101         EXECUTIVE - ADVERTISING                100.00         200.00 
 01-4130.10-102         EXECUTIVE -- TOWN WEB SITE             350.00         350.00 
 01-4130.10-136         EXECUTIVE-OFFICE EQUIP REPAIR         400.00         400.00 
 01-4130.10-167         EXECUTIVE-INET-DATA                    575.00         550.00 
 01-4130.10-226         EXECUTIVE - MILEAGE                    150.00         150.00 
 01-4130.10-229         EXECUTIVE-MISCELLANEOUS               100.00         100.00 
 01-4130.10-234         EXECUTIVE-MUNICIPAL SOFTWARE         3974.00        4000.00 
 01-4130.10-235         EXECUTIVE-OFFICE/DATA EQUIP           750.00         750.00 
 01-4130.10-241         EXECUTIVE - OFFICE SUPPLIES           1500.00        1500.00 
 01-4130.10-253         EXECUTIVE - BOS P/R                   9750.00       69800.00 
 01-4130.10-271         EXECUTIVE - POSTAGE                   1000.00         700.00 
 01-4130.10-286         TOWN REPORT / PRINTING                4000.00        4000.00 
 01-4130.10-292         EXECUTIVE-PROF DUES                    100.00         100.00 
 01-4130.10-295         EXECUTIVE - PUBLICATIONS              1000.00        1000.00 
 01-4130.10-333         EXECUTIVE-REGISTRY EXP                 200.00         100.00 
 01-4130.10-370         EXECUTIVE TELEPHONE                   1650.00        1450.00 
 01-4130.10-391         EXECUTIVE-TRAINING                     250.00         175.00 
 01-4130.11-253         EXECUTIVE - TA SALARY                28000.00          0.00 
 01-4130.12-253         EXECUTIVE - AA PAYROLL               22000.00           0.00 
 01-4130.13-226         EXECUTIVE - CO MILEAGE                1200.00           0.00 
 01-4130.13-253         EXECUTIVE - CO SALARY                 4000.00           0.00 
                                  **TOTAL**  EXECUTIVE        81049.00       85325.00 
 ELECTION & REGISTRATION 
 01-4140.01-101         ELECTIONS & REG ADVERTISEMENT         310.00         260.00 
 01-4140.01-253         MODERATOR  DEPUTY SALARY             1900.00         200.00 
 01-4140.02-391         MODERATOR TRAINING                     500.00         100.00 
 01-4140.03-253         BALLOT COUNTER SALARY                  975.00         250.00 
 01-4140.04-253         BALLOT CLERK                           1575.00         575.00 
 01-4140.05-167         INET/DATA SUPPORT                        0.00         100.00 
 01-4140.05-226         SUPERVISORS MILEAGE                     36.00          20.00 
 01-4140.05-241         SUPERVISOR OFFICE SUPPLIES              50.00         100.00 
 01-4140.05-253         SUPERVISORS SALARY                    2250.00        1170.00 
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 01-4140.05-271         SUPERVISORS POSTAGE                     25.00          46.00 
 01-4140.05-391         SUPERVISORS TRAINING                     0.00           0.00 
                     **TOTAL**  ELECTION & REGISTRATION      7621.00        2821.00 
TOWN CLERK 
 01-4145.01-101         TOWN CLERK ADVERTISING                 250.00         100.00 
 01-4145.01-167         TOWN CLERK INET DATA                   400.00         480.00 
 01-4145.01-226         TOWN CLERK MILEAGE                    1000.00        1000.00 
 01-4145.01-229         TOWN CLERK MISC                        100.00         100.00 
 01-4145.01-235        TOWN CLERK DATA EQUIPMENT               0.00         350.00 
 01-4145.01-241         TOWN CLERK OFFICE SUPPLIES            900.00        1150.00 
 01-4145.01-253         TOWN CLERK PAYROLL                   12000.00       24000.00 
 01-4145.01-271         TOWN CLERK POSTAGE                     675.00         945.00 
 01-4145.01-292         TOWN CLERK DUES                         20.00          20.00 
 01-4145.01-370         TOWN CLERK TELEPHONE                   500.00        1200.00 
 01-4145.01-391         TOWN CLERK TRAINING                    400.00         130.00 
 01-4145.01-392         TOWN CLERK CONVENTION                 500.00         500.00 
 OTHER FINANCIAL USES 
 01-4145.01-994         TOWN CLERK VITAL STATS                 550.00         450.00 
 01-4145.01-995         TOWN CLERK OFFICE RENT                3300.00           0.00 
 01-4145.01-996         TOWN CLERK FEES                       8500.00        9500.00 
 01-4145.01-997         TOWN CLERK DOG TAGS                    200.00         150.00 
 01-4145.01-998         TOWN CLERK DOG LICENSES                150.00         175.00 
 01-4145.01-999         TOWN CLERK ANIMAL POP CTL             900.00         800.00                                         
                        **TOTAL**  OTHER FINANCIAL USES      30345.00       41050.00 
  
01-4145.02-253         DEPUTY CLERK PAYROLL                  4500.00           0.00 
 01-4145.03-253         ASSISTANT PAYROLL                     5785.00           0.00                                             
                                 **TOTAL**  TOWN CLERK        40630.00       41050.00 
 TAX COLLECTOR 
 01-4150.10-174         TAX COLLECTOR-BILL PROCESSING        2220.00        2220.00 
 01-4150.10-226         TAX COLLECTOR - MILEAGE                800.00         800.00 
 01-4150.10-229         TAX COLLECTOR-MISC                       0.00           0.00 
 01-4150.10-241         TAX COLLECTOR - OFFICE SUPPLIE        500.00         500.00 
 01-4150.10-253         TAX COLLECTOR-PAYROLL                16000.00       16000.00 
 01-4150.10-271         TAX COLLECTOR-POSTAGE                  500.00         500.00 
 01-4150.10-292         TAX COLLECTOR-PROF DUES                 0.00           0.00 
 01-4150.10-333         TAX COLLECTOR-REGISTRY EXP            100.00         100.00 
 01-4150.10-370         TAX COLLECTOR DUES                       0.00           0.00 
 01-4150.10-391         TAX COLLECTOR-TRAINING                 500.00         500.00 
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 01-4150.10-444         TAX COLLECTOR-LIEN EXPENSES          1350.00        1500.00 
 OTHER FINANCIAL USES 
 01-4150.10-996         TAX COLLECTOR - FEES                    50.00          50.0 
                        **TOTAL**  OTHER FINANCIAL USES      22020.00       22170.00 
                               **TOTAL**  TAX COLLECTOR       22020.00       22170.00 
  
01-4150.11-253         TAX COLLECTOR - DEPUTY PAYROLL       2500.00        2500.00 
                                        **TOTAL**  FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION    24520.00       24670.00 
 TREASURER 
 01-4150.20-226         TREASURER TRAVEL ALLOWANCE            728.00         748.00 
 01-4150.20-241         TREASURER - OFFICE SUPPLIES             95.00         150.00 
 01-4150.20-253         TREASURER-PAYROLL                     5500.00        5500.00 
 01-4150.20-271         TREASURER-POSTAGE                      200.00          50.00 
 01-4150.20-292         TREASURER-PROF DUES                     25.00          25.00 
 01-4150.20-391         TREASURER TRAINING                       0.00           0.00 
 01-4150.21-253         TREASURER - DEPUTY PAYROLL            200.00         200.00 
                                  **TOTAL**  TREASURER        31268.00       31343.00 
 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 
 
 AUDIT 
 01-4150.30-174         PROFESSIONAL AUDIT                       0.00           0.00 
 01-4150.30-253         AUDIT-STIPENDS                         3000.00        1000.00 
                                      **TOTAL**  AUDIT          3000.00        1000.00 
     **TOTAL**  FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION    3000.00        1000.00 
 PROPERTY REVALUATION 
 01-4152.01-541         REVALUATION X-CTY                    18510.00       32000.00 
 01-4152.02-541         GENERAL ASSESSING                     8000.00        8250.00 
 01-4152.03-541       T  TAX MAPS - E911                        3000.00        3750.00 
                                        **TOTAL**  PROPERTY REVALUATION      29510.00       44000.00 
 LEGAL SERVICES 
 01-4153.01-190         EXECUTIVE LEGAL                       12000.00        7500.00 
                                             **TOTAL**  LEGAL SERVICES       12000.00        7500.00 
 PERSONEL ADMINISTRATION 
 01-4155.01-166         PERS ADMIN - WORKERS' COMP           2290.00        4101.00 
 01-4155.01-167         PERS ADMIN - UNEMPLOYMENT INS        6900.00        6031.00 
 01-4155.01-168         PERS ADMIN - OTHER MISC                  0.00           0.00 
 01-4155.01-350         OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH                    250.00         250.00 
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 01-4155.01-358         PAYROLL ADMIN - FICA                 13015.00       13306.00 
 01-4155.01-359         PERS ADMIN - MEDICARE                 3044.00        3112.00 
                                                      **TOTAL**  PERSONEL ADMINISTRATION     25499.00       26800.00 
 
 PLANNING BOARD 
 01-4191.10-101         PLANNING BOARD ADVERTISEMENT          600.00        600.00 
 01-4191.10-190         PLANNING BOARD LEGAL                  1200.00        1200.00 
 01-4191.10-226         PLANNING BOARD MILEAGE                500.00         500.00 
 01-4191.10-229         PLANNING BOARD MISC                      0.00           0.00 
 01-4191.10-241         PLANNING BOARD OFFICE SUPPLIES        400.00         400.00 
 01-4191.10-253         PLANNING BOARD PAYROLL               5000.00        5250.00 
 01-4191.10-271         PLANNING BOARD POSTAGE                480.00         480.00 
 01-4191.10-286         PLANNING BOARD PRINTING               200.00         200.00 
 01-4191.10-292         PLANNING BOARD SUBSCRIPTIONS          110.00         110.00 
 01-4191.10-295         PLANNING BOARD PUBLICATIONS           100.00         100.00 
 01-4191.10-391         PLANNING BOARD TRAINING               500.00         500.00 
     **TOTAL**  PLANNING BOARD        9090.00        9340.00 
 ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
 01-4192.10-101         ZBA ADVERTISEMENT                      200.00         200.00 
 01-4192.10-190         ZBA LEGAL                             30000.00       20000.00 
 01-4192.10-226         ZBA MILEAGE                              25.00          25.00 
 01-4192.10-229         ZBA MISC                                 50.00          50.00 
 01-4192.10-241         ZBA OFFICE SUPPLIES                     25.00          50.00 
 01-4192.10-253         ZBA PAYROLL                            3000.00        2600.00 
 01-4192.10-271         ZBA - POSTAGE                           200.00         150.00 
 01-4192.10-292         ZBA DUES                                  0.00           0.00 
 01-4192.10-295         ZBA PUBLICATIONS                       150.00         150.00 
 01-4192.10-391         ZBA TRAINING                            250.00         250.00 
                   **TOTAL**  ZONING BOARD OF ADJMNT      33900.00       23475.00 
  
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS 
 01-4194.00-000         BUILDING COMMITTEE                       0.00         500.00 
 01-4194.01-115         FIRE STATION - ELECTRIC               3100.00        3100.00 
 01-4194.01-145         FIRE STATION - HEAT                   6200.00        5000.00 
 01-4194.01-187         FIRE STATION - BLDG MAINT             1500.00        1500.00 
 01-4194.01-229         FIRE STATION - MISC                    250.00         250.00 
 01-4194.02-115         GAZEBO - ELECTRIC                      175.00         175.00 
 01-4194.02-187         GAZEBO - MAINTENANCE                   100.00         100.00 
 01-4194.02-253         GAZEBO - PAYROLL                        50.00           0.00 
 01-4194.03-115         OLD FIRE STATION - ELECTRIC            300.00         200.00 
 01-4194.03-145         OLD FIRE STATION - HEAT                500.00           0.00 
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 01-4194.03-187         OLD FIRE STATION - MTCE                25.00          25.00 
 01-4194.04-115         POLICE STATION - ELECTRIC             1300.00        1300.00 
 01-4194.04-145         POLICE STATION - HEAT                    0.00           0.00 
 01-4194.04-187         POLICE STATION - MTCE                  500.00         500.00 
 01-4194.04-253         POLICE STATION - MTCE PAYROLL           0.00           0.00 
 01-4194.05-111         TRANSFER STATION - PORT TOILET       1116.00        1116.00 
 01-4194.05-115         TRANSFER STATION - ELECTRIC          1500.00        1500.00 
 01-4194.05-229         TRANSFER STATION - MISC                100.00         100.00 
 01-4194.06-115         TOWN HALL - ELECTRIC                  1250.00        1150.00 
 01-4194.06-145         TOWN HALL - HEAT                      7500.00        4500.00 
 01-4194.06-187         TOWN HALL - MTCE                      3000.00        3000.00 
 01-4194.07-115         GOULD HOUSE - ELECTRICITY              750.00        1750.00 
 01-4194.07-145         GOULD HOUSE - HEAT                    3000.00        3000.00 
 01-4194.07-187         GOULD HOUSE - MTCE                    1000.00        1500.00 
 01-4194.20-130         CUSTODIAN - MAINT/SUPPLIES           1000.00         600.00 
 01-4194.20-133         CUSTODIAN - EQ RENTAL                    0.00           0.00 
 01-4194.20-136         CUSTODIAN - T HALL MOW EQP              0.00           0.00 
 01-4194.20-226         CUSTODIAN - MILEAGE                      0.00           0.00 
 01-4194.20-253         BUILDINGS CUSTODIAN - PAYROLL       14400.00       12900.00 
 01-4194.30-111         LIBRARY - PORT TOILET                 1116.00        1521.00 
 01-4194.61-115         TOWN HALL - ELECTRIC                     0.00           0.00 
                 **TOTAL**  GENERAL GOV BUILDINGS      49732.00       45287.00 
  
CEMETERIES 
 01-4195.10-130         CEMETERIES - MTCE SUPPLIES              75.00          25.00 
 01-4195.10-133         CEMETERIES - EQP RENTAL/USE             0.00           0.00 
 01-4195.10-174         CEMETERIES - PROFESSIONAL SERV       2500.00        2500.00 
 01-4195.10-190         CEMETERIES - LEGAL                       0.00           0.00 
 01-4195.10-253         CEMETERIES - PAYROLL                  5000.00        5000.00 
                                 **TOTAL**  CEMETERIES         7575.00        7525.00 
 
 INSURANCE NOT OTHERWISE ALLOCATED 
 01-4196.10-166         INSURANCE - WORKER COMP                 0.00           0.00 
 01-4196.10-167         INSURANCE - UNEMPLOYMENT COMP          0.00           0.00 
 01-4196.10-173         INSURANCE - PROP/LIABILITY           10250.00       10300.00 
 01-4196.10-229         INSURANCE - MISC                         0.00           0.00 
        **TOTAL**  INSURANCE NOT OTHERWISE ALLOCATED       10250.00       10300.00 
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATION 
 01-4197.10-101         ADV & REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS             0.00           0.00 
 01-4197.10-292         SW REGIONAL PLANNING COMM            1250.00        1400.00 
 01-4197.10-293         LOCA GOVT CENTER DUES                 1356.00        1400.00 
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         **TOTAL**  ADVERTISING & REG ASSOC       2606.00        2800.00 
 OTHER GENERAL GOV'T 
 01-4199.20-298         TAX MAPS & E911                          0.00           0.00 
     **TOTAL**  OTHER GENERAL GOV'T          0.00           0.00 
 PUBLIC SAFETY 
 POLICE DEPARTMENT 
 01-4210.10-151         POLICE - GASOLINE                     2000.00        2300.00 
 01-4210.10-161         POLICE - SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT        2000.00        3500.00 
 01-4210.10-167         POLICE - INET                           550.00         550.00 
 01-4210.10-190         POLICE - REGIONAL PROSECUTOR         4700.00        4700.00 
 01-4210.10-191         POLICE - CRUISER EXPENSES             1000.00        1500.00 
 01-4210.10-229         POLICE - MISC                             0.00         300.00 
 01-4210.10-241         POLICE - OFFICE SUPPLIES               250.00         600.00 
 01-4210.10-253         POLICE - PAYROLL                      28700.00       28700.00 
 01-4210.10-254         POLICE - OVERTIME                        0.00           0.00 
 01-4210.10-256         POLICE - DETAIL PAYROLL                  0.00           0.00 
 01-4210.10-271         POLICE - POSTAGE                       100.00         100.00 
 01-4210.10-292         POLICE - DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS         250.00         500.00 
 01-4210.10-370         POLICE - TELEPHONE                    2450.00        2600.00 
 01-4210.10-391         POLICE - TRAINING                      200.00         100.00 
 01-4210.20-130         ANIMAL CONTROL - EQUIP PURCH            0.00           0.00 
 01-4210.20-174         ANIMAL CONTROL SHELTER EXP              0.00           0.00 
 01-4210.20-226         ANIMAL CONTROL - MILEAGE                0.00           0.00 
 01-4210.20-241         ANIMAL CONTROL - SUPPLIES               0.00           0.00 
 01-4210.20-253         ANIMAL CONTROL - PAYROLL                0.00          0.00 
                           **TOTAL**  POLICE DEPARTMENT       42200.00       45450.00 
  
FIRE DEPARTMENT AND AMBULANCE 
AMBULANCE 
 01-4215.10-174         ANTRIM AMBULANCE                      8000.00        8000.00 
 01-4215.10-175         PARAMEDIC INTERCEPT                      0.00           0.00 
 01-4215.10-176         AMBULANCE - INTERGOV'T CHARGE           0.00           0.00 
                                  **TOTAL**  AMBULANCE         8000.00        8000.00  
 
FIRE DEPARTMENT 
 01-4220.10-130         FIRE RESCUE - EQUIP PURCHASE         4000.00        4000.00 
 01-4220.10-131         FIRE RESCUE - MEDICAL SUPPLIES       1500.00        2000.00 
 01-4220.10-132         FIRE RESCUE - OXYGEN                   500.00        1000.00 
 01-4220.10-136         FIRE RESCUE - EQUIPMENT REPAIR      19000.00       19000.00 
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 01-4220.10-151         FIRE DEPARTMENT-VEH FUEL              2000.00        2200.00 
 01-4220.10-161         FIRE RESCUE - PROT CLOTHING           3500.00        3500.00 
 01-4220.10-165         FIRE DEPT-EMPL HEALTH PROTECT        1900.00        1500.00 
 01-4220.10-167         FIRE RESCUE - I/NET                    720.00         500.00 
 01-4220.10-175         FIRE RESCUE - PARAMEDIC INTERC       6500.00        9000.00 
 01-4220.10-229         FIRE DEPARTMENT-MISC/CONTINGEN       1000.00        1000.00 
 01-4220.10-241         FIRE RESCUE - OFFICE SUPPLIES         1000.00         500.00 
 01-4220.10-253         FIRE RESCUE- PAYROLL                 16000.00       19700.00 
 01-4220.10-292         FIRE RESCUE - DUES/SUBS               1900.00        1900.00 
 01-4220.10-307         FIRE DEPARTMENT - RADIOS PAGER       2000.00        2000.00 
 01-4220.10-370         FIRE DEPARTMENT-TELEPHONE             500.00         500.00 
 01-4220.10-391         FIRE DEPARTMENT-TRAINING             3000.00        3000.00 
 01-4220.20-130         FIRE WARDEN-EQUIP PURCHASE           1000.00        1000.00 
 01-4220.20-131         FIRE WARDEN SUPPLIES                     0.00           0.00 
 01-4220.20-229         FIRE WARDEN-MISC                       500.00           0.00 
 01-4220.20-253         FIRE WARDEN-PAYROLL                   1000.00        2000.00 
 01-4220.20-391         FIRE WARDEN-TRAINING                   500.00         500.00 
 01-4221.10-292         FIRE DEPARTMENT-DUES /SUBS              0.00           0.00 
 01-4290.10-229         EMERGENCY MGMT-MISC                   2500.00        1500.00 
                             **TOTAL**  FIRE DEPARTMENT       70520.00       76300.00 
               **TOTAL**  FIRE DEPARTMENT AND AMBULANCE   78520.00       84300.00 
 
 01-4299.10-074         SW MUTUAL AID - DISPATCH             16871.00       18634.00 
                               **TOTAL**  PUBLIC SAFETY       137591.00      148384.00 
 HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
 01-4312.10-160         HIGHWAY-GRAVEL                       36000.00       36000.00 
 01-4312.10-180         HIGHWAY-ROAD IMPV PROJECT           50000.00       50000.00 
 01-4312.10-181         HIGHWAY-SCHOOL STREET                   0.00           0.00 
 01-4312.10-182         HIGHWAY-VALLEY ROAD                   8000.00        8000.00 
 01-4312.10-185         HIGHWAY-BOWLDER ROAD                  6000.00        6500.00 
 01-4312.10-186         HIGHWAY-TREE/BRUSH                    2500.00        2500.00 
01-4312.10-187         HIGHWAY-SUMMER                       20000.00       21000.00 
 01-4312.10-188         HIGHWAY-WINTER                       50000.00       53000.00 
 01-4312.10-194         HIGHWAY-CULVERT                       8000.00        8000.00 
 01-4312.10-199         HIGHWAY-SIGNS                          1000.00        1000.00 
 01-4312.10-229         HIGHWAY-MISC                           1000.00        1000.00 
 01-4312.10-325         HIGHWAY-SALT                           7500.00        7500.00 
 01-4312.10-326         HIGHWAY-CALCIUM CHLORIDE             1000.00        1000.00 
 01-4312.10-327         HIGHWAY-SAND                          1000.00        1000.00 
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 01-4312.13-229         HIGHWAY - MISC PROJECTS                  0.00           0.00 
 01-4312.15-229         HIGHWAY - MISC PROJECTS               1000.00        1000.00 
                          **TOTAL**  HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT     193000.00      197500.00 
  
STREET LIGHTING 
 01-4316.10-115         STREET LIGHTING                        5100.00        5300.00 
                             **TOTAL**  STREET LIGHTING        5100.00        5300.00 
 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL AND RECYCLING 
 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL 
 01-4324.10-174         TRANSFER STATION-WM                 155988.00      157500.00 
 01-4324.10-175         TRANSFER STATION - WM ELECTRON       6200.00        6000.00 
 01-4324.10-229         TRANSFER STATION-MISC                  400.00         100.00 
 01-4324.10-370         TRANSFER STATION - TELEPHONE          700.00         528.00 
 01-4324.10-666         HAZARDOUS WASTE                        823.00         889.00 
 01-4324.20-174         SOLID WASTE/WASHINGTON              11000.00       11037.00 
                        **TOTAL**  SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL     175111.00      176054.00 
  
         **TOTAL**  SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL AND RECYCLING     175111.00      176054.00 
 HEALTH & WELFARE 
 01-4419.10-174         HEALTH-SEASONAL TOILETS               1860.00        1600.00 
 01-4419.11-174         HEALTH - AGE IN MOTION                1200.00        1200.00 
 01-4419.12-174         HEALTH - COMMUNITY KITCHEN           1900.00        2000.00 
 01-4419.13-174         HEALTH - HOME HEALTH CARE SERV        800.00         800.00 
 01-4419.14-174         HEALTH - MONADNOCK FAMILY SERV       1250.00        1540.00 
 01-4419.15-174         RED CROSS SUPPORT                      470.00         470.00 
 01-4419.16-174         SOUTHWESTERN COMMUNITY SERVICES      0.00         350.00 
 01-4445.10-100         WELFARE-BUDGETED AMOUNT                 0.00           0.00 
 01-4445.10-229         WELFARE-ALL OTHER                      300.00         150.00 
 01-4445.10-505         WELFARE-FOOD                           350.00         300.00 
 01-4445.10-506         WELFARE-HEAT                           1000.00         900.00 
 01-4445.10-508         WELFARE-TRANSPORTATION                100.00         100.00 
 01-4445.10-511         WELFARE-MEDICAL                        250.00         250.00 
 01-4445.10-517         WELFARE-RENT                           2000.00        4500.00 
 01-4445.10-518         WELFARE-SHELTER EXPENSE                250.00         250.00 
                            **TOTAL**  HEALTH & WELFARE       11730.00       14410.00 
CULTURE AND RECREATION 
 PARKS AND RECREATION 
 01-4520.10-229         RECREATION-ALL ITEMS                  1000.00         250.00 




 01-4550.10-115         LIBRARY-ELECTRIC                       400.00         400.00 
 01-4550.10-125         LIBRARY-BOOKS & MAGAZINES            2500.00        2500.00 
 01-4550.10-126         LIBRARY-COLLECTION MAINTENAN          700.00         700.00 
 01-4550.10-137         LIBRARY-MAINT                           500.00         500.00 
 01-4550.10-145         LIBRARY-HEAT                           1600.00        1600.00 
 01-4550.10-167         LIBRARY-INET                            540.00         600.00 
 01-4550.10-174         LIBRARY-TECH SVCS                      200.00         200.00 
 01-4550.10-190         LIBRARY-LEGAL                           200.00         200.00 
 01-4550.10-226         LIBRARY-MILEAGE                         60.00         100.00 
 01-4550.10-229        LIBRARY-MISC                            750.00         750.00 
 01-4550.10-241         LIBRARY-OFFICE SUPPLIES                300.00         300.00 
 01-4550.10-253         LIBRARY-PAYROLL                      16839.00       18612.00 
 01-4550.10-271         LIBRARY-POSTAGE                        125.00          50.00 
 01-4550.10-286         LIBRARY-PRINTING                        70.00          70.00 
 01-4550.10-292         LIBRARY-DUES                            330.00         330.00 
 01-4550.10-370         LIBRARY-TELEPHONE                      400.00         400.00 
 01-4550.10-391         LIBRARY-TRAINING                       200.00         200.00 
 01-4550.10-555         LIBRARY-SUMMER PROGRAM                425.00         425.00 
     **TOTAL**  LIBRARY        26139.00       27937.00 
 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES 
 01-4583.10-553         PATRIOTIC PURPOSES                     600.00         600.00 
                          **TOTAL**  PATRIOTIC PURPOSES        600.00         600.00 
                      **TOTAL**  CULTURE AND RECREATION      27739.00       28787.00 
 CONSERVATION 
 01-4619.10-229         CONSERVATION COMMISSION               500.00        1250.00 
 01-4619.30-174         LAKE HOSTS PROG&OTHER               13500.00       3050.00 
                               **TOTAL**  CONSERVATION       14000.00       14300.00 
 DEBT SERVICE 
 OTHER FINANCIAL USES 
 01-4723.01-178         TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE INTEREST          1.00           1.00 
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TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT 
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2012 
 
 2012 2011 2010 2009 
Uncollected Taxes –  
Beginning of Year: 
    
Property Taxes  $349,752.41 -$4,347.14 $0.00 
Interest  $0.00 -$21.82 $0.00 
Other Charges  $0.00 $2,400.44 $0.00 
Taxes Committed This YR:     
Property Taxes $2,018,140.72 $2,263,201.30 $0.00 $0.00 
Yield Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Other Charges $0.00 $571.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Overpayment:     
Property Taxes $846.61 $99.18 $0.00 $0.00 
Interest $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Interest, Penalties & Costs     
Interest – Late Taxes $0.00 $14,650.74 $0.00 $0.00 
Costs Before Lien $0.00 $1,779.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL DEBITS 
 
$2,018,987.33 $2,630,053.63 -$1,968.52 $0.00 
     
Remitted to Treasurer: 
 
    
Property Taxes $1,082,573.64 $2,543,334.71 -$2,377.79 $0.00 
Land Use Change $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Yield Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Interest (include lien 
conversion) 
$0.00 $14,650.65 $0.00 $0.00 
Conversion to Lien $0.00 $77,662.43 $0.00 $0.00 
Other Charges $0.00 $553.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Abatements Made:     
Property Taxes $0.00 $250.00 $409.27 $0.00 
Yield Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Interest $0.00 $0.00   
Uncollected Taxes 
End of Year: 
    
Property Taxes $951,411.03 -$6,397.25 -$2,378.62 $0.00 
Yield Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Interest $0.00 $0.09 -$21.82  
Other Charges $0.00 $0.00 $0.00  
Property Cr Bal -$14,997.34 $0.00 $2,400.44  










DEBITS 2011 2010 2009 2008 
Unredeemed Liens Balance 





















Interest & Costs Collected 










TOTAL DEBITS $83,294.10 $55,914.39 $34,692.69 $42,971.50 
 
 
    
CREDITS 2011 2010 2009 2008 
Redemptions 
 
$6,348.45 $12,462.92 $11,177.99 $18,487.77 
Interest & Costs Collected 




















Unredeemed Liens Balance 



























SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY 
As of June 30, 2012 
 
Description Building Value Land Value Total Value 






TM#107-28 North Hidden Lake Road  $28,800.00 $28,800.00 
TM#126-15 Old Fire Station $27,940.00 $41,310.00 $69,250.00 
TM#126-22 Fire Department Meadow  $136,220.00 $136,220.00 
TM#126-23 Fire Station $111,530.00 $43,800.00 $155,330.00 
TM#127-05 Town Barn/Transfer Station $5,540.00 $48,680.00 $54,220.00 














TM#128-09 Nathan Gould House $156,570.00 $40,120.00 $196,690.00 
TM#128-09.1 Phone Co. Easement Area $1,140.00 $24,970.00 $26,110.00 
TM#128-10 Town Hall $162,290.00 $40,360.00 $202,650.00 
TM#129-04 Gazebo and Land $4,730.00 $25,080.00 $29,810 
TM#129-07 Fire Pond Meadow  $26,760.00 $26,760.00 
TM#129-08 Former Fire Pond Lot  $24,160.00 $24,160.00 
TM#129-09 1834 Lot  $23,080.00 $23,080.00 
TM#129-13 Davis Public Library $22,740.00 $44,920.00 $67,660.00 
TM#130-06 Police Station $33,810.00 $41,680.00 $75,490.00 








TM#410-08 Route 123 Cahill Land Gift  $50,680.00 $50,680.00 
TM#125-15 S/S Walker Road  $69,250.00 $69,250.00 
TM#102-99 
to 102 
HLS Lots S275 to S278  $26,440.00 $26,440.00 
TM#131-25.1 S/S Island Pond  $217,000 $217,000.00 






Total $588,610.00 $1,428,330.00 $2,016,940.00 
 
This property schedule reflects the values assigned during the 2009 property valuation 
update.  Building contents, vehicles and other similar types of assets are not included here but 









DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Fiscal Year 2011/2012 Report to the Town 
 
Stoddard, NH 
Davis Public Library Funds 
 
June 30, 2012 
 
Davis Public Library Trust Funds 
 
Fund Name/Year Established Nelson 1947     Cutter 1984  Ward 1991      Mason 1992 
Purpose    General     General  General      Children 
Spending Restrictions   Interest only     Interest only Can spend all       Can spend all 
Original Amount   $1,000.      $2,500.  $500.        $500. 
 
DPL Trust Funds Total = $4,500 
 
Percentage of Total   22%       56%  11%        11% 
 
FY 2010/2011  
Total Interest   = $59.49             $13.10       $33.31  $6.54        $6.54 
 
Investment Plan  
Established November 13, 2006 
With the intention of maximizing growth and minimizing risk, at this time principal monies in 
trust for the library will be kept in CD’s. At renewal, the interest will be placed in a savings or 
checking account to be used when needed. The donor’s intent, when known, will at all times be 
respected. 
 
Davis Public Library Trustees Account - CD   
June 30, 2012 Balance = $2,500.12    Library Director’s Petty Cash = $ 58.00 
FY 2011/2012 Interest  =  $0.00    Income from Fines/ Lost or 
        Damaged Books  
 
Davis Public Library Trustees Account - Checking Income from Equipment (copier & printer)
  
        (we do not collect fines) = $12.18 
June 30, 2012 Balance =  $91.79  
 
Davis Public Library Trustees Account – Money Market Savings  Donations 























GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT ANNUAL MEETING REPORT 
 
State Of New Hampshire 
 
John Halter, moderator, called the meeting to order at 9:06 A.M. April 20,2013 and read the 
warrant as follows: 
 
To the inhabitants of the Granite Lake Village District in the towns of Nelson and Stoddard NH, 
located in Cheshire County who are qualified to vote in Village District Affairs, you are hereby 
notified that the annual meeting of the Granite Lake Village District will be held at the Chapel-
by-the-Lake in Munsonville, NH, Saturday, April 20, 2013 at 9:00 A.M. to act on articles 1-6 
including election of officers.  
 
Article 1.  To choose one commissioner for a term of three years and to see who the inhabitants 
of the District will elect for the offices of auditor, treasurer, moderator, clerk, each for a term of 
one year.  Nominated for commissioner, Brian Pratt; auditor, John Halter; treasurer, Barbara 
Ropiecki; moderator, John Halter; clerk, Sally Ripley.   The article was appropriately moved and 
seconded - vote was affirmative. 
 
Article 2. To see if the District will vote to raise the sum of $5,000. to add to the Capital Reserve 
Fund for dam maintenance/repair/ replacement established Dec.2008. 
Phil Hamilton explained that sometime soon the facing will need to be jackhammered off     the 
dam and new concrete put on. The current footings will not permit another layer.  Phil said he 
thought it would cost about $35.000.  Barbara Ropiecki said we have $25,512.15 in capital reserve 
already. The article was appropriately moved and seconded - vote was affirmative. 
 
Article 3.  To see if the District will vote to appropriate the sum of $2,000.(from last year’s budget 
surplus) to design and  build a safe walkway over the dam for the purpose of helping in raising/ 
lowering the flashboards.  Leonard commented that someone could get up on it and fall in the 
water; John Halter assured him that it is beyond the fenced area. The article was appropriately 
moved and seconded - vote was affirmative. 
 
Article 4.  To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1700. to defray 
Village District expenses.  Barbara summarized the various fees (NH Municipal Assoc, $400., 
Dam registration $400., Chapel $300,  brush cutting $50.) and office needs. The article was 
appropriately moved and seconded- vote was affirmative. 
 
Article 5.  To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate that sum of $750. to pay for 
liability insurance for one year.  
Barbara said that’s what it has been for several years and that once again, the amount has been 






Article 6.  To see if the District will vote to hold it’s annual meeting on April 19, 2014 at 9:00 
A.M. at the Chapel-by-the-Lake in Munsonvile, NH. The article was appropriately moved and 
seconded.- the vote was affirmative. 
 
A vote to adjourn was moved and seconded and voted affirmative. meeting over about 9:30 A.M. 
 
Sally Ripley reminded Phil to speak about lowering the lake earlier in the fall. Phil spoke about 
the need to bring the water level down earlier so that the lake trout eggs would not get left up on 
shore when the water went down. The group of landowners appeared to approve, and the board 
left the decision to be made how much to lower the lake to the Fish and Game Dept. and the dam 
bureau. The F&G Dept wants 12” left on the spillway and the dam bureau wants the water level 
at the level of the spillway.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 


















































TOWN OF STODDARD  PROVAL CERTIFICATION FIELDS AS OF 04/12/2013
BLDG(S) ASSD VALUEASSD LANDC U PROP CLASSOWNER ACRESMAP&LOT
AADALEN, RICHARD J & SHARON P 259,970 0 510,460250,490 Single Family0.77133-20
AADALEN, RICHARD J & SHARON P 0 6,100 6,1006,100 Vacant Residential227.20413-03.1
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G 19,480 0 63,68044,200 Outbuildings5.10414-07.1
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G 193,990 0 262,19068,200 Single Family5.10414-07.2
ABBOTT, ELMONT E. & NANCY G. 0 0 38,30038,300 Vacant Residential2.15414-07.32
ABBOTT, MICHAEL J. 36,350 0 236,040199,690 Single Family0.77415-29 & 30
ABERT, THOMAS D. 524,920 0 598,17073,250 Single Family14.50423-08
ABERT, THOMAS D. & SUSAN R. 6,610 0 68,61062,000 Single Family20.00423-09
ADAMS, DHUNTER & KIMBERLY 108,120 0 306,070197,950 Single Family0.31134-24 & 43
AGATI, GIACOMO J. & MARGARET E. 64,620 0 191,620127,000 Single Family0.27137-36
AHNTHOLZ, ROSS C & MARGARET E 65,100 0 262,300197,200 Single Family0.37127-22
ALBERT FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 29,520 0 83,37053,850 Single Family0.56122-08
ALBERT LIVING TRUST, MARCEL 147,370 0 208,22060,850 Single Family0.89120-27
ALLEN LIVING TRUST 35,230 0 220,090184,860 Single Family0.51124-13
ALLEN, GARY T & LAURIE M 0 0 34,20034,200 Vacant Residential3.40108-10
ALLEN, QUINCY L & ANNIE L 0 0 34,20034,200 Vacant Residential3.40108-15
ALTHOUSE, MICHAEL K & CARRIE L 142,280 0 193,88051,600 Single Family1.80111-28
AMELANG, TODD D & VERONICA D 0 160 197,050197,050 Vacant Residential3.11122-34
AMELANG, TODD D & VERONICA D 0 0 196,840196,840 Vacant Residential1.90122-36
AMELANG, TODD D & VERONICA D 0 0 16,40016,400 Vacant Residential0.13128-12
AMELANG, TODD D & VERONICA D 1,630 0 31,83030,200 Outbuildings1.10128-13
AMELANG, TODD D & VERONICA D 238,570 7,780 301,35062,780 Single Family132.89411-03
AMELANG, TODD D & VERONICA D 0 2,070 2,0702,070 Single Family32.90411-03.1
AMES, ANNE M 0 0 19,96019,960 Vacant Residential0.81421-23
AMREIN, BARBARA J. & JAMES R 526,950 0 592,25065,300 Single Family9.90424-28
ANDERSON, JAMES E & EWELS, BARBARA 0 0 82,14082,140 Vacant Residential0.31115-52-A
ANDERSON, RALPH T. & KIMBERLY R 170,300 0 222,66052,360 Single Family2.00117-23
ANDERSON, ROBERT E. & CARRIE L. 167,140 0 222,44055,300 Single Family6.30112-01
ANDORRA FOREST 0 930 930930 Vacant Residential40.00407-03
ANDORRA FOREST 178,000 ########################################448,350270,350 Single Family4,770.80410-09
ANDORRA FOREST 0 480 480480 Vacant Residential10.50407-01
ANDORRA FOREST 0 0 41,20041,200 Vacant Residential0.35410-09A-1
ANDORRA FOREST 0 0 75,00075,000 Single Family1.00410-09B-1
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 0 3,800 3,8003,800 Vacant Residential114.00415-14
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 0 250 250250 Vacant Residential8.10407-04
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 0 240 240240 Vacant Residential10.40415-08
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 0 4,030 4,0304,030 Vacant Residential93.00415-09
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 0 320 320320 Vacant Residential10.20415-10
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 0 510 510510 Vacant Residential16.00415-11
ANDORRA FOREST LP 0 480 480480 Vacant Residential7.60407-02
ANDORRA FOREST LP 62,780 ########################################240,180177,400 Outbuildings4,114.15410-06
ANDORRA FOREST LP 0 4,010 4,0104,010 Vacant Residential137.00417-03
ANDORRA FOREST LP 233,900 0 337,600103,700 Single Family2.85410-09C
ANDORRA FOREST LP 255,550 0 332,95077,400 Single Family2.20410-09D
ANDORRA FOREST LP 255,390 0 255,3900 Single Family0.00410-06-B
ANDORRA FOREST LP 0 0 62,50062,500 Vacant Residential2.25410-06A-1
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ANDORRA FOREST LP 0 0 55,20055,200 Vacant Residential3.60410-06B-1
ANDORRA FOREST LP 0 0 60,25060,250 Vacant Residential3.00410-06C-1
ANNAND, STEPHEN P 0 0 34,00034,000 Vacant Residential3.00106-06
ANTAK, ARNOLD J & CAROL E 267,570 0 463,720196,150 Single Family0.44124-34
ANTONELLI, JOHN A & JEAN T 74,680 0 115,04040,360 Single Family0.28113-44
APRILE, ANTHONY J (COL) & MADELINE F 0 0 1,0501,050 Vacant Residential0.14418-065
ARKWOOD BEACH, LLC 0 0 7,9007,900 Vacant Residential1.20139-02
ARRIA, SALVATORE A. 0 0 25,10025,100 Vacant Residential2.30123-09
ARTHUR, CAROLYN A. & STEVEN C. 21,400 0 62,30040,900 Single Family1.20118-25
ASCANI, STEVEN D. 0 0 31,40031,400 Vacant Residential1.70109-05
ASCANI, STEVEN D. 0 0 31,60031,600 Vacant Residential1.80109-07
ASHWORTH, SETH W. 106,950 0 162,65055,700 Single Family3.85107-11
ASHWORTH, SETH W. 0 0 32,28032,280 Vacant Residential2.14107-11.1
ATA, NANETTE REVOC. TRUST 0 0 26,10026,100 Vacant Residential1.90118-23
ATHEARN REVOC. TRUST, PETER D. 57,170 0 102,95045,780 Single Family2.30420-13.2
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, CHARLES 0 7,560 7,5607,560 Vacant Residential50.70420-11
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, CHARLES 0 6,260 6,2606,260 Vacant Residential71.90420-16.1
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, CHARLES 0 1,700 1,7001,700 Vacant Residential17.00420-26
ATKINSON, GARY S. 73,570 0 299,420225,850 Single Family7.30127-03
ATTESI, DAVID J 0 0 24,76024,760 Vacant Residential0.48101-037 & 038
ATTESI, DAVID J 60,570 0 227,370166,800 Single Family0.47101-061
AUDUBON SOCIETY OF NH 0 0 76,00076,000 Exempt:non-profit45.00423-12
BADGER, ROBERT J. 177,530 0 387,670210,140 Single Family5.30121-21.3
BAGGS, MARLEEN A. 130,780 0 326,780196,000 Single Family0.20139-28 & 33
BAILEY, MARK A & GERIANNE B 94,570 0 327,270232,700 Single Family1.25105-39 & 40
BAKER 111, DUDLEY M & JEANNETTE A 0 0 20,60020,600 Vacant Residential0.22135-24
BAKER, DUDLEY M III & JEANNETTE 51,300 2,190 99,49048,190 Single Family41.00414-32
BAKUN, DAVID E & PAULA M 53,200 0 161,070107,870 Single Family0.14126-59
BALDINI, DONALD J. & ELLYN C. 70,600 0 325,450254,850 Single Family0.36121-11
BALLOU MICHAEL B. ETAL 43,830 0 169,620125,790 Single Family0.25104-05
BALLOU, GARY F & JASON 23,610 0 142,280118,670 Single Family0.83104-06
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DIANE, RE1 73,220 0 274,620201,400 Single Family0.71113-17
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DIANE, RE2 50,930 0 91,17040,240 Single Family0.27113-16
BARKER, GERALD B 0 0 1,1701,170 Vacant Residential0.18418-010
BARKER, GERALD B 0 0 1,0301,030 Vacant Residential0.13418-011
BARNARD, CHRISTINE L. 281,320 0 579,770298,450 Single Family1.38120-11
BARNARD, THOMAS E 0 0 39,62039,620 Vacant Residential2.06121-22.4
BARNETT, CAROLE JAWORSKI 0 0 17,33017,330 Vacant Residential0.15102-022
BARNHURST, KEVIN G 76,080 0 112,32036,240 Single Family0.47111-03
BARNHURST, KEVIN G. 0 0 17,79017,790 Vacant Residential0.45111-11
BARRELL, MARJORIE 78,910 0 120,11041,200 Single Family0.35131-28 & 29
BARRETT, JOHN J & JANICE B ETAL 216,990 0 359,450142,460 Single Family0.32134-29
BARTOLOTTA, GREGORY R & JOANN 177,470 0 443,310265,840 Single Family0.68137-49 & 58
BASQUE, RONALD J. 60,670 0 89,67029,000 Single Family0.14135-04
BASSETT, PETER K & PATRICIA L 109,340 0 161,54052,200 Single Family2.10109-18
BASSETT, PETER K. & PATRICIA L. 0 0 32,00032,000 Vacant Residential2.00109-17
BATES, PAUL A. & ANDREE M. 111,320 0 168,47057,150 Single Family0.67122-09
BAULIS, ELEANOR M. 138,370 0 180,89042,520 Single Family0.46135-14
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BEACH, THOMAS A. ETAL 187,300 0 266,43079,130 Single Family0.83120-26
BEACH, WALTER A. 0 0 236,510236,510 Vacant Residential0.72120-22
BEAM JR., RICHARD P 142,820 0 193,62050,800 Single Family1.40117-16
BEAUDIN, PAULINE E. ETAL 153,540 0 207,74054,200 Single Family3.10108-18
BEAULIEU, BRUCE P. ETAL 210,350 0 265,31054,960 Single Family3.48419-08.2
BECKLY 1993 TRUST, JAMES E. 0 5,090 5,0905,090 Vacant Residential115.50409-01-B
BECKWITH,  HARRIET J 61,570 0 218,990157,420 Single Family0.59135-37 & 38
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON 0 0 30,80030,800 Vacant Residential1.40118-42
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON 0 0 11,00011,000 Vacant Residential2.00118-44
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON 0 0 10,80010,800 Vacant Residential1.90118-50
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON 0 0 26,60026,600 Vacant Residential0.70118-52
BEHLING, STEVEN C. & SUSAN H. 138,740 0 345,740207,000 Single Family2.00415-16.2
BELANGER, MICHAEL & 0 0 22,28022,280 Vacant Residential0.48115-48
BELANGER, MICHAEL R & HEIN, LORIE 103,760 0 376,120272,360 Single Family0.79115-45 TO 47
BELLAND, MARC P & DIANE P 0 0 35,32035,320 Vacant Residential2.16121-22.3
BELLAND, MARC P. & DIANE P. 73,240 0 121,92048,680 Single Family0.89118-47
BELLAND, MARC P. & DIANE P. 0 0 25,76025,760 Vacant Residential0.76118-46
BELTZ, WILLIAM R. & FRANCES M. 71,740 0 115,22043,480 Single Family0.53134-22
BELTZ, WILLIAM R. & FRANCES M. 0 0 34,00034,000 Vacant Residential0.04134-27
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PROPERTIES LLC 0 0 35,50035,500 Vacant Residential4.50109-15
BENNETT FAMILY COTTAGE TRUST 72,220 0 227,020154,800 Single Family0.27101-074
BENOIT, LAURIE M. & BRIAN S. 38,410 0 186,800148,390 Single Family0.77101-041 TO 043
BERGERON, KENNETH F 77,840 0 202,920125,080 Single Family0.05137-01
BERGERON, KENNETH F 0 0 53,21053,210 Vacant Residential0.07137-02
BERKELEY FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 14,160 0 139,280125,120 Outbuildings0.62136-39
BERKELEY FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 88,230 0 328,280240,050 Single Family1.15136-40, 41, 42
BERNARD, JAMES J. 65,940 0 254,360188,420 Single Family1.90126-29
BERNAS, DEBORAH J 0 0 33,80033,800 Vacant Residential1.40108-27
BERNIER, DAVID D ET AL 56,230 0 102,91046,680 Single Family0.73131-40
BERNIER, GERARD L & SUZANNE J 0 0 38,70038,700 Vacant Residential1.60120-05
BERNIER, GERARD L & SUZANNE J 142,930 0 198,99056,060 Single Family5.28123-01
BETZ, RICHARD L & PENELOPE W 176,540 0 301,900125,360 Single Family0.26127-49
BEVERSTOCK, CAROLINE 0 0 22,60022,600 Vacant Residential1.50423-15
BEZIO, PHILIP L & MARY E. 126,680 0 170,64043,960 Single Family0.56101-017 & 018
BILLS, OLGA ETAL C/O ARTHUR BILLS 109,770 0 179,27069,500 Single Family13.00408-24
BISSELL, JAMES H & LAURIS P. 301,830 0 353,47051,640 Single Family1.82137-66
BIXBY, ROBERT C & WENDY SUE 97,650 0 245,850148,200 Single Family0.45101-071
BLAIR, ROBERT G., III & ELLEN M. 67,500 0 117,70050,200 Single Family1.10126-14
BLAKE, ANN M 103,820 0 154,62050,800 Single Family1.40129-05
BLOCK, JONATHAN & CYNTHIA D 0 0 24,62024,620 Vacant Residential0.78115-38 & 39
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE 0 0 12,00012,000 Vacant Residential0.08126-46
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE 44,900 0 158,080113,180 Single Family0.12126-51
BOBEK, LISA M 0 0 18,30018,300 Vacant Residential0.45103-12
BODGE, FREDERICK A & ELIZABETH A 176,230 0 225,99049,760 Single Family0.98131-32 & 33
BODGE, FREDERICK A & ELIZABETH A 0 0 19,49019,490 Vacant Residential0.82131-41
BOHLEN, LYNN M 127,060 0 256,010128,950 Single Family2.90124-36
BOHLEN, LYNN M 0 0 25,46025,460 Vacant Residential0.05124-37
BOHLEN, LYNN M 105,690 0 296,450190,760 Single Family0.43124-33
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BOHLEN, LYNN M. 97,780 0 151,86054,080 Single Family3.04124-01
BOLDUC, WAYNE & BELINDA 219,100 0 270,70051,600 Single Family1.80118-01
BONCZAR,  JOANNE 108,030 0 289,050181,020 Single Family0.78103-17
BOND, RANDALL T 215,050 0 267,25052,200 Single Family2.10118-39
BOOTH, JEFFREY L & KATHLEEN M 257,370 0 477,830220,460 Single Family1.50126-20
BORGESON, DUSTIN 110,710 0 169,23058,520 Single Family2.76121-22.2
BORLAND REVOCABLE TRUSTS OF 2008 208,730 0 422,090213,360 Single Family0.58124-35
BORLONGAN, PERSIVAL F. & KIM W. 137,390 0 342,190204,800 Single Family0.58134-30
BOTSKO, THOMAS J. 24,210 0 75,21051,000 Single Family1.50125-02
BOTTING, TRACY L. & ROBERT G. GOODBY 151,440 0 202,44051,000 Single Family1.50111-02
BOURN FAMILY TRUST 65,860 0 114,90049,040 Single Family0.92134-06
BOWMAN, ROBERT G. & SUZANNE ETAL 89,440 0 328,560239,120 Single Family1.36122-26
BOWRING, MARGARET 0 0 54,00054,000 Vacant Residential0.07136-23
BOWRING, MARGARET 0 0 18,75018,750 Vacant Residential0.37136-25
BRADSHAW, KRISTEN E 0 0 21,96021,960 Vacant Residential0.45115-28
BRAGG, LESTER & ELIZABETH A 39,650 0 209,320169,670 Single Family0.19104-17
BRAGINETZ, THOMAS J & ELIZABETH 133,740 0 188,74055,000 Single Family3.50116-13
BRANDT REVOCABLE TRUST,  BRIAN P 179,010 0 404,690225,680 Single Family1.40127-38
BRANON, BRIAN 129,280 0 327,450198,170 Single Family0.75101-034 TO 036
BRAY, PATRICIA S & GALEN L TRINKLE 60,890 0 103,17042,280 Single Family0.44131-46
BRESSETT, GARY V & KIM M 80,220 0 242,220162,000 Single Family0.65137-63
BRETON, FREDERICK S. & SHEILA M. 51,700 0 233,500181,800 Single Family0.30124-09
BREU REVOCABLE TRUST OF 2004 130,830 0 355,780224,950 Single Family0.69133-22
BRIERE, CAROLE 29,630 0 62,03032,400 Outbuildings2.20121-22.1
BRIERE, CAROLE A 101,980 0 353,530251,550 Single Family0.32121-09
BROOKS KEVEN A & BONNIE M 26,500 0 86,50060,000 Single Family10.00408-23
BROOKS, ROGER L. & PATRICIA L. 319,970 0 372,77052,800 Single Family2.40420-30
BROTHERHOOD OF HOPE, INC. 45,080 0 98,84053,760 Exempt:religious5.38424-18
BRUDER, PAMELA J & BRYAN K 217,750 0 265,29047,540 Single Family2.27117-26
BRYER, JAMES H & BRENDA J 184,670 0 288,810104,140 Single Family21.77412-07
BUCELEWICZ, WILLIAM & BARBARA H 65,110 0 108,01042,900 Single Family1.20131-05
BUCKOVITCH, MARK P. & LONA S. 44,030 0 95,83051,800 Single Family0.37127-10
BULL,  AVIS I. 133,140 0 322,030188,890 Single Family1.70126-27
BUNCE, JOHN E. REV. TRUST 257,170 0 420,770163,600 Single Family0.67138-34
BUNKER, BETHANY D. 106,970 0 146,97040,000 Single Family0.25408-08
BUNKER, GENE R & ROSEANN  M 32,950 0 97,55064,600 Mobile Home5.30108-07
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA B 204,710 0 545,610340,900 Single Family1.90114-13
BURDETTE, BRUCE E & MONICA J 200,230 0 249,01048,780 Single Family1.80116-24
BURG, CHRISTOPHER J. 0 0 33,92033,920 Vacant Residential1.46120-16
BURGE, JOSEPH L JR. & MARIA G. 34,320 0 84,08049,760 Single Family0.98118-26
BURKE, BROOK & KATHLEEN L. 127,970 0 168,21040,240 Single Family0.27119-11
BURKE, STEPHEN E & MARIE C 72,050 0 122,85050,800 Single Family1.40117-17
BURR, HAROLD L & MARGO M 96,380 0 266,480170,100 Single Family0.40103-08
BURR, HAROLD L & MARGO M 0 0 46,62046,620 Vacant Residential0.22103-09
BURT, CHARLES R 117,990 0 182,09064,100 Single Family1.80122-10
BURT, STANLEY D & SANDRA R 113,000 0 168,56055,560 Single Family5.03422-12-4
BURTON, RICHARD A & CYNTHIA B 38,770 0 246,420207,650 Single Family2.05103-14 & 15
BUSH REVOCABLE TRUST 55,180 0 237,180182,000 Mobile Home0.40101-086 & 087
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BUSH,  FRANCES J 84,810 0 284,410199,600 Single Family0.46101-065 & 066
BUSH, JEFFREY & ANGELA 135,460 0 192,06056,600 Single Family4.30123-02
BUSTO, DOMINIC A & DEBORAH S 122,580 0 226,750104,170 Single Family0.20126-55
CAHILL FAMILY TRUST 484,760 0 566,01081,250 Single Family6.00414-26.1
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 7,330 7,3307,330 Vacant Residential166.00414-28
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 0 41,60041,600 Vacant Residential3.80129-03
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 3,480 3,4803,480 Vacant Residential92.65410-08.1
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 0 12,00012,000 Vacant Residential2.50414-18
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 2,610 2,6102,610 Vacant Residential101.00414-13
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 580 580580 Vacant Residential30.00414-14
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 740 740740 Vacant Residential30.00414-15
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 2,260 2,2602,260 Vacant Residential97.00414-16
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 6,520 6,5206,520 Vacant Residential195.00414-19
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 320 320320 Vacant Residential10.00414-20
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 202,020 920 245,94043,920 Single Family25.00414-25
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 68,060 10,820 121,88053,820 Single Family307.00414-26
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 840 840840 Vacant Residential25.00414-27
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 990 990990 Vacant Residential43.00414-31
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 530 530530 Vacant Residential22.00414-33
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 1,730 1,7301,730 Vacant Residential64.00418-003
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 980 980980 Vacant Residential36.00418-004
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 4,440 4,4404,440 Vacant Residential150.00419-02
CAHILL REVOC. TRUST, GEORGE F. JR. 0 310 310310 Vacant Residential9.20419-03.1
CAIN, IRENE E. TRUSTEE 1,000 0 130,500129,500 Single Family0.38126-47
CAMBIAR REVOCABLE TRUST OF 2004 152,430 0 346,630194,200 Single Family0.19139-26 & 36
CAMPBELL, BRUCE M. 100 0 19,30019,200 Outbuildings0.19102-006
CANTLIN, CYNTHIA JEAN 58,610 0 274,610216,000 Single Family0.18138-21
CAO. QING JACKIE TRUSTEE 0 0 34,20034,200 Vacant Residential3.10108-11
CAPELLE FAMILY TRUST, CAROLE L 484,470 0 867,070382,600 Single Family2.70139-46
CAPRIGLIONE, ANTOINETTA M 195,920 0 251,16055,240 Single Family1.12120-29
CARDILLO, PETER J & MELBA B 112,030 0 152,54040,510 Single Family0.47117-07
CARLETON, KATHRYN, ET AL 91,050 0 274,650183,600 Single Family0.49101-095 & 096
CARLISLE RESTORATION LUMBER %CARLISL ########################################0 ########################################224,00067.00421-11.2
CARLISLE, DALE & CAROL 237,450 0 308,20070,750 Single Family9.23408-02
CARLISLE, DENNIS WAYNE & FRANCES A 143,870 0 196,47052,600 Single Family5.30128-11
CARLISLE, DENNIS WAYNE & FRANCES A 0 0 35,72035,720 Vacant Residential4.61410-11
CARLISLE, DON D. 72,710 0 362,070289,360 Single Family1.98138-13
CARLOTTO REALTY TRUST 80,900 0 303,080222,180 Single Family0.64101-049
CARLSON, WILLIAM A & PATRICIA A 90,790 0 315,190224,400 Single Family0.38127-37
CARMICHAEL, GARY & PAULA 0 0 177,350177,350 Vacant Residential5.98102-054
CARRAS, PETER J & DEBRA A 48,060 0 265,910217,850 Single Family0.74126-71
CARROLL, DAVID 88,700 0 130,02041,320 Single Family0.36126-18
CARROLL, ROSALLA M. 119,260 0 181,53062,270 Single Family9.54421-09.2
CARSTENS, MATTHEW D 53,970 0 104,37050,400 Single Family1.20411-07 TO 09
CARUSO,  JAMES J. & MARIE F. 121,760 0 313,090191,330 Single Family0.44124-02 & 32
CASS, SHARIL L. 155,070 0 207,07052,000 Single Family2.00422-02.14
CASTOR, MARILYN N. 65,420 0 240,020174,600 Single Family0.44415-20
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE 121,120 0 378,130257,010 Single Family0.76119-23
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CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN 0 0 27,00027,000 Vacant Residential0.01104-30
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN 398,830 0 626,250227,420 Single Family1.61105-41
CECE, ELIZABETH J; CECE MICHAEL R. 228,330 0 421,430193,100 Single Family2.00131-15
CERBONE, MATTHEW B. & REBECCA L. 160,440 1,510 210,49050,050 Single Family28.00422-15.1
CHAFFEE, RUFUS & JOAN 46,700 0 225,740179,040 Single Family0.17139-03 & 44
CHAGNON, ROBERT & KAREN 154,160 0 207,36053,200 Single Family2.60111-20
CHAGNON, THOMAS, SR. & NANCY 141,430 0 213,43072,000 Single Family6.00115-68
CHAMBERLAIN, MARILYN 104,610 0 155,01050,400 Single Family3.70116-26 &27
CHAMPNEY, JAMES E, JR & DONNA 103,620 0 156,66053,040 Single Family2.52422-04.1
CHAMPNEY, RONALD E &  AMY 149,770 0 205,59055,820 Single Family3.91422-04.3
CHANDLER, CHARLES 180,670 0 233,41052,740 Single Family2.37420-16.2
CHANDLER, CHARLES 0 0 9,6009,600 Vacant Residential0.08420-17.01
CHANIS & CHANDLER REV. TRUST 0 0 131,120131,120 Vacant Residential1.06133-17
CHAPMAN, LEONA E & BURNO, RICKEY P 165,610 0 213,21047,600 Single Family1.05125-10
CHAPPELL, JULIE A. 130,820 0 189,72058,900 Single Family0.76121-15
CHARLANTINI, RICHARD & JEANNE 0 0 29,70029,700 Vacant Residential1.60116-21
CHARLANTINI, RICHARD & JEANNE 0 0 43,20043,200 Vacant Residential7.60107-12
CHARLANTINI, RICHARD AND JEANNE 0 0 33,20033,200 Vacant Residential2.60106-05
CHARLANTINI, RICHARD B & JEANNE 0 0 25,20025,200 Vacant Residential1.60116-22
CHARTIER, JAMES & TERRY 0 0 30,70030,700 Vacant Residential2.10111-35
CHASE REVOC. FAMILY TRUST 0 0 23,68023,680 Vacant Residential0.39122-04
CHESSIE HOLDINGS, LLC 145,500 0 229,58084,080 Auto Repair5.04422-20.3
CHICK, LELAND A. 45,050 0 92,05047,000 Single Family0.75131-07
CHICONE, GEORGE F. 47,660 0 233,980186,320 Single Family0.55101-057 & 058
CHRISTIE, BARBARA A 18,840 0 211,540192,700 Single Family0.35113-13
CHRISTIE, BARBARA A 0 0 181,980181,980 Vacant Residential0.87113-18
CHRISTOPHER  S. CHAMBERLAIN 160,130 0 281,130121,000 Single Family53.00414-21
CHRISTOPHER S. CHAMBERLAIN 137,150 0 185,71048,560 Single Family0.88118-33
CHUDA, RICHARD & CHERYL 2,470 0 24,84022,370 Outbuildings0.83131-30
CIAFONE,   JUDITH 345,210 0 688,830343,620 Single Family1.84114-09
CIRIELLO, JOHN L. & MARY ANNE 132,260 0 389,510257,250 Single Family0.40121-10
CITY GATE RETAIL ENTERPRISES LLC 136,620 0 248,850112,230 Small Retail Store0.67126-53
CLARK, CHARLES & PATRICIA  TRSTS 147,590 0 292,930145,340 Single Family0.25134-41
CLARK, CHARLES & PATRICIA TRSTS 43,690 0 183,190139,500 Single Family0.17134-40
CLARK, DENNIS 0 0 35,02035,020 Vacant Residential2.01134-08
CLARK, DENNIS & CAROL 0 20 2020 Vacant Residential0.39131-10
CLARK, DENNIS A. JR. 108,470 0 178,72070,250 Single Family14.50134-01.2
CLARK, DENNIS A. SR & CAROL A. 135,990 1,890 190,38054,390 Single Family44.00131-09
CLARK, JOHN A & PAULINE W 14,100 0 78,10064,000 Single Family16.00408-25
CLARK, JOHN R. & LINDA E. 162,440 0 215,04052,600 Single Family2.30114-15
CLARK, LEWIS A 100 0 25,18025,080 Outbuildings0.51130-07
CLARK, LEWIS A 0 0 19,60019,600 Vacant Residential3.30130-08
CLARK, LEWIS A 0 0 40,70040,700 Vacant Residential10.40130-13
CLARK, LEWIS A 123,670 0 176,47052,800 Single Family2.40130-14
CLARK, SCOTT 321,630 0 383,83062,200 Single Family7.10421-01
CLARK, VIRGINIA S TRUSTEE 0 0 34,00034,000 Vacant Residential1.50116-07
CLARK, VIRGINIA S, TRUSTEE 9,660 0 56,06046,400 Single Family1.70117-20
CLARK, VIRGINIA S, TRUSTEE 0 0 22,40022,400 Vacant Residential1.70117-21
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CLARK, VIRGINIA S. TRUSTEE 0 0 25,16025,160 Vacant Residential0.52117-19
CLARK, WAYNE C & SUSAN D 54,240 0 267,360213,120 Single Family0.42113-35
CLENNEY ESTATE % PAMELA CLENNEY 0 0 220220 Vacant Residential0.11418-028
CLEVELAND REVOCABLE TRUST, BARBARA A 68,260 0 114,30046,040 Single Family0.69113-57
CLIFFORD, TIMOTHY M 0 0 1,1101,110 Vacant Residential0.16418-022
CLINE, JOSHUA H. & 200,450 0 255,80055,350 Single Family2.43419-07.22
CLINE, MARGARET B., TRUSTEES OF THE 134,290 790 195,74061,450 Single Family33.76419-07.21
CLOGSTON, ROBERT & DEBBIE 0 0 25,16025,160 Vacant Residential0.52102-024 & 025
CLOGSTON, ROBERT & DEBBIE 17,810 0 40,21022,400 Single Family0.17102-023
CODMAN, EDWARD W 79,540 0 157,90078,360 Single Family12.71420-03.1
CODNER, CHERYL A 0 0 23,70023,700 Vacant Residential1.60108-04
CODNER, CHERYL A. 5,790 0 36,99031,200 Outbuildings1.60108-03
COHEN, SUSAN M & TOD ALAN 0 0 67,41067,410 Vacant Residential0.38103-11
COHN, BARBARA L. 0 0 127,260127,260 Vacant Residential0.52119-21
COHN, BARBARA L. 56,350 0 290,750234,400 Single Family0.48119-22
COHN, BONNIE M. TRUSTEE 91,230 0 298,630207,400 Single Family1.70113-39
COLD RIVER BRIDGES, LLC 128,140 0 336,380208,240 Single Family0.42105-16
COLD RIVER BRIDGES, LLC 0 0 14,75014,750 Vacant Residential0.20105-30
COLE, EDWARD C & JOANNE C 59,790 0 299,890240,100 Single Family0.36104-28
COLEMAN, TIMOTHY G 132,360 0 183,96051,600 Single Family1.80108-22
COLLIER, ROBERT & LILLIAN TRUSTEES 85,300 0 230,700145,400 Single Family0.30102-089
COLLIER, STEPHEN M 18,400 0 33,90015,500 Single Family0.16418-095
COLLINI, NOAH T & KELLY A 190,020 0 242,44052,420 Single Family2.21110-10
CONGDON, WILLIAM & JUNE TRUSTEES 149,660 0 453,410303,750 Single Family1.99114-04
CONGREVE, WENDY ETAL 0 0 70,70070,700 Vacant Residential0.64119-43
CONGREVE, WILLIAM & JEAN W ETALS 117,420 0 410,420293,000 Single Family3.00119-42
CONKLIN, DWIGHT E. 73,980 0 208,860134,880 Single Family0.26119-40
CONNELLY, WALTER W & KAREN C 172,980 0 231,78058,800 Single Family5.40108-19
CONNOLLY REV TRUST % Mawn Goolbis 0 0 22,84022,840 Vacant Residential0.32126-45
CONNOLLY REV TRUST % Mawn Goolbis 167,590 0 328,190160,600 Single Family0.44126-50
COOK,  VERA M 62,770 0 232,320169,550 Single Family0.56132-13
COPELAND, LAWRENCE M. 74,100 0 121,37047,270 Mobile Home0.98115-76
CORDNER, KENNETH, JR & ALMA M 88,970 0 130,77041,800 Single Family0.40113-60
CORRIEVEAU, WARREN PETER 0 0 113,260113,260 Vacant Residential0.32119-20
COSKER, JOHN 199,380 0 281,38082,000 Single Family20.00411-04
COSKER, JOHN 0 0 3,4003,400 Vacant Residential1.70411-10
COSTA, AARON L & JENNIFER ANN 154,890 0 205,29050,400 Single Family1.20126-19
COSTIN, CLAIRE S 298,200 0 593,450295,250 Single Family3.10139-30 & 32
COTTER, BERNARD P & AGNES 83,450 0 302,070218,620 Single Family0.64133-07
COTTER, TIMOTHY J & CARMICHAEL, MICH 0 0 33,40033,400 Vacant Residential2.70110-38
COURTEMANCHE, ROGER L & BERTHA A 500 0 93,92093,420 Outbuildings0.56415-28
COURTNEY, JOHN & MARIA 37,110 0 265,910228,800 Single Family0.54105-32 & 33
COWIE, JEFFREY D & REBECCA L 156,070 0 206,07050,000 Single Family1.00115-74
COYNE, JOHN D. & COHEN, COYNE, SUSAN 28,250 0 158,390130,140 Single Family0.34103-13
CRAIG, NANCY E. ETAL 57,790 0 211,410153,620 Single Family0.08137-10
CREWSON, WALTER F.J. & ANITA E. 207,380 0 332,380125,000 Single Family0.25139-16 & 17
CRIFIASI, JOSEPH & 196,780 0 270,98074,200 Single Family5.10414-07.5
CRISMAN, EDWARD & JANENE 201,700 0 257,90056,200 Single Family4.10424-29
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CROAN, PETER B & 66,450 0 239,370172,920 Single Family0.34102-063 & 064
CROSS, MIRLE C 81,020 0 144,87063,850 Single Family18.70411-12.12
CROSS, MIRLE C 0 1,310 1,3101,310 Vacant Residential18.20422-12-1
CROTEAU, DOUGLAS & 0 0 27,80027,800 Vacant Residential1.40117-08
CROTEAU, DOUGLAS & 0 0 31,60031,600 Vacant Residential1.80119-03
CROWELL, JOSEPH E & JANE C 180,430 0 387,590207,160 Single Family0.99102-056
CURNUTTE, JAMES R & SANDRA HOLLAND 191,150 0 249,95058,800 Single Family5.40118-02
CURRAN, JAMES M & NANCY M 16,040 0 36,17020,130 Outbuildings0.21101-039
CURRAN, JAMES M. & NANCY M 156,460 0 301,260144,800 Single Family0.19101-053
CURRIE, ALEXIA F. 173,840 0 223,34049,500 Single Family2.00116-30
CURTIS, LAWRENCE R & ROSEMARIE B 92,220 0 143,02050,800 Single Family1.40107-17
CUSHING, KAREN A. 114,440 0 173,52059,080 Single Family3.04120-01.1
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R 0 0 81,85081,850 Vacant Residential38.70410-01 & 02.2
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R 0 0 28,76028,760 Vacant Residential3.38410-03
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R 70,210 0 122,15051,940 Single Family1.97415-15
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R 0 0 31,83031,830 Vacant Residential3.34415-16.7
CYR, GERALD P. & CATHERINE A. 47,780 0 180,830133,050 Single Family0.14101-046
DAHLING, ALBERT C 145,070 0 298,580153,510 Single Family1.56121-22.8
DAMATO, MARY ANN 28,590 0 66,89038,300 Single Family1.40118-19
DANIELS, ROBERT L & NANCY 167,850 0 235,25067,400 Single Family9.70107-09
DARDANI, NOEL H. 0 0 121,230121,230 Vacant Residential0.98139-52 & 53
DAUPHIN, PAUL G. & CHERYL M. 214,930 0 458,530243,600 Single Family0.37115-56
DAVENPORT, GEORGE F & LISA A 152,070 0 216,61064,540 Single Family3.27116-03
DAVIES, DWAYNE  R, ET AL 25,790 0 62,61036,820 Single Family0.52131-26
DAVIS REVOCABLE TRUST 106,250 0 263,450157,200 Single Family0.33102-059
DAVIS, JAMES H & SANDRA C, ETALS 92,240 0 330,960238,720 Single Family1.36122-27
DAVIS, JEFFERY A. & DAVIS, CAROLYN J 87,250 0 314,750227,500 Single Family0.16138-19 & 20
DAVIS, JEFFERY A. & DAVIS, CAROLYN J 7,310 0 26,48019,170 Outbuildings0.57138-40,41,& 42
DAVIS, JOHN R 118,210 0 233,880115,670 Single Family0.18139-21
DAVIS, KATY M. 128,630 0 181,43052,800 Single Family2.40118-04
DAVIS, THOMAS A 143,480 0 181,64038,160 Single Family0.45115-23
DEANGELIS, EDSON & VIRGINIA TRUST 87,110 0 326,470239,360 Single Family0.38139-24,25,37,38
DELUDE FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 0 3,910 3,9103,910 Vacant Residential77.00421-16
DELUDE FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 0 1,290 1,2901,290 Vacant Residential33.00421-25
DEMASI ANDREW & GAIL KENNEDY 520,030 0 581,57061,540 Single Fam + Acc Apt6.77424-35
DEMASI, ANDREW & GAIL 0 0 32,80032,800 Vacant Residential5.40424-14
DEMASI, ANDREW J & GAIL K 0 0 24,82024,820 Vacant Residential2.16418-012
DEMASI, ANDREW J. & GAIL K. 0 0 970970 Vacant Residential0.11418-014
DEMASI, ANDREW J. & GAIL K. 0 0 970970 Vacant Residential0.11418-015
DEMEOLA, WILLIAM & PATRICIA 141,360 0 188,48047,120 Single Family0.76127-08 & 09
DEMERS, DAVID C & MARCIA R 0 0 28,50028,500 Vacant Residential27.00416-01
DER MANOUELIAN ESTATE 109,570 0 270,570161,000 Single Family120.00421-17
DERBY, TROY M & TRACI L 113,640 0 166,04052,400 Single Family2.20420-03.2
DESISTO, MICHELINA & CHARLES FALCONE 74,930 0 125,53050,600 Single Family1.30119-10
DESROSIERS, REED B. & APRYLLE L. 193,210 0 319,210126,000 Single Family0.26139-12 & 13
DEVEAU, ALBERT R & DORIS I 0 0 1,1101,110 Vacant Residential0.16418-107
DI SCALA, MICHAEL L & KAREN L 53,690 0 195,010141,320 Single Family2.30132-11
DICORCIA REVOCABLE TRUST, ARLENE 170,440 0 228,34057,900 Single Family1.20112-06
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DIDONATO, JAMES A & CYNTHIA A 67,720 0 205,630137,910 Single Family0.14137-25
DILLANT CORNER, LLC 0 0 4,2004,200 Vacant Residential2.10416-08
DILUZIO, CHARLES N & KATHERINE F 83,950 0 313,330229,380 Single Family1.94415-34,34.1,35
DIONNE, PAUL J & PAMELA R 132,530 0 186,63054,100 Single Family3.20108-17
DOBSON, THOMAS & JEAN TRUSTEES 51,330 0 172,330121,000 Single Family0.22137-31
DOHERTY, RICHARD J 0 0 24,30024,300 Vacant Residential1.00111-10
DOMPIERRE, GAETAN J & VICTORIA J 85,340 0 169,84084,500 Single Family22.00422-15
DONNELLY, THOMAS E 296,260 0 499,380203,120 Single Family1.90112-05
DONOVAN, MELISSA B 166,450 0 218,05051,600 Single Family1.80114-12
DOTSON, EVELYN L. 164,640 0 220,12055,480 Single Family3.74129-14.3
DOUGAL, WALTER A., TRUSTEE 124,700 0 493,800369,100 Single Family4.50114-02
DOUGENECK, BARBARA 0 0 39,90039,900 Vacant Residential0.70119-32
DOUGENECK, BARBARA A. 136,730 0 383,090246,360 Single Family1.18119-30
DOWNS, JOHN S 85,420 0 371,080285,660 Single Family1.00112-13
DOYLE, THOMAS R 136,340 0 181,67045,330 Single Family1.10421-13
DOYON, MICHAEL M & TIFFANY C 141,130 0 193,33052,200 Single Family2.10108-13
DRESCHER, DONALD 0 0 12,60012,600 Vacant Residential7.80421-31
DRINKWATER, JOHN R. & EDITH C. 182,180 0 228,38046,200 Single Family1.60118-53
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR & ANNE M 29,820 0 142,320112,500 Single Family0.25137-74
DRISCOLL, LINDA & CLYDE E 169,380 660 238,54069,160 Single Family13.50114-23
DRIVER, JOHN J 0 0 31,20031,200 Vacant Residential1.60110-08
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE 184,320 0 233,12048,800 Single Family0.90101-006 & 007
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE 108,070 2,060 144,63036,560 Auto Repair46.00101-012
DUGGAN, JONATHAN O & DOREEN 142,160 0 192,56050,400 Single Family1.20107-25
DUHAMEL, CLAUDETTE E. 0 20,100 20,10020,100 Vacant Residential483.00422-22
DUMAINE 2004 REVOCABLE TRUST 127,720 0 459,870332,150 Single Family0.93139-46.1
DUMOULIN, PETER A & CHRISTINA L 64,780 0 105,02040,240 Single Family0.27122-13
DUMOULIN, WILLIAM H & ROSE T 37,940 0 67,93029,990 Single Family0.80118-07
DURAL, BRUCE T & SUSAN J 0 0 39,20039,200 Vacant Residential5.60107-10
DURAND FAMILY REV TRUST 59,840 0 91,84032,000 Single Family0.17135-19
DURAND FAMILY REV TRUST 13,270 0 54,71041,440 Single Family0.37135-17
DURAND FAMILY REV. TRUST 150 0 30,35030,200 Outbuildings1.10125-22
DURWARD, KATHLEEN R & KENNETH M 0 0 39,23039,230 Vacant Residential0.92125-23
DURWARD, KATHLEEN R & KENNETH M 0 0 39,40039,400 Vacant Residential4.20125-24
DWYER, DAVID & ALINE 122,870 0 163,57040,700 Single Family2.60118-08
DWYER, DAVID & ALINE ETAL 0 0 7,5007,500 Vacant Residential1.00118-06A
DWYER, MAURICE F & JANICE G 115,850 0 154,85039,000 Single Family0.68131-02
EADES, ROBERT A 65,590 0 385,590320,000 Single Family1.00138-09
EASTMAN, MARY L 89,860 0 145,96056,100 Single Family4.20408-04
EATON, DIANA P., TRUSTEE 6,390 0 90,61084,220 Single Family3.82132-02
EATON, DIANA P., TRUSTEE 0 0 31,17031,170 Vacant Residential1.07132-07
EATON, MARY L 165,870 0 286,530120,660 Single Family1.70126-52
EBY, JESSICA TRUSTEE 76,570 0 134,77058,200 Single Family5.10411-13
EDSON, JANICE L. 107,040 0 144,04037,000 Single Family0.22122-35
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M 0 0 2,4502,450 Vacant Residential0.79131-16.1
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M 0 0 4,4204,420 Vacant Residential1.71131-17 & 18
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M 42,040 0 89,76047,720 Single Family0.81131-22 & 23
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M 0 0 9,8309,830 Vacant Residential1.10131-24
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ELLIOTT, ALISON & NATHAN 101,620 0 153,82052,200 Single Family2.10408-21.3
ELLIOTT, JAMES A JR & CANDACE D. 0 0 38,15038,150 Vacant Residential8.30408-17
ELLIOTT, JAMES A. & CANDACE D. 222,490 0 275,54053,050 Single Family5.10408-21.2
ELLIOTT, RANDY 88,860 0 144,36055,500 Single Family5.00408-21.1
ELLIS,  WALTER E 70,850 0 121,05050,200 Single Family1.10420-29
ELLIS, DANIEL M & KATHLEEN A 165,280 0 215,28050,000 Single Family1.00128-06
EMBREY 2008 TRUST,  EMILY E 113,570 0 242,570129,000 Single Family0.29139-14 & 15
EMBREY 2008 TRUST, EMILY 0 0 76,70076,700 Vacant Residential28.40424-19
EMERSON, RANDALL S & ANNE D 86,450 0 227,740141,290 Single Family0.41127-48
ENGLISH, MICHAEL S & 144,810 0 190,41045,600 Single Family1.30115-31
ENGLUND, ROBERT & ALFRIEDA TRUSTEES 395,500 0 671,050275,550 Single Family1.60139-47 & 48
ENZLER,  JULIE 256,330 0 323,33067,000 Single Family9.50424-20
ENZLER, JULIE 184,050 0 244,65060,600 Single Family6.30424-24
ENZLER, JULIE 0 0 38,20038,200 Vacant Residential5.10424-10
ENZLER, JULIE 0 0 14,50014,500 Vacant Residential0.01139-35
ENZLER, JULIE 273,250 0 391,650118,400 Single Family3.20424-23
ERLER, JOEL F, NOREEN & JON F 36,090 0 213,170177,080 Single Family0.31101-052
EWELS,  BARBARA A. 124,980 0 366,780241,800 Single Family0.59115-53
EWELS,BARBARA F. 0 0 82,14082,140 Vacant Residential0.31115-52-B
EXLEY, BRIAN 42,270 0 83,23040,960 Single Family0.33135-15 & 16
FABRIZIO, DEAN RYAN & KIMBERLY J. 184,570 0 238,17053,600 Single Family0.42126-03
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS INC 528,770 0 528,7700 Commercial General0.00999-099
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS INC 89,011 0 89,0110 Commercial General0.00999-098
FALCONE, CHARLES 0 0 4,9304,930 Vacant Residential5.70414-23
FALCONE, CHARLES J & MICHELINA A 0 0 38,20038,200 Vacant Residential5.10108-24
FALCONE, CHARLES J & MICHELINA A 0 0 131,000131,000 Vacant Residential136.00403-01
FARINA JOCELYN F ET AL 0 0 14,54014,540 Vacant Residential0.36135-49-A
FARINA JOCELYN F ET AL 0 0 3,4703,470 Vacant Residential1.78135-41 TO 43-
FARINA, JOCELYN F. ETAL 51,490 0 195,460143,970 Single Family0.18135-50
FARRELL, SHAUN & MARGARET 0 0 28,08028,080 Vacant Residential0.84102-012 & 013
FARRELL, SHAUN & MARGARET 29,080 0 70,16041,080 Single Family0.34102-016 & 017
FARRELL, SHAUN R. & MARGARET L. 0 0 25,24025,240 Vacant Residential0.53102-014 & 015
FASCI, MICHAEL & RITA 0 0 22,12022,120 Vacant Residential0.26101-011
FASCI, MICHAEL A & RITA M 0 0 22,84022,840 Vacant Residential0.32101-010
FASCI, MICHAEL A & RITA M 27,430 0 160,490133,060 Single Family0.25101-056
FAUCHER, STEVEN & JODI 0 0 27,20027,200 Vacant Residential1.10115-79
FAULKNER CHARLES & CHARLOTTE 176,580 0 176,5800 Single Family0.00410-06-A
FAULKNER CHARLES II TRUST 191,320 0 243,32052,000 Single Family2.00128-14
FAULKNER REVOCABLE TRUSTS 0 5,170 5,1705,170 Vacant Residential101.00410-10
FAULKNER REVOCABLE TRUSTS 0 0 24,68024,680 Vacant Residential0.92414-05
FAULKNER REVOCABLE TRUSTS 0 0 31,50031,500 Vacant Residential4.00414-04
FAULKNER ROSEMARY 149,060 0 149,0600 Single Family0.00410-09-B
FAULKNER, ANNE H & KING, ROBERT E 0 730 730730 Vacant Residential13.00417-05
FAULKNER, ANNE H & KING, ROBERT E 0 300 300300 Vacant Residential5.30417-08
FAULKNER, ANNE H & KING, ROBERT E 405,150 21,600 492,50087,350 Single Family414.00417-09
FAULKNER, CHARLES II TRUSTEE 0 0 100,800100,800 Vacant Residential0.42415-27
FAULKNER, H. KIMBALL 78,990 0 78,9900 Single Family0.00410-06-C
FAULKNER, HENRY & KATE 214,180 0 214,1800 Single Family0.00410-09-A
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FEE, ROBERT A. 107,220 0 159,42052,200 Single Family2.10123-04
FELPO, FRANCES 0 0 30,40030,400 Vacant Residential1.20111-04
FELPO, FRANCES 0 0 30,80030,800 Vacant Residential1.40111-05
FELTUS, CARROLL M 37,000 0 197,770160,770 Single Family2.40104-12
FENTON, PHILLIP & TONI 59,510 0 108,91049,400 Single Family0.95125-25
FERNER, DAVID R & BETTY JANE 88,150 0 130,35042,200 Single Family2.10116-32
FERNWOOD ROAD PROP. OWNERS ASSOC 0 0 8,5008,500 Vacant Residential0.05120-20
FINCH, FREDERIC E 89,680 0 255,170165,490 Single Family0.54136-09
FIONDELLA, PAUL 57,560 0 254,250196,690 Single Family0.45113-09
FIONDELLA, PAUL 0 1,070 16,57016,570 Vacant Residential30.00404-03
FISH, JILL E 113,240 1,300 166,94053,700 Single Family38.20421-28
FISHER, ALAN B & CHRISTINE A 233,460 0 287,46054,000 Single Family3.00118-29
FITZPATRICK, MARY E 8,570 0 145,720137,150 Outbuildings20.30424-25
FLANAGAN, HARRY G III & ANITA M 0 0 25,16025,160 Vacant Residential0.52137-84
FLANAGAN, HARRY G. III & ANITA M. 0 0 00 Vacant Residential0.02137-13
FLANAGAN, ROBERT JR. & PAMELA 154,700 0 365,270210,570 Single Family2.00415-16.1
FLANAGAN, WILLIAM & LISA 15,840 0 220,310204,470 Single Family0.87122-32
FLANDERS, JOEL T & LORI L 460 0 24,62024,160 Outbuildings0.43137-71
FLEMING, CHRISTINE 201,160 0 250,70049,540 Mobile Home4.52414-22
FLEMING, MICHAEL 82,980 0 133,58050,600 Single Family1.30107-23
FLEMING, MICHAEL 0 0 30,00030,000 Vacant Residential1.00107-24
FLEMING, MICHAEL 0 0 27,80027,800 Vacant Residential2.60111-01
FLEMMING, DONALD N.TRUSTEE 41,450 0 239,430197,980 Single Family0.50133-15
FLEMMING, DONALD N.TRUSTEE 98,860 0 199,610100,750 Single Family0.44133-14-B
FLEMMING, PAULA K. 98,860 0 199,610100,750 Single Family0.44133-14-A
FLETCHER, LAURA 116,030 0 154,43038,400 Single Family2.70417-10
FONTAINE, JEAN M 77,630 0 191,960114,330 Single Family0.17137-33
FORCIER, THOMAS J. & LUCILLE W. 142,130 0 186,88044,750 Single Family2.00111-12
FORD, BRIAN & DEBORAH J 137,070 0 190,13053,060 Single Family2.53137-88
FOREMAN, DENNIS M. & BRENDA 120,370 0 170,57050,200 Single Family1.10113-63
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B TRUSTE 82,300 0 226,740144,440 Single Family1.10118-10
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B TRUSTE 90,590 0 285,760195,170 Single Family1.07124-12
FORSYTH JOAN REVOCABLE TRUST 85,540 0 276,540191,000 Single Family0.45133-08
FORTIER, ROY 134,160 0 209,10074,940 Single Family0.74105-44
FOSBERRY, CHARLES F & LEIGH D 173,690 0 212,97039,280 Single Family0.54126-39
FRANCIS, TIMOTHY P. 119,730 0 157,67037,940 Single Family0.43115-22
FRAULINI, BARBARA G & SCHULTZ, MICHA 70,930 0 259,690188,760 Single Family0.73122-16
FRECHETTE, DAVID K & SYDNEY C 325,170 0 656,200331,030 Single Family11.65138-14 & 45
FRECHETTE, HENRY J JR 130,020 0 488,280358,260 Single Family0.64138-15-18
FRECHETTE, HENRY M JR 7,310 0 44,83037,520 Outbuildings4.76138-43 & 44
FREDRICKSEN, ARTHUR E & DOROTHY L 100,960 0 402,600301,640 Single Family1.02115-61
FREESE, BETSY & LINDSAY 113,030 0 256,330143,300 Single Family0.92125-14
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE 139,610 260 186,07046,460 Single Family10.70420-18
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M 0 0 26,36026,360 Vacant Residential0.67101-001
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M 31,710 0 208,110176,400 Single Family0.31101-077 & 078
GAGNON REVOCABLE TRUST, MARIA E 115,760 0 193,90078,140 Single Family0.78121-18
GAGNON, GLENN P & LAURA M 141,340 0 194,44053,100 Single Family3.80106-15
GALBREATH FAMILY REALTY TRUST 1,160 0 19,10017,940 Outbuildings0.41135-55 & 57
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GALBREATH FAMILY REALTY TRUST 39,480 0 125,93086,450 Single Family0.26135-56
GALBREATH FAMILY REALTY TRUST 0 0 6,9406,940 Vacant Residential1.78135-41 TO 43-
GALBREATH FAMILY REALTY TRUST 0 0 29,09029,090 Vacant Residential0.36135-49-B
GALEY, HELEN F 87,740 5,390 163,53075,790 Single Family96.10408-16
GALLANT, PATRICIA  ANN ETAL 101,050 0 275,590174,540 Single Family0.33101-044 & 045
GALLANT, PATRICIA  ANN ETAL 64,280 0 105,24040,960 Single Family0.33101-040
GALLUP & HALL 0 0 84,55084,550 Vacant Residential76.10401-02
GALLUP, PATRICIA 0 0 26,76026,760 Vacant Residential0.72137-82
GALLUP, PATRICIA 0 0 30,00030,000 Vacant Residential1.00137-83
GALLUP, PATRICIA 44,150 0 94,15050,000 Single Family1.00137-85
GALLUP, PATRICIA 0 0 27,00027,000 Vacant Residential0.75137-86
GALLUP, PATRICIA  & MINARD, RANDALL 287,850 0 330,73042,880 Single Family0.49137-77
GALLUP, PATRICIA & MINARD, RANDALL 98,770 0 149,37050,600 Single Family1.30137-78
GALLUP, PATRICIA & MINARD, RANDALL 0 0 30,20030,200 Vacant Residential1.10137-76
GARIEPY, RICHARD W & LADONNA S 0 0 15,50015,500 Vacant Residential0.20104-14
GARIEPY, RICHARD W & LADONNA S 257,250 0 452,830195,580 Single Family1.29104-15
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN ZELASNY 0 710 710710 Vacant Residential9.90422-12-2
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN ZELASNY 0 4,000 35,21035,210 Vacant Residential77.80422-12
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN ZELASNY 212,250 0 264,85052,600 Single Family2.30137-87
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN ZELASNY 104,250 0 173,05068,800 Single Family5.26422-12-3
GARNETT, GORDON A. & STAPLES, STEPHE 60,680 0 158,06097,380 Single Family0.05137-11
GARVIN, ANDREW T & JANICE L 57,290 0 255,030197,740 Single Family0.53124-23
GARZA, EDWARD R. 173,940 0 225,18051,240 Single Family1.62110-09
GAY TRUST,  LOIS WEINGARTER 66,130 0 342,260276,130 Single Family1.44139-50 & 51
GAY, BEVERLY TRUSTEE 143,800 0 382,200238,400 Single Family1.57124-03, 30 & 31
GAY, EVELYN R c/o Patricia Jackman 0 0 18,27018,270 Vacant Residential0.17113-07
GAY, EVELYN R c/o Patricia Jackman 0 0 19,76019,760 Vacant Residential0.78113-08
GAY, EVELYN R c/o Patricia Jackman 50,740 0 219,040168,300 Single Family0.31113-11 & 12
GAZDA, EDWARD & JULIA 56,240 0 236,540180,300 Single Family0.32101-102 &103
GAZDA, EDWARD & JULIA 12,260 0 35,70023,440 Outbuildings0.37101-107
GELARDI, MATTHEW DENNIS 131,030 0 182,23051,200 Single Family1.60408-26
GENDRON, STEVEN W 0 0 31,40031,400 Vacant Residential1.70111-33
GESICK, ROBERT G 187,620 0 244,22056,600 Single Family4.30106-10
GETTY, ERNEST L.R. & CATHY 62,360 0 298,540236,180 Single Family0.29104-29
GIANFERRARI Revocable Trust, Edmund 79,830 0 232,740152,910 Single Family0.23137-38
GIBBS, KENNETH JR. 0 0 18,27018,270 Vacant Residential0.17102-032
GIBBS, TIMOTHY 0 0 18,27018,270 Vacant Residential0.17102-033
GILCHREST, PHILIP W, JR 1,160 0 4,9603,800 Outbuildings1.40423-14
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE 0 0 970970 Vacant Residential0.11418-018
GILMAN, LOUIE E. & SHARON 131,170 0 189,47058,300 Single Family6.40115-24
GIRARD, PETER H 74,790 0 229,540154,750 Single Family0.19134-38
GLANCE, MARY 0 0 1,0001,000 Vacant Residential0.12418-035
GLOBAL MONTELLO GROUP CORP 353,200 0 570,400217,200 Small Retail Store5.10422-13
GLOERSEN, THOMAS R & LORRAINE L 134,060 0 191,66057,600 Single Family4.30131-14
GODFREY, JOSEPH P & KATHLEEN A 0 0 82,12082,120 Vacant Residential0.26102-080
GOODELL, KENNETH L 145,650 0 206,80061,150 Single Family8.30411-11.1
GORE, BARBARA C 0 0 12,13012,130 Vacant Residential0.33113-01
GOULART, JOSEPH & DONNA 0 0 39,50039,500 Vacant Residential2.00121-22.5
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GOULET FAMILY IRREVOCABLE TRUST 44,710 0 241,310196,600 Single Family0.36122-37
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRIMNA 0 0 227,470227,470 Vacant Residential3.40106-16
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA 0 0 32,50032,500 Vacant Residential3.20106-14
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA 143,050 0 420,430277,380 Single Family2.90106-17
GRADY LESLIE J & PAULA 0 0 29,09029,090 Vacant Residential0.36135-49-C
GRADY LESLIE J & PAULA 0 0 6,9406,940 Vacant Residential1.78135-41 TO 43-
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A 52,820 0 132,23079,410 Single Family0.18135-58
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A 0 0 17,40017,400 Vacant Residential0.35135-59
GRANDPRE', FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 166,940 0 228,34061,400 Single Family6.70106-02
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT 0 0 194,030194,030 Exempt:town1.40138-01
GREEN CROW CORP 0 4,940 4,9404,940 Vacant Residential257.00422-17
GREEN CROW CORP 0 460 460460 Vacant Residential17.00422-18
GREEN CROW CORP 0 1,190 1,1901,190 Vacant Residential47.00422-21
GREEN CROW CORP. 0 0 26,20026,200 Vacant Residential13.10422-16
GREEN CROW CORP. 0 0 7,0007,000 Vacant Residential5.00421-18
GREEN CROW CORP. 0 0 35,15035,150 Vacant Residential22.30421-19
GREEN, JEAN R 0 0 26,92026,920 Vacant Residential0.74124-05
GREEN, JEAN R 106,250 0 313,050206,800 Single Family0.64124-14
GREEN, SHELLEY J 173,750 0 330,070156,320 Single Family2.20122-14
GREENWALD REV. TST., MITCHELL H 0 0 30,20030,200 Vacant Residential1.10114-10
GREENWALD REVOC. TST., MITCHELL H 47,680 0 288,400240,720 Single Family0.24114-07
GREENWOOD, JENNY M. TRUSTEE 0 0 18,27018,270 Vacant Residential0.17102-116
GREENWOOD, JENNY M. TRUSTEE 128,450 0 280,370151,920 Single Family0.66103-07
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS TRUST 79,630 0 261,630182,000 Single Family0.35124-11
GRIFFON REVOC. FAMILY TRUST 0 0 25,48025,480 Vacant Residential0.56101-108, 109 
GRIFFON Revocable Trust, Robert R & 89,200 0 233,200144,000 Single Family0.19101-094
GRIMSHAW, ANGELA L. 144,300 0 194,70050,400 Single Family1.20118-28
GROEZINGER, PHYLLIS A. REV. TRUST 107,720 0 315,440207,720 Single Family0.46122-31
GROVENSTEIN, ROBERT M 60,820 0 103,98043,160 Single Family0.51126-13
GRUBE, DOMINICK F & KATHY A 290 0 60,53060,240 Outbuildings0.36101-070
GRUBE, DOMINICK F. & KATHY A. 119,260 0 159,62040,360 Single Family0.28102-011
GRYBKO, BRIAN C 47,660 0 92,74045,080 Single Family0.63102-018 TO 021
GRYBKO, GARY J. 115,990 0 158,63042,640 Single Family0.47102-030 & 031
GUAY, RICHARD 77,360 0 118,80041,440 Single Family0.37101-016
GUIDA, ALEXANDER S, III 0 2,000 2,0002,000 Vacant Residential40.00424-21
GUIDA, PHYLLIS 0 0 89,72089,720 Vacant Residential0.14138-24 & 33
GUIRE PROPERTY TRUST, THE 38,660 0 147,660109,000 Single Family0.13137-43
HAAS, FREDERICK III & KAREN P 47,320 0 282,520235,200 Single Family1.60113-20
HAASE, FRANZ P. IV & 0 0 24,16024,160 Vacant Residential0.43126-16
HAASE, FRANZ P. IV & 109,580 0 155,58046,000 Single Family1.50126-17
HACKETT, RONALD J.  & LINDA J. ETAL 92,560 0 130,56038,000 Single Family0.23135-01 & 02
HACKETT, TRAVIS J & RONALD 0 0 86,00086,000 Vacant Residential41.00414-30
HAENICHEN, DONALD J, JR & MARY ELLEN 140,970 0 191,67050,700 Single Family1.35117-24
HAGBERG Revocable Living Trust, ELSI 102,180 0 359,060256,880 Single Family1.42136-44 TO 48
HAHN, CURTIS H & CELIA F ETAL 70,690 0 249,790179,100 Single Family0.29126-61
HAHN, JOYCE A & DAVID E 74,040 0 198,570124,530 Single Family0.18126-56
HALEY III, ROBERT & MARTENIS, ELIZAB 95,510 0 160,47064,960 Single Family5.48117-01& 02, 118
HALL TRUST,  DOUGLAS W 117,770 0 295,370177,600 Single Family0.34102-065 & 066
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HALL TRUST, DOUGLAS W 0 0 23,44023,440 Vacant Residential0.37102-112 & 113
HALL, JAMES A & HIROKO T 41,700 0 158,700117,000 Single Family0.13126-60
HALL, WAYNE G & KATHY A 120,540 0 176,34055,800 Single Family3.90420-01
HALTER,  JOHN D & DIANE G 132,230 0 295,830163,600 Single Family0.67137-68, 69 & 72
HALVONIK, TERRY F & MARTHA K 187,910 2,170 248,08060,170 Single Family44.00422-24
HAMILTON JEREMY L 0 0 40,12040,120 Vacant Residential6.06423-05.2
HAMILTON PHILIP & DONNA 0 0 61,40061,400 Vacant Residential28.70423-05
HAMILTON, CAROL & JOHNSON, PETER H 62,740 0 250,690187,950 Single Family0.35127-23
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M 221,520 0 499,980278,460 Single Family0.86137-50 & 57
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M 0 0 7,5007,500 Vacant Residential0.05137-73
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M 0 0 112,640112,640 Vacant Residential0.57137-27
HAMILTON, SHAWN J. 153,180 0 212,18059,000 Single Family5.50423-05.1
HAMMANN, FREDERICK & MICHAELLE 0 0 10,63010,630 Vacant Residential12.50403-04
HAMMETT, JOHN & SUSAN 155,690 0 208,09052,400 Single Family2.20118-61
HAMPOIAN, HARRY & DIANE TRUSTEES 0 0 25,08025,080 Vacant Residential0.51101-111, 112 
HAMPOIAN, HARRY & DIANE TRUSTEES 65,820 0 203,620137,800 Single Family0.19101-093
HAMPTON, WILLIAM C, JR 37,820 0 73,37035,550 Single Family1.90108-01
HAMPTON, WILLIAM C, JR 0 0 28,40028,400 Vacant Residential1.70108-02
HANNA, ALAN L & ALICE M 71,290 0 114,17042,880 Single Family0.49113-30 & 33
HANNAFORD, FRANK K. & JOYCE A. 32,990 0 89,54056,550 Single Family0.64127-11
HANSON FAMILY TRUST 0 2,350 2,3502,350 Vacant Residential53.75414-01-B
HANSON, JEAN M 0 0 13,18013,180 Vacant Residential0.67118-14
HANSON, SUSAN 48,520 0 91,04042,520 Single Family0.46131-08
HARBERT, STEVEN R, SR.& LISA S 123,140 0 173,46050,320 Single Family1.16134-03
HARBERT, STEVEN R, SR.& LISA S 0 0 9,6009,600 Vacant Residential0.19134-02
HARDY, ROBERT & JULIA, TRUSTEES 154,190 0 211,69057,500 Single Family2.25120-01.2
HARMON-MORSE,HOLLY J. TRUSTEE 142,900 0 317,700174,800 Single Family0.81137-65
HARPER, MARK S & GLORIA 198,620 1,640 297,61098,990 Single Family46.50422-09
HARRINGTON, NANCY H 0 0 23,80023,800 Vacant Residential0.40127-15
HARRINGTON, WALTER H & NANCY H. 132,990 0 314,250181,260 Single Family0.40127-27
HARRIS CENTER FOR CONS. ED. , INC. 0 0 92,00092,000 Vacant Residential124.00421-20
HARRIS CENTER FOR CONS. ED. , INC. 0 720 720720 Vacant Residential15.00420-19.1
HARRIS CENTER FOR CONS. ED. , INC. 0 69,570 69,57069,570 Vacant Residential1,385.05413-07
HARRIS CENTER FOR CONSERVATION ED 0 0 50,00050,000 Vacant Residential31.00421-21
HARWOOD, BRUCE A 0 0 44,28044,280 Vacant Residential5.14414-07.6
HASTINGS, DAVID M. & MARGARET B 77,340 0 195,670118,330 Single Family0.20137-40
HASTINGS, JACLYN & PAUL 0 0 25,16025,160 Vacant Residential0.52115-29
HASTINGS, JASON P & JACLYN A 160,330 0 203,63043,300 Single Family1.40115-30
HAYES,  ANDREW P. 87,330 0 140,93053,600 Single Family2.80106-13
HAYES, CASEY J. 124,540 0 188,20063,660 Single Family1.58120-03
HAYES, GLORIA E & EVANS, PAUL C 36,890 0 345,750308,860 Single Family1.10106-18
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN 141,560 0 422,190280,630 Single Family1.25138-26 & 31
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN 142,730 0 360,090217,360 Single Family0.99138-27 & 30
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN 0 2,260 2,2602,260 Vacant Residential39.10420-06
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN 411,370 0 489,97078,600 Auto Repair6.30420-07
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN 18,270 0 69,27051,000 Mobile Home1.50421-10
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN 0 1,600 24,98024,980 Vacant Residential35.26420-03.3
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN 0 0 30,98030,980 Vacant Residential5.24420-04
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HAYES, STEPHEN & DANIELLE M 0 0 30,60030,600 Vacant Residential1.30115-82
HEALEY REVOC TRUST OF 2005,  BRUCE 0 0 22,85022,850 Vacant Residential2.30118-20
HEALY REVOC. TRUST, NICHOLAS JR & 0 0 34,00034,000 Vacant Residential5.25424-16
HEALY, DONALL  B. & JOYCE A. 0 0 1,0801,080 Vacant Residential0.15418-113
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual Graph 0 0 41,85041,850 Vacant Residential19.00417-07
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual Graph 351,220 0 661,120309,900 Single Family235.90418-002
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual Graph 0 0 570570 Vacant Residential0.17418-100
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual Graph 0 0 560560 Vacant Residential0.16418-020
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual Graph 143,630 0 186,19042,560 Single Family1.03418-059-064 +
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual Graph 0 0 510510 Vacant Residential0.13418-066
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual Graph 4,220 0 11,9607,740 Outbuildings0.16418-067
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual Graph 0 0 570570 Vacant Residential0.17418-087
HEALY, DONALL B & JOYCE A 0 0 1,1101,110 Vacant Residential0.16418-110
HEALY, DONALL B & JOYCE A 0 0 320320 Vacant Residential0.16418-111
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A. 0 0 1,4101,410 Vacant Residential0.30418-122
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A. 0 0 1,1401,140 Vacant Residential0.17418-114
HEALY, HERBERT C & SHEILA E 378,280 0 591,780213,500 Single Family0.59124-16 &18
HEALY, JANE F 0 5,310 5,3105,310 Vacant Residential120.00424-07
HEALY, JANE F 792,360 0 908,530116,170 Single Family33.34424-15
HEALY, JENNIFER MARIE 0 0 39,60039,600 Vacant Residential7.30424-17
HEALY, MARY E 0 0 72,70072,700 Vacant Residential26.40424-30
HEALY, NICHOLAS J III & MARIE 116,880 0 290,880174,000 Single Family0.80139-11
HEALY, NICHOLAS J. 0 270 270270 Vacant Residential10.20424-06
HEALY, THOMAS P. III 135,910 0 190,65054,740 Single Family3.37129-14.2
HEBERT, ALAN A & MARYANN D 55,370 0 104,10048,730 Single Family0.05126-73
HEBERT, VERDE W. JR. 58,490 0 103,85045,360 Single Family1.18115-35 TO 37
HECK, LOUIS K & LYNN D 232,840 0 295,24062,400 Single Family4.20414-06.2
HECK, LOUIS K & LYNN D 0 0 81,20081,200 Vacant Residential0.28415-23.3
HENDERSON, K DOUGLAS & BETTY J, TRUS 89,910 0 144,81054,900 Single Family4.70109-14
HICKS, JONATHAN R & MARY J 15,500 0 46,30030,800 Outbuildings1.40107-08
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 0 0 5,7705,770 Vacant Residential0.34118-43
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 0 0 22,13022,130 Vacant Residential0.63118-49
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 0 0 2,0302,030 Vacant Residential0.05118-51
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 0 0 19,73019,730 Vacant Residential0.34111-16
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 0 0 4,6404,640 Vacant Residential0.11115-07
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 0 0 5,0705,070 Vacant Residential0.16115-13
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 0 0 320320 Vacant Residential0.16115-18
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 0 0 00 Vacant Residential10.44111-17
HIGHLAND LAKE ASSOCIATION 0 0 37,92037,920 Vacant Residential0.45102-042
HIGHLAND LAKE MARINA, REST & SERV 66,380 0 190,280123,900 Commercial General0.06105-07 & 08
HIGHLAND LAKE REALTY TRUST 229,630 0 501,230271,600 Single Family0.84119-25
HILL, KENNETH & LUCILLE 152,680 0 204,68052,000 Single Family2.00123-06
HILL, PETER B. JR. 101,250 0 153,85052,600 Single Family2.30109-16
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M 0 2,160 2,1602,160 Vacant Residential41.50422-02.12
HILL, ROGER M. 72,480 0 201,210128,730 Single Family0.12137-09
HILL, ROGER M. 0 0 16,50016,500 Vacant Residential0.01137-07
HILL, ROGER M. 0 0 16,50016,500 Vacant Residential0.01137-08
HILTZ, RONALD E 0 0 1,1401,140 Vacant Residential0.17418-091
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HILTZ, RONALD E 0 0 1,1401,140 Vacant Residential0.17418-092
HINTZ, STEVEN E. & CAROLYN S. 185,400 0 236,80051,400 Single Family1.70109-08
HITCHCOCK, WILLIAM & JOANNE 0 0 11,18011,180 Vacant Residential0.28130-09
HOBART, HAROLD R. & BARBARA M. 185,580 0 245,33059,750 Single Family5.50421-11.1
HODGSON REVOCABLE TRUST, SHERRI 96,680 0 306,670209,990 Single Family0.82124-08
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C & TERRY B 17,220 0 59,74042,520 Mobile Home0.46131-11
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN W. 0 1,360 1,3601,360 Vacant Residential56.80416-02
HOGG, FRANK W & GWENNETH M 158,160 0 223,98065,820 Single Family8.19115-14
HOLDA, FELIX JOHN & KATHERINE L 184,080 550 237,03052,950 Single Family13.30421-04
HOLLAND, DONALD R & PRISCILLA 175,120 0 235,12060,000 Single Family6.00411-14.2
HOLLAND, DONALD, JR 162,750 0 228,10065,350 Single Family10.70411-12.11
HOLLAND, KENNETH R. 0 0 33,26033,260 Vacant Residential2.63420-05.1
HOLLAND, RICHARD 148,320 0 214,82066,500 Single Family10.00411-12.20
HOLLOWAY, WILLIAM E & JANE K 232,840 0 467,640234,800 Single Family1.40113-22
HOLLOWAY, WILLIAM E & JANE K 0 0 24,40024,400 Vacant Residential0.45113-34
HOLMES, DAVID S 0 0 1,7801,780 Vacant Residential0.89126-43
HOLMES, ROBERT L & DENISE 40,540 0 256,230215,690 Single Family1.10415-24 TO 26
HOMEYER,  ELIZABETH 209,760 0 257,26047,500 Single Family1.00126-37
HOMFELD LIVING TRUST 0 0 96,64096,640 Vacant Residential0.27133-11
HOMFELD LIVING TRUST 52,470 0 242,690190,220 Single Family0.35133-12
HORSFALL,  JAMES H. & LISA 122,460 0 193,14070,680 Single Family0.76126-40
HOTCHKISS, JED D 22,750 0 85,75063,000 Single Family9.00120-37
HOWARD, ELIZABETH MAUDE 0 0 91,73091,730 Vacant Residential1.68415-36
HOWARD, ELIZABETH MAUDE ETAL 0 2,940 2,9402,940 Vacant Residential99.00423-02
HOWARD, ELIZABETH MAUDE ETAL 0 540 540540 Vacant Residential11.30423-04
HOWARD, LAUREN C & BRENDA L 98,710 0 149,71051,000 Single Family1.50126-33
HOWARD, LAUREN C. II ETAL 126,060 0 178,46052,400 Single Family2.20109-19
HUARD REVOCABLE TRUST, DEBRA L 285,410 0 579,500294,090 Single Family0.81122-19
HUBER, DEAN G & RUTH E 139,360 0 198,36059,000 Single Family5.50411-11.3
HUDON, LAWRENCE P JR & CLARE M 27,870 0 184,270156,400 Single Family0.38131-25
HUDSON, DAVID 0 0 1,0001,000 Vacant Residential0.12418-056
HUDSON, DAVID 0 0 1,0501,050 Vacant Residential0.14418-057
HUDSON, PETER PAUL 164,600 0 214,80050,200 Single Family2.35117-26.1
HUDZIEC, JENNIFER & 75,360 0 127,36052,000 Single Family2.00108-14
HUETTNER, ROBERT E. JR 189,170 0 234,89045,720 Single Family0.67134-07
HUMPHREY, AMY T 167,070 0 218,47051,400 Single Family1.70111-19
HUMPHREY, MICHAEL B & JENNIFER 132,720 0 186,52053,800 Single Family2.90107-06
HUNTER, ALAN & LINDA 75,110 0 261,610186,500 Single Family0.25127-35
HUSSEY, CHRISTINE M. 55,540 0 181,690126,150 Single Family0.41132-12
HUTCHINSON, WARREN K & ALICE C 16,180 0 39,50023,320 Outbuildings0.47111-08
HUTCHINSON, WARREN K & ALICE C 161,980 0 199,60037,620 Single Family0.40111-09
HYATT, JAMES & ALICE 220,550 0 281,95061,400 Single Family6.70424-12
IMPERIAL MODULAR HOMES,LLC 0 0 31,00031,000 Vacant Residential1.50109-06
INGERSON, FRED E., TRUSTEE OF FRED E 69,670 0 237,670168,000 Single Family0.25102-074 & 075
INTERVIROS TRUST AGREEMENT OF PATRIC 192,560 0 522,410329,850 Single Family1.52120-10
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY (SPEAR 14,380 0 248,320233,940 Mobile Home1.40102-082 TO 085
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY (SPEAR 0 0 26,44026,440 Vacant Residential0.68102-095 TO 098
IVES, DAVID & ELAINE 40,930 0 160,870119,940 Single Family0.84122-15
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J&S CORDWOOD, LLC 235,740 0 289,84054,100 Single Family4.30130-15
JACKSON Family 2002 Revocable Living 167,770 0 228,95061,180 Single Family2.84408-09
JACOBS, DAVID & LAURA F 79,640 0 342,600262,960 Single Family1.10115-49
JACOBS, JOSEPH W. & ALISON A. 59,960 0 127,96068,000 Single Family0.19126-09
JACOBS, STEVEN R & ELIZABETH R 71,190 0 320,640249,450 Single Family0.79133-10
JAHN, SUZANNE G. 63,090 0 197,680134,590 Single Family0.12137-30
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE G 175,110 0 516,580341,470 Single Family1.58114-18
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE G 0 0 30,42030,420 Vacant Residential1.21114-20
JARDIM, CARLOS 34,070 0 188,980154,910 Single Family0.73126-28
JARVIS, STEPHEN S, III & CHRISTINA M 150,310 0 379,110228,800 Single Family0.41105-06
JEANNOTTE, RICHARD & MARILYN 0 0 25,08025,080 Vacant Residential0.51102-106 TO 108
JEFTS CEMETERY 0 0 880880 Exempt:town0.44401-03
JENKS, GORDON W & DAVID W, TRUSTEES 29,930 0 199,320169,390 Single Family0.41134-33
JENNISON, GORDON S. 12,580 0 52,93040,350 Single Family10.70413-05
JENSEN, LYLE JR. 256,090 0 373,590117,500 Single Family13.50114-22
JENSEN, LYLE M. 0 0 51,25051,250 Vacant Residential16.50405-01.1
JERNBERG, JOYCE C TRUSTEE 0 0 24,28024,280 Vacant Residential0.44121-22.7
JERNBERG, JOYCE C TRUSTEE 99,950 0 470,950371,000 Single Family0.99121-23
JEROME,  NANCY  C.,TRUSTEE 50,010 0 249,420199,410 Single Family0.63136-38
JOHN B WOODBURY, ET AL 38,440 0 143,440105,000 Single Family0.10137-41
JOHNSON, DAWN ETAL 31,400 0 147,310115,910 Single Family0.17101-020
JOHNSON, DAWN ETAL 53,900 0 275,500221,600 Single Family0.90101-021 TO 023
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS 0 0 1,1101,110 Vacant Residential0.16418-075
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS 0 0 1,2301,230 Vacant Residential0.20418-076
JOHNSON, MARK L. & DALE J. 46,890 0 209,890163,000 Single Family0.18101-100 & 101
JOHNSON, ROY V. H. & LINDA K 157,250 0 205,35048,100 Single Family1.30117-05
JOHNSON, WILLIAM V & SUSAN R 86,700 0 396,850310,150 Single Family1.83114-05
JONES, GEOFFREY T. ETAL 0 0 16,95016,950 Vacant Residential0.31126-26
JONES, GEOFFREY T. ETAL 171,520 0 246,72075,200 Single Family7.60126-36
JONES, RAYMOND L & ELIZABETH 59,960 0 330,710270,750 Single Family0.97114-08
JOSLYN, LORRAINE 119,780 0 174,34054,560 Single Family3.28420-05
JOSLYN, LORRAINE 47,300 0 77,15029,850 Outbuildings0.47420-05.2
JUBERT, MICHAEL J & KAREN J 0 0 32,65032,650 Vacant Residential0.06101-019
JUBERT, WILLIAM R & TERESA R 46,600 0 89,92043,320 Single Family0.52101-005
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN 0 0 30,00030,000 Vacant Residential1.00115-17
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN 0 0 32,20032,200 Vacant Residential2.10118-62
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN 84,450 0 340,650256,200 Single Family1.30119-33
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN 0 0 186,540186,540 Vacant Residential1.00119-34
KAHN, JAY V. & CHERYL J. 252,960 0 487,530234,570 Single Family1.20134-23
KAJKA, MARIA 233,190 0 484,790251,600 Single Family0.54122-17
KATHAN, JAMES C & TERESA A 0 0 29,50029,500 Vacant Residential4.50123-08
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J 2,650 0 25,13022,480 Outbuildings0.29113-43
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J 73,020 0 359,620286,600 Single Family2.30113-51
KAYSER REVOCABLE TRUST, MARCIA G 160,050 0 352,850192,800 Single Family0.32124-07
KEATING, JOHN & TRACY 157,520 0 217,12059,600 Single Family5.80424-08
KEENE CONCORD ROAD, LLC 177,740 900 221,39043,650 Single Family19.81420-23
KEHOE, HENRIETTA M. TRUSTEE 0 0 22,84022,840 Vacant Residential0.32101-114 & 115
KEHOE, HENRIETTA M.,TRUSTEE 40,740 0 229,780189,040 Single Family0.54101-088 TO 090
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KELLEHER,  CAROL 0 0 25,48025,480 Vacant Residential0.56101-008 & 009
KELLY, JAMES L. & JEAN K. 148,500 0 230,63082,130 Single Family10.25108-28
KELLY, MICHAEL E. & SUSAN K. 62,740 0 159,24096,500 Single Family0.09126-58
KENNEDY,  PATRICIA L. 226,880 0 553,930327,050 Single Family1.50120-08.3
KENT, KENNETH M & EWELS, CAROLINE J 219,760 0 477,360257,600 Single Family0.59115-65
KENYON,  LINDA M 4,930 0 43,23038,300 Mobile Home1.40118-12
KENYON, LINDA M 5,120 0 25,19020,070 Mobile Home0.60118-13
KERCEWICH, JERRY, JR & BRENDA 34,980 0 79,58044,600 Single Family0.60128-08
KIMBALL, COLETTE C. 27,710 0 41,71014,000 Single Family0.13131-27-B
KIMBALL, STANLEY & MYRNA 68,940 0 382,990314,050 Single Family0.79120-24
KING, ANNETTE S. ETAL 46,470 0 85,47039,000 Single Family0.24130-18
KING, PETER C & KRISTEN P 198,170 0 265,37067,200 Single Family7.10112-02
KINGSBURY,  ROBERT  W.    ETAL 106,570 0 448,900342,330 Single Family2.10138-04
KINGSBURY, MARY  K. & EDWARD TRUSTEE 0 750 750750 Vacant Residential12.50415-37
KIRBER, WILLIAM M 0 0 94,50094,500 Vacant Residential28.00114-24
KITTERICK, THOMAS 0 0 32,40032,400 Vacant Residential2.20107-01
KNOWLTON, ROBERT H. & CHERYL A. 97,060 0 243,060146,000 Single Family0.19102-046
KOCHIS, LAURA B C/O HALLIWELL, DAVID 0 0 33,48033,480 Vacant Residential4.20412-02
KOCHIS, LAURA B C/O HALLIWELL, DAVID 78,040 0 140,04062,000 Single Family9.00412-04
KOELLER LIVING TRUST 80,410 0 123,57043,160 Single Family0.51113-46 & 47
KONOPASKE, PAUL & STACEY 73,710 0 245,110171,400 Single Family0.25102-053
KOVACS, ADAM & HEATHER 167,700 0 219,50051,800 Single Family1.90108-06
KRAMPFERT, PAUL E 171,090 0 217,37046,280 Single Family1.80116-20
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA 63,050 0 295,450232,400 Single Family0.32104-26
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA 0 0 156,280156,280 Vacant Residential0.43104-27
KRAUS, KEITH P & ELISE K 128,320 0 200,86072,540 Single Family6.27419-08.1
KRAVARIK, GEORGE R & DOROTHY R 105,970 0 194,77088,800 Single Family11.40130-03
KRIDER, MARK & DEBORAH, TRUSTEES 248,660 0 554,860306,200 Single Family0.69120-21
KRUTT, RICHARD L 105,790 0 166,04060,250 Single Family0.85120-18
KRUTT, RICHARD L. 85,780 0 138,27052,490 Single Family0.81120-17
KSR PARTNERSHIP 0 0 34,00034,000 Vacant Residential3.00122-03
KSR PARTNERSHIP 0 0 27,10027,100 Vacant Residential3.30122-05
KSR PARTNERSHIP 178,980 0 531,480352,500 Single Family2.90122-24
KSR PARTNERSHIP 0 0 7,5007,500 Vacant Residential1.00118-06C
KUBECK, GERALD E & BARBARA A 148,430 0 431,030282,600 Single Family2.60112-18
KUEHL, JOHN F, JR & BETH E 0 0 27,90027,900 Vacant Residential2.20123-03
KUEHN, SHERRY W 0 0 12,20012,200 Vacant Residential0.45110-19
KUMPU, WALTER R & DAVID B 29,850 0 173,850144,000 Single Family0.19101-076
KUMPU, WALTER R & DAVID B 0 0 229,180229,180 Vacant Residential0.76102-040  & 041
LABROSSE, JOHN P. & PEGGY A. 99,910 6,330 131,24031,330 Single Family94.00402-01
LABUKAS, JOHN C & JODI M 203,010 0 551,120348,110 Single Family1.50120-09.1
LACLAIR, THERESE A. 75,640 0 117,92042,280 Single Family0.44135-07 & 08
LACOSEGLIO, PAUL J. & TRACI G. 84,070 0 497,820413,750 Single Family7.50121-02
LACOURCIERE, KEITH M. 88,450 0 270,550182,100 Single Family0.48135-46 & 47
LAFARGUE, FLORENCE W 94,610 0 335,610241,000 Single Family0.23137-39
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE T 0 0 1,1101,110 Vacant Residential0.16418-013
LAKE, DONALD K. & MELINDA J. 236,190 0 329,03092,840 Single Family20.07422-26
LAKE, DONALD K. & MELINDA J. 0 0 27,08027,080 Vacant Residential2.54422-26.1
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LAKE, SAMUEL L. 127,600 0 186,88059,280 Single Family4.89110-02
LAKEFALLS ASSOCIATES 0 24,580 56,18056,180 Vacant Residential622.50418-005
LAMBERT, TERRY R 76,310 0 120,43044,120 Single Family0.57134-16
LAMOTHE PATRICIA & 227,000 0 310,20083,200 Single Family8.60127-02
LAMOUREUX, STEVEN R. 97,180 0 155,38058,200 Single Family5.10419-06
LAMPHIER, LYNN R 0 0 3,4703,470 Vacant Residential1.78135-41 TO 43-
LAMPHIER, LYNN R 0 0 14,54014,540 Vacant Residential0.36135-49-D
LAMPHIER, LYNN R 91,530 0 260,330168,800 Single Family0.34135-51 & 52
LANGILLE, DANIEL J & ERIN M 148,400 0 195,90047,500 Single Family1.00115-73
LANGILLE, GLENN T 36,140 0 78,42042,280 Single Family0.44116-10
LARABEE, MARGARET A ETAL 53,890 0 105,59051,700 Single Family1.85115-05,06,10
LARABEE, MARGARET A ETAL 0 0 6,9206,920 Vacant Residential0.34115-08
LARABEE, MARGARET A ETAL 0 0 28,08028,080 Vacant Residential0.84115-11 & 12
LARAWAY, NANCY & GEORGE 44,410 0 166,720122,310 Single Family0.27125-07
LARIVIERE, CHRISTOPHER J 57,420 0 190,420133,000 Single Family0.45127-39
LAROCHE, DAVID J & TERRI S 0 0 35,87035,870 Vacant Residential1.12127-13
LAROCHE, TERRI S & DAVID J. ETAL 104,070 0 340,810236,740 Single Family0.97127-28 & 29
LAROCHELLE, RICHARD A JR. 0 170 170170 Vacant Residential2.12414-07.31
LAROCHELLE, RICHARD A JR. 0 1,110 1,1101,110 Vacant Residential44.86414-07.4
LASKY, SYLVIA RHOMBERG 0 0 13,30013,300 Vacant Residential0.01137-06
LASKY, SYLVIA RHOMBERG 0 0 4,5004,500 Vacant Residential0.03137-79
LASKY, SYLVIA RHOMBERG 0 0 186,220186,220 Vacant Residential0.76137-52 & 55
LATAWIEC, SALLIE A 81,990 0 132,59050,600 Single Family1.30110-06
LAVIGNE, RANDOLPHE G & GAIL A 326,070 0 622,730296,660 Single Family1.13137-51 & 56
LAVOIE, AMY M & RYAN M 1,940 0 24,18022,240 Outbuildings0.27134-13
LAVOIE, AMY M & RYAN M 60,100 0 88,10028,000 Single Family0.13134-15
LAVOIE, AMY M & RYAN M 161,800 0 213,30051,500 Single Family2.00121-22.6
LAWSON, ELISABETH A. ETAL 55,520 0 255,100199,580 Single Family1.26101-104 TO 106
LAZZARO, LISA 173,740 0 230,34056,600 Single Family1.80107-26
LEDWITH IRREV. TRUST,  DOROTHY E 54,230 0 209,030154,800 Single Family0.27101-054
LEE, MARY 140,650 0 192,25051,600 Single Family1.80119-01
LEFEBVRE, MAURICE A & LILLIAN 142,440 0 194,24051,800 Single Family1.90107-04
LEFRANCOIS, JOHN M & GARTRELL, DAVID 58,220 0 258,430200,210 Single Family0.57139-49
LEHRMAN, HENRY J, III 69,030 0 154,89085,860 Single Family43.20404-05
LEICHTHAMMER, FRANK N & LAURIE A 1,090 0 22,62021,530 Outbuildings0.24125-04
LEICHTHAMMER, FRANK N & LAURIE A 104,780 0 222,530117,750 Single Family0.22125-05
LEMANSKI, JOHN C. & BARBARA J. 43,270 0 243,470200,200 Single Family0.94105-02
LEONARD, GEORGE 67,940 0 109,98042,040 Single Family0.42130-21
LEONARD, GEORGE A 2,970 0 8,9706,000 Outbuildings0.04130-22
LEONARD, LORI L 49,670 0 196,410146,740 Single Family0.40101-055
LEONARD, MARK J 0 0 32,00032,000 Vacant Residential2.00111-24
LEONARD, MARK J 0 0 32,00032,000 Vacant Residential2.00111-25
LEOTTA, MARLINE J 145,880 0 193,96048,080 Single Family0.84411-05
LEOTTA, NANCY L. 910 0 117,110116,200 Outbuildings0.37121-04
LEOTTA, NANCY L. 178,330 0 220,73042,400 Single Family0.45121-16
LESSER, CHARLOTTE B & DAVID, TRUSTEE 111,300 0 240,050128,750 Single Family0.23136-17
LESSER, CHARLOTTE B.& DAVID,TRUSTEES 0 0 7,8307,830 Vacant Residential0.28136-15
LEYDEN, RICHARD & BARBARA PIPER 0 0 45,60045,600 Vacant Residential5.80128-15.1
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LEYDEN, RICHARD F & BARBARA L PIPER 61,780 0 99,78038,000 Single Family0.25128-15
LEYDEN, RICHARD F & BARBARA PIPER 0 760 760760 Vacant Residential18.00414-02
LEYDEN, RICHARD F & BARBARA PIPER 0 4,220 4,2204,220 Vacant Residential113.00414-03
LEYDEN, RICHARD F & BARBARA PIPER 0 60 6060 Vacant Residential0.96415-33
LEYDEN, RICHARD F & BARBARA PIPER 0 0 73,11073,110 Vacant Residential0.32415-31
LEYDEN, RICHARD F & BARBARA PIPER 0 0 43,82043,820 Vacant Residential0.59415-32
LIBERATORE, DANIEL 244,200 0 303,20059,000 Single Family5.50411-11.2
LIGHTBODY, FRANK W. & JEANNE M. 26,650 0 96,68070,030 Single Family5.05113-61
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN A 0 0 17,10017,100 Vacant Residential0.07104-13
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN A 0 5,890 5,8905,890 Vacant Residential88.00405-01.3
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN A 0 0 40,00040,000 Vacant Residential12.00405-03
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN A 129,320 0 195,42066,100 Single Family13.20405-04
LIGHTBODY, JR., JOHN L. & KAREN A. 0 0 31,90031,900 Vacant Residential5.70405-02
LIND, DAVID O 0 0 28,40028,400 Vacant Residential1.70111-18
LIND, DAVID O 640 0 33,44032,800 Outbuildings2.40111-30
LINDBERG, LISA A 100,930 0 174,87073,940 Single Family0.34126-11
LLOYD, JUDY R  ETALS 49,390 0 90,83041,440 Mobile Home0.37101-116
LOOBY, JAMES F & GAYLE 138,360 0 188,96050,600 Single Family1.30105-46
LOPEZ, LISA ANNE 0 0 200200 Vacant Residential0.47115-20
LOPROTO, ANTHONY C & LINDA J 158,790 0 211,39052,600 Single Family2.30110-12
LOUGHREY, DAVID K & JUDITH B, ETALS 96,090 0 223,490127,400 Single Family0.31127-47
LOUNSBURY, BLAIR & LINDA F. 127,470 0 424,040296,570 Single Family2.90119-41
LOWELL, DANNI W. 0 0 7,0207,020 Vacant Residential0.84423-13
LUBRANO, CYNTHIA, J 0 0 72,45072,450 Vacant Residential22.26414-07.8
LUND, EARLE L. 181,890 0 237,47055,580 Single Family5.04422-20.1
LUSTENBERGER, SCOTT & CHRISTINA 163,790 0 220,19056,400 Single Family4.20110-39 & 40
LYMAN, ROBERT L & CHERYL A 124,020 0 208,03084,010 Single Family0.54124-25 & 26
LYNCH, CHERYL & MICHAEL F. 4,590 0 38,35033,760 Outbuildings1.38118-58
LYONS, THOMAS R & 141,600 0 200,60059,000 Single Family5.50411-11.4
MACALLISTER, JOHN & JOAN 168,230 0 459,230291,000 Single Family0.52138-22
MACKINTOSH FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 77,460 0 325,260247,800 Single Family0.69105-04
MADEN, ROBERT J 90,480 0 223,480133,000 Single Family0.33139-18 & 19
MADORE LIVING TRUST, NORMAND W 11,620 0 32,22020,600 Outbuildings0.22113-37
MADORE LIVING TRUST, NORMAND W 107,210 0 149,25042,040 Single Family0.42113-41
MAGNANI, GEORGE R & PAULA TRUSTEES 0 0 30,80030,800 Vacant Residential1.40107-20
MAGOON, BRIAN & JENNIFER S 157,810 0 199,01041,200 Single Family1.60116-37
MAGRO, FRANK & ELIZABETH 72,250 0 211,210138,960 Single Family0.68119-39
MAILLET FAMILY REALTY TRUST 70,330 0 121,73051,400 Single Family1.70117-04
MAILLET, DONALD J & ANITA M 23,060 0 74,74051,680 Single Family1.84117-03
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY TRUST 0 6,560 6,5606,560 Vacant Residential118.00404-04
MAJORS, DAVID W.   ETAL 50,330 0 281,130230,800 Single Family0.32115-64
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS 0 0 1,1401,140 Vacant Residential0.17418-081
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS 0 0 1,2001,200 Vacant Residential0.19418-082
MANGAUDIS, BRIAN E. & SANDRA J. 83,980 0 260,780176,800 Single Family0.37101-091 & 092
MANNING, ERIC S. & SUSAN R. 45,870 0 96,37050,500 Single Family2.50412-05
MARA, PHILIP E & MAUREEN W 0 0 25,80025,800 Vacant Residential1.90119-05
MARAZOFF REVOCABLE TRUST OF 2006 149,750 0 211,06061,310 Single Family8.62421-07
MARAZOFF REVOCABLE TRUST OF 2006 0 0 32,04032,040 Vacant Residential2.02421-07.1
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MARINELLO REVOCABLE TRUST 50,800 0 201,800151,000 Single Family0.24102-049
MARKIEWICZ, STEVEN TRUSTEE 0 0 13,00013,000 Vacant Residential0.01137-16
MARKIEWICZ, STEVEN TRUSTEE 33,690 0 98,29064,600 Single Family0.12137-81
MARKS REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 0 0 257,000257,000 Vacant Residential1.60114-16
MARKS REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 285,650 0 628,250342,600 Single Family1.55114-17
MAROTTA, ROY S & PATRICIA C 217,030 0 270,83053,800 Single Family2.90110-36
MARQUIS, DENNIS & PAULINE 96,860 0 139,50042,640 Single Family0.47135-06
MARQUIS, MICHAEL A & NANCY 50,040 0 204,000153,960 Single Family0.44136-08
MARSHALL, DARLENE M. ETAL 157,130 0 208,53051,400 Single Family1.70125-01
MARSHALL, DARLENE M. ETAL 0 0 25,72025,720 Vacant Residential0.59126-42
MARSHALL, DONALD A. & DONNA 139,010 2,420 197,93058,920 Single Family47.50422-08
MARTIN, DONALD & EILEEN TRUSTEES 0 0 259,830259,830 Vacant Residential1.10112-14
MARTIN, JANET F 0 0 177,000177,000 Vacant Residential0.60102-086 & 087
MARTIN, JANET F 0 0 26,44026,440 Vacant Residential0.68102-091 TO 094
MARTIN, LAWRENCE D. & LOLA M. 268,240 0 613,290345,050 Single Family2.46114-19
MARTIN, LAWRENCE D. & LOLA M. 8,560 0 227,400218,840 Single Family1.22114-14
MASON, GLEN R. & ELLEN S 155,300 0 204,60049,300 Single Family1.90117-18
MATHEWS, DIAN K 181,680 0 227,88046,200 Single Family1.60111-14
MATHEWSON REAL ESTATE HOLDING, 0 0 163,200163,200 Vacant Residential5.01121-21.4
MATHISON, GLENN R. & PATRICIA S. 0 0 41,30041,300 Vacant Residential8.90106-01
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N 0 0 19,52019,520 Vacant Residential0.45110-03
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N 108,600 0 150,88042,280 Single Family0.44110-04
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N 21,270 0 54,90033,630 Outbuildings0.42110-05
MATUSKIEWICZ, THEODORE R & LORRAINE 36,450 0 265,100228,650 Single Family2.13127-18-20,25,
MAXWELL, JOANNE M 0 0 25,32025,320 Vacant Residential0.54102-026 & 027
MAY, DAVID E & BARBARA L 34,310 0 125,12090,810 Single Family0.07104-04
MCBRIDE, JAMES B SR & CATHERINE 92,860 0 142,38049,520 Single Family0.96118-27
MCCARRA, EMILY JEANETTE 53,710 0 206,910153,200 Single Family0.29101-059
MCCLURE, JAMES K. 6,580 0 60,88054,300 Mobile Home6.90419-09
MCCOLL, BRUCE W.& VARIN, VIRGINIA 43,900 0 173,700129,800 Single Family0.37127-40
MCCORD, BRYAN & SHIRLEY 134,860 0 173,24038,380 Single Family0.47111-15
MCDERMOTT, JANE 61,870 0 208,870147,000 Single Family0.27415-19
MCDONALD, DANIEL J & NATALIE J 142,510 0 492,310349,800 Single Family0.62138-10
MCDONALD, DANIEL J & NATALIE J 108,160 0 452,260344,100 Single Family1.40114-06
MCDONALD, DANIEL J & NATALIE J 0 0 5,8605,860 Vacant Residential0.37114-11
MCDONOUGH, MARTHA & CARLISLE, ALAN 103,240 0 149,28046,040 Single Family0.69113-58
MCENANEY, THERESA 0 0 32,20032,200 Vacant Residential2.10125-12
MCGERTY, STEPHEN & DEBORAH 165,490 0 212,69047,200 Single Family2.10118-38
MCGERTY, STEPHEN J. & DEBORAH 145,120 0 205,32060,200 Single Family3.60121-24
MCGUIRE, KEVIN J & CATHERINE C 62,060 0 220,100158,040 Single Family0.30134-34
MCKELVEY, HARRY S. 26,600 0 96,13069,530 Single Family0.02126-74
MCKEON, LUCINDA 0 960 960960 Vacant Residential16.00420-20
MCKEON, LUCINDA 0 3,300 3,3003,300 Vacant Residential55.00420-25
MCLANAHAN, DAVID 74,630 0 132,73058,100 Single Family1.30126-41
MCLAUGHLIN, CHRISTINE TRUSTEE 85,060 0 339,760254,700 Single Family0.98133-18
MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT G & KRISTEN A 0 0 35,05035,050 Vacant Residential12.90418-123
MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT G. & KRISTEN A 269,470 0 327,07057,600 Single Family8.20424-34
MCLEAN, NANCY FOLSOM 124,180 0 363,840239,660 Single Family0.63137-46 & 60
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MCLEAN, SUSANNE ETALS 7,990 0 34,59026,600 Outbuildings0.70101-118 TO 121
MCLELLAN & MCMAHON 6,660 0 113,850107,190 Outbuildings0.14137-18
MCLELLAN & MCMAHON HOLDINGS 0 0 325,600325,600 Vacant Residential2.30137-19
MCMAHON, TERRENCE S & PATRICIA 181,450 0 236,05054,600 Single Family3.30130-05
MCNAMARA, JAMES & NANCY 0 0 26,66026,660 Vacant Residential2.33119-04
MCNEAL, CRAIG & NANCY F. 154,660 0 202,96048,300 Single Family1.40116-28
MCNEMAR, ROBERT A 1,490 0 19,76018,270 Outbuildings0.17102-105
MCNEMAR, ROBERT A 78,500 0 213,000134,500 Single Family0.22102-072 & 073
MCNEMAR, ROBERT A 0 0 23,08023,080 Vacant Residential0.34102-103 & 104
MCPADDEN TRUST 80,460 0 345,250264,790 Single Family2.90106-20
MCPADDEN, MICHAEL P & CYNTHIA G 0 0 34,00034,000 Vacant Residential3.00106-12
MEADE, ANTHONY J. 69,170 0 100,17031,000 Single Family0.16135-12
MEADOWSEND TIMBERLANDS 0 1,690 1,6901,690 Vacant Residential73.00413-06
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B 0 0 7,3207,320 Vacant Residential0.45108-31
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B 0 0 30,00030,000 Vacant Residential2.50109-03
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B 0 0 29,60029,600 Vacant Residential2.30109-04
MEGENS, DOLORES M & HARRY 155,950 0 191,95036,000 Outbuildings0.21131-20
MELZMUF ROBERTA A 243,940 0 449,140205,200 Single Family0.35104-24
MELZMUF ROBERTA A 24,070 0 216,870192,800 Single Family0.33104-25
MEROLLA, STACEY & SALESKI, GALE A. 119,720 0 175,32055,600 Single Family5.05421-09.1
MERRIEWOOD VILLAGE, INC ########################################0 ########################################695,96034.00103-01
MERRIEWOOD VILLAGE, INC 770 0 168,030167,260 Outbuildings0.51105-12
MERRILL, ALAN H, JR & 152,410 0 208,61056,200 Single Family4.10127-01
MERRILL,WILLIAM, CHARLOTTE, EVERETT 0 5,090 5,0905,090 Vacant Residential115.50409-01-A
MESSENGER, JOHN A & BOGDANA 59,820 0 246,550186,730 Single Family0.39124-24
MEYER, DONALD E. & MARY E. 136,720 0 183,92047,200 Single Family2.10109-02
MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M TRUSTEES 155,910 0 416,460260,550 Single Family0.29121-12
MICHALEWICZ, JEANNETTE D.M. & RICHAR 79,740 0 119,74040,000 Single Family0.25131-19
MICHAUD, BRIAN D & DEBORAH P 0 0 24,60024,600 Vacant Residential1.30410-04
MICHAUD, BRIAN D. & POWER, DEBORAH L 196,150 0 243,39047,240 Single Family0.77128-07
MIDDLETON, MARY ANN 0 0 26,68026,680 Vacant Residential0.71129-12
MIGLIORE, THOMAS G 0 0 1,5001,500 Vacant Residential0.01105-24
MIGLIORE, THOMAS G 118,500 0 169,50051,000 Single Family1.50105-45
MILLER FAMILY TRUST c/o Donald & Joa 19,290 0 108,44089,150 Single Family3.20132-01
MILLER FAMILY TRUST c/o Donald & Joa 0 0 37,02037,020 Vacant Residential0.15132-09
MILLER, BRUCE 45,430 0 79,78034,350 Single Family1.30118-11
MILLER, EDWARD H & SYLVIA A 0 0 3,4703,470 Vacant Residential1.78135-41 TO 43-
MILLER, EDWARD H & SYLVIA A. 34,120 0 62,12028,000 Two Family0.13135-44 & 45
MINER, BONNIE L. 34,270 0 75,27041,000 Single Family4.00423-07
MINER, BONNIE LEE 0 0 16,49016,490 Vacant Residential0.79423-06
MINGO, JOSHUA 61,910 0 112,36050,450 Single Family0.28131-21
MLLER. EDWARD H & SYLVIA A 0 0 14,54014,540 Vacant Residential0.36135-49-E
MOE, DOUGLAS W 66,620 0 217,920151,300 Single Family0.18135-34
MOLINA REVOCABLE TRUST 54,580 0 276,730222,150 Single Family0.80133-19
MONKTON, DONALD S. 99,480 0 154,71055,230 Single Family0.52126-02
MONTANA, LISA A. 148,250 0 212,15063,900 Single Family17.80123-11
MONTY, KEVIN & KIMBERELY 134,040 0 198,04064,000 Single Family8.00421-02
MOONEY, DAVID W. ETALS 12,360 0 64,40052,040 Mobile Home2.02408-19
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MOONEY, WARREN F, JR 10,060 0 62,16052,100 Mobile Home2.05408-18
MOOSEHEAD REALTY TRUST 177,430 0 229,11051,680 Single Family1.84119-12
MORRIS, MATTHEW 66,770 0 107,13040,360 Single Family0.28135-05
MORRIS, T. SCOTT & CINDY L. 0 0 36,00036,000 Vacant Residential4.00117-22
MORRISON, RONALD D & SANDRA J 84,590 0 223,590139,000 Single Family0.14102-045
MORRISON, RONALD D & SANDRA J 0 0 124,000124,000 Vacant Residential0.15102-043
MORRISON, RONALD D & SANDRA J 80,290 0 232,990152,700 Single Family0.18102-044
MORTON, DELORMA R. & 196,900 0 238,62041,720 Single Family0.71128-16
MORTON, ROBERT W & MARIANN 71,480 0 255,480184,000 Single Family0.27101-047
MOULTON, NANETTE L. 212,740 0 435,720222,980 Single Family5.34415-16.6
MOULTON, SCOTT C. 34,010 0 61,01027,000 Single Family0.12134-17
MOWAT Revocable Trust, Jacqueline A 70,940 0 383,440312,500 Single Family1.75120-13
MOXLEY, DONNA J. 144,050 0 191,45047,400 Single Family2.20110-33
MURDOCK, RICHARD W. & BEVERLY L 142,360 0 365,720223,360 Single Family0.36137-47 & 59
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E & PAUL E 45,120 0 299,010253,890 Single Family0.32139-45
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E & PAUL E 0 0 44,00044,000 Vacant Residential8.00424-22
MURPHY, KEVIN R & SHERYL J 48,240 0 236,410188,170 Single Family0.47102-067 TO 069
MURPHY, KEVIN R & SHERYL J 0 0 25,24025,240 Vacant Residential0.53102-109
MURPHY, MARYELLEN 57,320 0 104,68047,360 Single Family0.78102-035 TO 038
MURPHY, MARYELLEN 0 0 17,33017,330 Vacant Residential0.15102-039
MURPHY, MARYELLEN 0 0 17,80017,800 Vacant Residential0.16102-034
MURRAY 2004 REVOC. FAMILY TRUST 176,350 0 489,750313,400 Single Family3.98112-19
NADON, BARRY J JR. & SUSAN G 0 0 19,20019,200 Vacant Residential0.19119-19
NARDELLO, STEVEN & EMILY 160,860 0 214,66053,800 Single Family2.90108-25
NASSAU, DAVID S. 100,690 0 417,090316,400 Single Family0.78120-23
NELLIGAN, BRIAN & MARY GRACE 0 0 48,40048,400 Vacant Residential5.20424-09
NELSON, MARK E, EARLC, & MARY J. 99,880 0 144,80044,920 Single Family0.62113-21
NELSON, STEPHEN R & PHYLLIS A 80,510 0 130,95050,440 Single Family1.22113-65
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF 0 0 78,80078,800 Exempt:state0.47136-13
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF 0 0 24,88024,880 Exempt:state0.49137-89
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF 40,130 0 63,13023,000 Exempt:state5.00407-05
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF 0 0 27,00027,000 Exempt:state0.75413-08
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF 0 0 7,4307,430 Exempt:state0.48421-05
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF 0 0 9,4009,400 Exempt:state1.20422-14
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF 161,260 0 251,86090,600 Exempt:state7.30423-17
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF 0 0 89,33089,330 Exempt:state0.24415-22
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF 0 0 16,00016,000 Exempt:state1.50420-33
NEWBY, JOHN R. & RENEE I. 366,810 0 493,310126,500 Single Family20.00126-01
NEWELL, JAMES R & KRISTIN M 210,130 0 248,33038,200 Single Family2.40109-12
NICHOLAS REVOC. TRUST OF 1996, C. 37,730 0 82,17044,440 Single Family0.59126-10
NICHOLS TRUST, MILDRED J 97,960 0 412,340314,380 Single Family0.51121-05 & 06
NICHOLS,  CHESTER & CAROLYN TRUST 108,330 0 394,530286,200 Single Family1.30105-17
NICHOLS, CHESTER & CAROLYN TRUST 0 0 19,72019,720 Vacant Residential0.35105-31
NICOL, DIANNE E & DAVID D SR 0 0 19,67019,670 Vacant Residential0.20113-31
NICOL, DIANNE E & DAVID D SR 65,960 0 104,96039,000 Single Family0.24113-32
NICOL, MAUREEN A. ETAL 168,490 0 222,89054,400 Single Family3.20107-05
NICOLETTI, RICHARD A & ANGELA M, TRU 244,030 0 516,280272,250 Single Family1.01137-53 & 54
NOLAN, ANNE M. 63,700 0 95,70032,000 Single Family0.17135-20
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NOLAN, ANNE M. 0 0 300300 Vacant Residential0.15135-21
NORCROSS LIVING TRUST,  ARTHUR ETAL 2,520 0 20,01017,490 Outbuildings0.36137-75
NORMANDIN, SHARON E 34,140 0 143,040108,900 Single Family0.16104-03
NORTON, SARAH H & HANSON, ELIZABETH 211,150 0 262,95051,800 Single Family1.90420-31
O'BRIANT, MARIE & KEVIN 0 0 26,70026,700 Vacant Residential1.60117-06
O'BRIEN REVOCABLE TRUST 100,330 0 266,990166,660 Single Family0.24135-36
O'BRIEN REVOCABLE TRUST 0 0 19,20019,200 Vacant Residential0.19135-09.1
O'BRIEN, LINDA & JOHN V 120,090 0 173,49053,400 Single Family2.70109-11
O'BRIEN, MAURICE E, JR 0 0 1,1101,110 Vacant Residential0.16418-021
O'MALLEY, DANNY & 86,220 0 170,22084,000 Single Family0.08137-35
O'NEILL, PATRICIA M 148,380 0 195,22046,840 Single Family0.74113-62
O'SULLIVAN,  TERESA A 83,340 0 350,230266,890 Single Family0.36121-07
OFFENBERG, SERGEY P 75,130 0 348,550273,420 Single Family1.21115-59 & 60
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA 0 0 30,80030,800 Vacant Residential1.40117-11
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA 83,910 0 132,83048,920 Single Family0.91117-12
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA 0 0 29,28029,280 Vacant Residential0.94117-13
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA 0 0 31,68031,680 Vacant Residential1.84117-14 & 15
OLDERSHAW, MICHAEL S & NANCY G 240,030 240 291,87051,840 Single Family9.06419-04.2
OLDERSHAW, MICHAEL S & NANCY G 0 360 360360 Vacant Residential10.99419-05.1
OLDERSHAW, MICHAEL S. JR.&CHRISTINE 195,730 0 257,53061,800 Single Family6.90419-05.2
OLDS, CHRISTOPHER J & LAURIE A 82,880 780 131,16048,280 Single Family14.15422-02.11
OLDS, CHRISTOPHER J & LAURIE A 0 120 120120 Vacant Residential2.00422-02.15
OLSEN, DEBRA L 0 0 23,44023,440 Vacant Residential0.37101-002
OLSON, BETSY N & KERYL OLSON 0 0 126,060126,060 Vacant Residential0.42134-42
OLSON, BETSY N & KERYL OLSON 66,790 0 104,79038,000 Single Family0.23135-22 & 23
OPIDEE, MARIE E. 126,600 0 170,80044,200 Single Family3.10116-35
ORMON, M DALE & MARY J 203,670 0 398,370194,700 Single Family0.49101-097 TO 099
OSBORNE,  NATALIE TRUSTEE 0 0 31,20031,200 Vacant Residential1.60111-27
OSBORNE, DONALD C & CHERYL L 106,990 0 151,75044,760 Single Family0.61126-34
OSBORNE, DUANE E & JENNIFER E 103,450 430 157,88054,430 Single Family13.00421-08
OSBORNE, NATALIE 102,350 0 156,15053,800 Single Family2.90111-26
OSENGA, WILLIAM, JR 33,390 0 89,50056,110 Single Family3.96412-08
OSTERHOUT, WILLIAM D ETAL 120,580 0 168,98048,400 Single Family2.70116-11
OSTERHOUT, WILLIAM D. ETAL 0 0 32,80032,800 Vacant Residential2.40116-09
OSTROWSKI, EDWIN J & VITA M 49,040 0 256,760207,720 Single Family0.59133-16
OUR, CHRISTOPHER & JANET M. 122,490 0 350,840228,350 Single Family0.62124-19 & 20
OUR, CHRISTOPHER & JANET M. 0 0 132,000132,000 Vacant Residential0.30124-22
PAGE, JOHN M & HELENA 149,500 0 195,30045,800 Single Family1.40115-03
PAGNIUCCI, DAVID J. & CAYLA  J. 133,270 0 440,470307,200 Single Family0.68138-11
PAINE, RONALD E 0 0 26,91026,910 Vacant Residential0.41126-04
PALMER, STEPHEN D. & KARLA HA 169,100 600 221,10052,000 Single Family12.95128-03
PANTINA, ROBERT J & PATRICIA A 47,130 0 277,100229,970 Single Family0.72122-20
PARADIS, SUSAN L. & ROLAND A 106,500 0 153,60047,100 Single Family4.30118-24
PARADISE VALLEY ENTERPRISES, INC. 0 0 34,00034,000 Vacant Residential17.00418-001
PARADISE VALLEY ENTERPRISES, INC. 1,000 0 11,80010,800 Outbuildings0.09418-045
PARADISE VALLEY ENTERPRISES, INC. 0 0 1,0001,000 Vacant Residential0.12418-046
PARKER REVOC. TRUST, CATHERINE W 66,270 0 112,47046,200 Single Family0.70113-54
PARKER REVOC. TRUST, CATHERINE W 0 0 11,00011,000 Vacant Residential0.25113-55
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PARKER, ROBERT 149,750 0 199,85050,100 Single Family2.30118-21
PARROT LIVING TRUSTS c/o Ted Parrot 88,010 0 280,970192,960 Single Family1.42132-16
PARROTT SR., KARL A 133,490 0 180,17046,680 Single Family0.73129-02
PATNODE TRUST,  DOROTHY A. 88,250 0 275,880187,630 Single Family0.10137-12
PATTERSON, MICHAEL C & MOLLY 53,490 0 96,49043,000 Single Family0.50119-15
PATTERSON, RICHARD W & PAULA A 98,190 0 278,910180,720 Single Family0.43127-32 & 33
PATTERSON, RICHARD W. & PAULA ANN 0 0 32,35032,350 Vacant Residential0.61127-12
PEATE, KENNETH & LESLIE 154,060 0 212,66058,600 Single Family3.80106-04
PEATE, KENNETH L & LESLIE A 1,200 0 71,50070,300 Outbuildings0.34103-16
PEDRO, JOSEPH E, JR. & AMY 65,520 0 116,32050,800 Single Family1.40122-07
PEDRO, JOSEPH E, JR. & AMY A 89,410 0 354,710265,300 Single Family0.34121-08
PEDRO, JOSEPH E. JR &  AMY 0 0 7,5007,500 Vacant Residential1.00118-06B
PEETS, KEVIN B. & DENISE A. 44,740 0 144,49099,750 Single Family0.10137-34
PEFFERS,  LAURETTE 5,840 0 152,380146,540 Mobile Home0.33102-088
PELLEGRINO, DENNIS P 280,860 0 599,420318,560 Single Family3.20115-50
PEPPIN, NORMAN A & LIANE S,TRUSTEES 35,160 0 85,16050,000 Single Family1.00101-003 & 004
PERKINS, MICHAEL A. & NANCY 152,360 0 201,66049,300 Single Family5.10420-12
PERKS,  WAYNE & JOANNE ETAL 860 0 20,06019,200 Outbuildings0.19113-48
PERKS, WAYNE & JOANNE ETAL 133,370 0 175,53042,160 Single Family0.43113-50
PERRIN, ROBERT A & ROBERT EARL 1,520 2,160 3,6802,160 Outbuildings45.00415-13
PERRON, ROBERT F & SUZANNE F 53,640 0 199,640146,000 Single Family0.21101-064
PERROTTI, DAVID R. & MARY K 71,730 0 210,480138,750 Single Family0.20101-033
PERRY, DIANE 0 0 26,20026,200 Vacant Residential2.10116-31
PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON, WILLIAM 0 2,350 2,3502,350 Vacant Residential53.75414-01-A
PERRY, MICHAEL & JACKIE 0 0 25,00025,000 Vacant Residential2.10116-29
PERSSON, CHRISTOPHER C & 227,660 0 281,96054,300 Single Family3.60108-16
PESCHEL, WAYNE D. & PATRICIA A. 149,640 0 208,84059,200 Single Family5.60108-09
PETERSON, ALFRED C, JR. & PHYLLIS 77,710 0 224,710147,000 Single Family71.00408-22
PFUNDSTEIN, GEORGE A 40,120 0 222,200182,080 Single Family0.37104-19
PHANEUF, ROGER K. 0 0 31,90031,900 Vacant Residential4.20123-05
PHELPS,  JANETTE & TIMOTHY 8,020 0 50,66042,640 Mobile Home0.47420-32
PHELPS, GEORGE L & FRANCES R 112,480 0 253,640141,160 Single Family0.49126-72
PHELPS, GEORGE L & FRANCES R 52,580 0 153,380100,800 Single Family0.54126-70
PHELPS, TIMOTHY & NORA 311,510 4,230 362,24050,730 Single Family108.00414-24
PHILBRICK, STEVEN A 91,000 600 155,78064,780 Single Family15.09419-10
PHILLIPS,  DAVID J 0 0 14,54014,540 Vacant Residential0.36135-49-F
PHILLIPS,  DAVID J 0 0 3,4703,470 Vacant Residential1.78135-41 TO 43-
PHILLIPS,  FRANKLIN D 67,000 0 242,380175,380 Single Family4.51104-07
PHILLIPS, DAVID J. 49,830 0 201,560151,730 Single Family0.12135-53
PHILLIPS, DAVID J. 0 0 25,83025,830 Vacant Residential0.15135-54
PHILLIPS, LAURA J 66,300 0 305,060238,760 Single Family1.38122-25
PHILLIPS, PATRICIA A 67,030 0 122,13055,100 Single Family3.30106-07
PHIPPARD, CHARLES R & LINDA M 61,130 0 291,850230,720 Single Family0.26137-48
PICARD, JACQUES L. & JULIE E. 103,780 0 402,280298,500 Single Family1.20112-15
PICKARD, TERRY & VANESSA 0 0 28,20028,200 Vacant Residential1.60116-16
PIDLIPCHAK, WILLIAM & DESIREE 0 0 30,80030,800 Vacant Residential1.40112-08
PIEHL, George F & Jeannemarie Thorpe 35,640 1,280 91,92056,280 Single Family32.00411-01
PIKE, RICHARD, SR. 58,340 0 97,76039,420 Single Family0.55115-33 & 34
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PINCIARO, ANTHONY F & CLAIRE J 114,430 0 249,600135,170 Single Family0.94125-08
PINCIARO, ANTHONY F. & CLAIRE J. 0 0 26,04026,040 Vacant Residential0.63125-03
PINNEY, EDWARD & BEVERLY 54,880 0 106,34051,460 Single Family1.73115-01
PISANI, JOSEPH J 123,300 0 178,70055,400 Single Family1.20112-07
PLANTE, HEATHER H. 800 0 32,60031,800 Outbuildings1.90420-15
POCOCK, GORDON C 130,300 0 301,700171,400 Single Family0.17101-050 & 051
PODOLSKE LIVING TRUST 53,860 0 104,66050,800 Single Family1.40122-06
PODOLSKE, JAMES & SUSAN 0 0 7,5007,500 Vacant Residential1.00118-06D
POLLARD, KENNETH A. 87,260 0 163,76076,500 Single Family2.20126-32
POLLOCK, GREGORY M & BRENDA R 319,320 0 376,24056,920 Single Family1.96120-32
POLLOCK, GREGORY M & BRENDA R 0 0 34,78034,780 Vacant Residential1.89120-33
POLLOCK, GREGORY M & BRENDA R 0 0 33,42033,420 Vacant Residential1.21120-30
POLLOCK, JAMES R 60,340 0 110,64050,300 Single Family1.15125-27
POLLOCK, JESSE J 129,350 0 181,15051,800 Single Family1.90111-29
POLLOCK, KATHERINE E. 114,820 0 167,62052,800 Single Family2.40110-13
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY NOMINEE TRUST ANT 44,140 0 118,69074,550 Single Family0.07126-62
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY NOMINEE TRUST ANT 0 0 115,450115,450 Vacant Residential0.13126-63
POREMBA, LORRAINE L TRUSTEE 155,270 0 380,230224,960 Single Family0.46119-31
POST, GEOFFREY W, TRUSTEE 1,000 0 31,60030,600 Outbuildings2.80109-01
POWER, HARRY R & BEVERLY A 240,420 0 294,34053,920 Single Family2.96408-01
PRACON, HELEN M 95,710 0 285,160189,450 Single Family0.27124-10
PRATT, BRADLEY C  JR & DENISE C 244,390 0 464,410220,020 Single Family3.66415-16.3
PRATT, BRADLEY C & CHARLOTTE H; SR 202,570 5,020 257,23054,660 Single Family15.44422-03
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C; JR 109,930 0 204,23094,300 Single Family14.90422-05
PRATT, CHARLES F 0 530 530530 Vacant Residential11.00422-02.2
PRATT, CHARLES F & MARY M 154,060 0 212,26058,200 Single Family5.10422-01
PRATT, SANDRA L 89,090 0 141,49052,400 Single Family2.20117-25
PRESCOTT, GREGG S & GAIL A 145,630 0 413,070267,440 Single Family1.52120-08.2
PRESTON, GEORGE F 250,970 0 381,620130,650 Single Family39.70412-01 & 03
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P 0 0 173,150173,150 Vacant Residential0.92136-20 TO 22
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P 0 0 17,70017,700 Vacant Residential0.26136-26
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P 0 1,480 3,7803,780 Vacant Residential52.00413-02.2
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE 0 380 380380 Vacant Residential11.10134-18
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 0 1,5001,500 Vacant Residential0.02136-14
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 0 00 Vacant Residential0.01133-01
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 20 2020 Vacant Residential0.33133-02
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 0 00 Vacant Residential0.06133-03
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 160 160160 Vacant Residential9.80133-04
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 0 00 Vacant Residential0.05133-05
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 0 00 Vacant Residential0.23134-44
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 0 00 Vacant Residential0.09134-45
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 0 00 Vacant Residential0.09136-01
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 0 00 Vacant Residential0.03136-02
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D 0 110 110110 Vacant Residential6.70136-03
PRICE, TREVOR R.P., MD. 0 880 880880 Vacant Residential15.50136-04
PRICE, TREVOR R.P., MD. 0 1,090 1,0901,090 Vacant Residential39.00413-04
PRICE, TREVOR R.P., MD. 0 7,340 18,01018,010 Vacant Residential261.50413-02.1
PRICE, TREVOR R.P., MD. 0 0 97,09097,090 Vacant Residential0.63136-33 & 35
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PRIDE, JONATHAN M, SR. & DAWN M. 162,940 0 214,14051,200 Single Family1.60110-24
PRIEST NOMINEE TRUST, DORMAN E 44,980 0 276,560231,580 Single Family3.30103-06
PROHASKA LIVING TRUST 283,230 0 673,130389,900 Single Family2.80120-14.3
PROVENCHER, ROBERT & 73,120 0 123,32050,200 Single Family1.10108-26
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P 262,500 0 442,900180,400 Single Family0.46102-047
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH ########################################0 ########################################0 Utility Electric0.00127-0A
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH 716,060 0 716,0600 Utility Electric0.00127-0B
PUTNAM, CANDY H. 11,170 0 63,17052,000 Mobile Home2.00408-07
PUTNAM, NATHAN & BARBARA 50,160 0 110,30060,140 Mobile Home6.28408-11.2
PUTNAM, PATRICIA E 62,610 3,340 116,55053,940 Single Family35.10408-06
QUACKENBUSH, RICHARD 65,870 0 287,090221,220 Single Family0.54105-05
QUIMBY, JAMES C. & NANCY O. 70,160 0 278,430208,270 Single Family0.23122-30
QUIST,  MURIEL M 92,370 0 328,630236,260 Single Family1.89136-05 TO 07
QUIST, JOHN A. 77,480 0 129,48052,000 Single Family2.00107-19
RAFTER, ROSEMARY 86,560 0 359,560273,000 Single Family1.00138-08
RAHILLY, GLEN J & DEBRA S 0 0 24,00024,000 Vacant Residential2.20116-25
RAMIREZ, ROBERT R. 132,670 0 188,81056,140 Single Family1.57120-15
RANCOURT, JOSEPH M & PRISCILLA E 44,510 0 94,71050,200 Single Family1.10115-81
RAND, DONALD H 103,300 0 153,60050,300 Mobile Home2.40118-22
RAND, MONA E 21,080 0 151,190130,110 Single Family0.17102-052
RAND, MONA ETAL 8,450 0 32,01023,560 Single Family0.38102-004 & 005
RASI, RONALD T & HELEN A 43,690 0 242,850199,160 Single Family0.57127-24
RAUDONIS REV. TRUST 0 0 57,02057,020 Vacant Residential23.00421-22
RAUDONIS REV. TRUST 0 0 18,20018,200 Vacant Residential1.10421-24
RAYMOND, STEPHEN A. 111,650 380 167,03055,380 Single Family13.97120-14.2
READ, JOAN A. 241,540 440 297,43055,890 Single Family12.60420-13.1
RECORD, JAROD R. ET AL 257,110 0 315,09057,980 Single Family5.41411-14.12
REESE, DAVID D 61,690 0 198,450136,760 Single Family0.38127-42
REESE, DAVID D 290,440 0 350,36059,920 Single Family5.96421-26.1
REILLY, SEAN 0 0 46,60046,600 Vacant Residential10.20424-33
REILLY, STEVEN A 46,030 0 60,03014,000 Single Family0.13418-038
REILLY, STEVEN A 0 0 1,0301,030 Vacant Residential0.13418-037
REYNELLI, AMY 95,930 0 140,37044,440 Single Family0.59126-35
REYNOLDS FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 122,820 0 164,38041,560 Single Family0.38102-009
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR 0 0 28,68028,680 Vacant Residential0.21126-07
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR 28,720 0 95,24066,520 Single Family0.73126-08
RIBACK, MARY ELLEN & JOHN TRUSTEES 280,130 0 487,420207,290 Single Family0.61101-062
RICE, SUSAN R. 0 0 11,00011,000 Vacant Residential0.25131-34
RICE, SUSAN R. 105,220 0 145,46040,240 Single Family0.27131-38 & 38.1
RICE, SUSAN R. 0 0 21,60021,600 Vacant Residential0.90131-39
RICHER REVOCABLE TRUST OF 2007 6,700 0 56,20049,500 Mobile Home2.00422-06
RICHER REVOCABLE TRUST OF 2007 109,270 6,770 214,290105,020 Single Family156.00422-07
RICHER REVOCABLE TRUST OF 2007 0 11,510 37,31037,310 Vacant Residential147.60422-06.1
RICHMOND, CHARLES S. & NORMA B. 210,690 0 263,71053,020 Single Family5.01121-20
RICHMOND, CHARLES S. & NORMA B. 0 0 41,02041,020 Vacant Residential5.01121-21.1
RICK, MARC D. & CAROLYN J. 284,540 0 575,990291,450 Single Family1.77114-03
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T. 145,640 0 472,320326,680 Single Family0.60121-03
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T. 13,300 0 38,86025,560 Outbuildings0.57121-17
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RIESENBERG, JEROME C & CATHERINE J 291,680 600 344,28052,600 Single Family12.12419-04.1
RIESENBERG, JOHN J, JR & GWENDOLYN S 199,180 0 268,38069,200 Single Family12.40421-06
RILEY, GWENDOLYN B. & CHRISTOPHER A 0 0 135,400135,400 Vacant Residential1.04133-21
RINEHIMER, WILLARD C. JR. & LORI A 0 10,890 42,49042,490 Vacant Residential380.80403-02
RIPLEY, SALLY 97,630 0 406,480308,850 Single Family1.46138-02&52
RITCHIE,  MARGUERITE M 89,590 0 131,15041,560 Single Family0.38130-19
RITCHIE, KENNETH & CAROLYN 0 0 116,720116,720 Vacant Residential0.91132-15
RITCHIE, KENNETH H & BARBARA C 66,110 0 239,390173,280 Single Family1.16132-14
RITCHIE, KENNETH H & BARBARA C 0 0 34,65034,650 Vacant Residential2.53132-17
RIVERS, TIMOTHY & MARY ELLEN 108,780 0 158,98050,200 Single Family1.10113-64
ROBBINS, KEVIN M. & DEBRA L. 83,110 0 208,110125,000 Single Family0.25139-04 & 09
ROBBINS, KEVIN M. & DEBRA L. 0 0 53,20053,200 Vacant Residential0.58139-05 TO 08
ROBERTSON, DANIEL E & KIERSTIN C 0 0 25,40025,400 Vacant Residential1.70119-06
ROBERTSON, DANIEL E & KIERSTIN C 325,850 0 374,19048,340 Single Family1.60116-19
ROBIDOUX FAMILY TRST % Michael&Dorot 43,520 0 148,520105,000 Single Family0.10137-42
ROBINSON, DONALD J & JEAN M 109,990 0 161,43051,440 Single Family1.72110-14
ROBINSON, JAMES M. & NANCY L. 247,190 0 313,87066,680 Single Family3.09120-06
ROCKWELL LIVING TRUST, STEVEN 140,090 0 194,29054,200 Single Family3.10420-28
ROCKWELL, COLLEEN LOUISE 0 0 28,92028,920 Vacant Residential0.91110-41
ROCKWELL, COLLEEN LOUISE 0 0 28,92028,920 Vacant Residential0.91110-42
ROCKWELL, COLLEEN LOUISE 0 0 28,92028,920 Vacant Residential0.91110-43
RODGERS, JOSHUA L & BRANDI M 127,970 0 179,37051,400 Single Family1.70111-31
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY 158,070 0 291,470133,400 Single Family0.32126-65
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY 0 0 24,16024,160 Vacant Residential0.43126-66
ROKES, STEPHEN J. & DIANA L. 170,730 0 227,73057,000 Single Fam + Acc Apt4.50420-17
ROKES, STEPHEN J. & DIANA L. 0 0 12,46012,460 Vacant Residential0.16420-27
ROKOSZAK, MYRON C & AMY S 376,020 430 452,05076,030 Single Family12.45411-11.7
ROLPH, CHARLES G & JILL R 14,520 0 140,350125,830 Single Family0.21126-57
RONCAIOLI, ANTHONY J.& LINH B. 117,140 0 345,040227,900 Single Family0.70113-14 & 15
ROPIECKI, ALLEN W. & BARBARA L. 95,140 0 217,470122,330 Single Family0.23137-37
ROSEN, DANIEL D & ROYEA, MARIE 480 0 203,420202,940 Outbuildings6.28102-002 & 055
ROSEN, RICHARD S., WILLIAM S. & THOM 114,410 0 279,070164,660 Single Family0.22135-32
ROSLEY, THOMAS E 84,070 0 134,59050,520 Single Family1.26113-53
ROSS REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST 170,270 0 247,72077,450 Single Family16.90419-12
ROSS, DANIEL & WALLACE, MARGARET L 64,580 0 219,580155,000 Single Family0.24101-075
ROSS, SCOTT, JESSE, KERI; ETALS 77,110 0 310,770233,660 Single Family1.03134-32
ROTHMAN, DEBRA V & STEPHEN 60,720 0 221,970161,250 Single Family0.29137-24
ROTHMAN, STEPHEN W & DEBRA 0 0 1,8001,800 Vacant Residential0.02137-23
ROWAN, EST. OF MELVYN & ARLENE 0 0 1,0001,000 Vacant Residential0.12418-017
ROWEHL, TIMOTHY E. & GRACE F 47,610 0 194,430146,820 Single Family0.39125-17
RUBINO, KAROLINA J & RICHARD I 25,540 0 76,94051,400 Single Family1.70118-32
RUEHR, TIMOTHY L & KAREN B 217,310 0 348,310131,000 Single Family0.31139-20
RUMRILL,  ROBERT 0 4,740 4,7404,740 Vacant Residential79.00415-03
RUMRILL,  ROBERT 0 900 900900 Vacant Residential15.00415-04
RUMRILL, ALAN F & KIMBERLY A 196,940 0 262,94066,000 Single Family6.00410-07
RUMRILL, ROBERT R 0 0 14,85014,850 Vacant Residential14.70415-02
RUP, ROBERTA 0 0 9,1409,140 Vacant Residential0.17113-71
RUP, ROBERTA 66,550 0 104,33037,780 Single Family1.14113-74
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RUSSELL, ROBERT A 2nd 40,960 0 175,550134,590 Single Family0.12137-29
RYDER, DALE, WENDY & DALENE 500 0 47,50047,000 Mobile Home2.00116-17
RYDER, DALE, WENDY & DALENE 0 0 29,20029,200 Vacant Residential2.10116-18
RYLANDER, WILLIAM & PATTI 78,540 0 211,350132,810 Single Family0.20101-067
SALESKI LIVING TRUST, VIRGINIA 0 0 24,00024,000 Vacant Residential0.03135-33
SALESKI LIVING TRUST, VIRGINIA L 118,690 0 161,09042,400 Single Family0.45135-09
SANDERS REVOC. TRUST, HELEN W. 46,490 0 336,040289,550 Single Family3.00112-10
SANDERS REVOC. TRUST, HELEN W. 5,720 0 88,09082,370 Outbuildings0.46105-10
SANDERS REVOC. TRUST, HELEN W. 43,860 0 87,50043,640 Single Family0.54113-67
SANDERS, JEAN A 65,120 0 305,900240,780 Mobile Home0.55113-36
SANDERS, SANDY E 39,710 0 264,830225,120 Single Family1.10112-04
SANDERS, SANDY E 0 0 41,00041,000 Vacant Residential6.50106-09
SANDY BEACH ASSOCIATION 0 0 00 Vacant Residential0.56137-27&28
SANFORD, JAMES E & DEMETRA M 59,720 0 200,720141,000 Single Family0.18101-081
SANTORO, DAVID H & MARGO 0 0 110,200110,200 Vacant Residential1.38118-57
SANTORO, DAVID H. & MARGO 0 0 36,26036,260 Vacant Residential0.17119-36
SANTORO, DAVID H. & MARGO 132,180 0 337,880205,700 Single Family1.25119-37
SARAFIAN, ALBERT & JOANNE 60,020 0 113,82053,800 Single Family2.90408-05
SARCIONE, JOSEPH A & BONITA R 95,370 0 144,41049,040 Single Family0.92127-07
SARCIONE, SHANNON J. 0 0 750750 Vacant Residential0.01132-10
SAWISKI REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST 107,650 0 297,450189,800 Single Family0.53101-068 & 069
SAWYER, BRIAN V 103,130 0 155,33052,200 Single Family2.10110-35
SAWYER, DAVID A & KATHLEEN 56,190 0 231,770175,580 Single Family0.41101-084 & 085
SCANLON, WILLIAM J. & JEANNE P. 6,760 0 25,49018,730 Outbuildings0.18126-44
SCANLON, WILLIAM J. & JEANNE P. 71,060 0 177,810106,750 Single Family0.16126-49
SCHAFER, JEFFREY S & SHASTA 141,790 0 193,59051,800 Single Family1.90111-32
SCHAFER, JEFFREY S. & SHASTA 183,940 0 242,94059,000 Single Family5.50411-11.5
SCHELLENS, EDWARD J & THERESA A 0 0 24,76024,760 Vacant Residential0.48115-21
SCHILLEMAT, EDWARD R & RITA A 27,260 0 50,34023,080 Single Family0.34102-007 & 008
SCHILLER, JAMES & KATHERINE &AL 217,480 0 388,280170,800 Single Family0.76138-37
SCHIMENZ, ROBERT 175,000 0 421,000246,000 Single Family3.40113-19
SCHINLER, JOANNA L 0 130 130130 Vacant Residential0.93408-29
SCHINLER, JOANNA L 213,010 1,770 279,78066,770 Single Family29.17408-03
SCHLEY, FRED JAY 139,510 0 293,530154,020 Single Family0.44104-01
SCHLEY, FRED JAY 80,730 0 245,490164,760 Single Family0.55104-02
SCHLEY, FRED JAY 129,680 0 347,520217,840 Single Family0.34105-14
SCHREIBER, WILLIAM A & LINDA H 73,630 0 206,630133,000 Single Family0.45127-43 & 44
SCHREIBER, WILLIAM A & LINDA H 0 0 28,85028,850 Vacant Residential0.34127-45
SCIBELLI, KEVIN L & DOREEN M 55,820 0 178,780122,960 Single Family0.10135-29
SCOFIELD, RICHARD & FRANCIS 127,390 0 178,79051,400 Single Family1.70117-10
SCOTT, DAVID C & JENNIFER L 130,390 0 182,91052,520 Single Family2.40111-06
SCOTT, JUDY & NATHAN, ALLEN 66,390 0 116,93050,540 Single Family1.27113-66
SCOTT, PHILLIP C 102,710 0 160,71058,000 Single Family3.50106-08
SCOTT, SARA E.  & ANN D. 202,090 0 573,470371,380 Single Family0.57121-13
SCRIBNER GERALD & CHARLONNE 198,540 0 257,30058,760 Single Family5.38421-26.2
SEAMAN, Robert F & Kathryn D 26,230 0 145,210118,980 Single Family0.55132-06
SEAMAN, Robert F & Kathryn D 0 0 11,40011,400 Vacant Residential0.07132-08
SEARS, RICHARD T & CHRISTINE 254,700 0 318,48063,780 Single Family1.64120-04
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SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUDITH G 160,760 0 204,08043,320 Single Family0.52113-25 & 26
SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUDITH G 1,610 0 21,74020,130 Outbuildings0.21113-49
SEAVERNS, MARK & KERRI 163,070 0 214,19051,120 Single Family1.56113-68
SEMMENS, HELEN KIT CHI TAM, ETAL 115,680 0 276,320160,640 Single Family0.49136-10
SEMSEL, MARY E. ET AL 78,910 0 299,230220,320 Single Family0.74122-23
SENNA CONSTRUCTION, LLC 134,500 0 184,50050,000 Single Family1.00110-07
SENNA CONSTRUCTION, LLC 107,430 0 159,43052,000 Single Family2.00107-07
SERBENT, JUSTIN W & JOHN D 72,760 0 331,020258,260 Single Family8.13112-21
SEVEN TRUST, THE 77,000 0 330,740253,740 Single Family0.58115-66
SEVEN TRUST, THE 0 0 33,20033,200 Vacant Residential2.58115-67
SHAND, HARRY G 4,150 0 36,21032,060 Outbuildings2.03422-02.13
SHARAFINSKI, DOUGLAS & LISA 123,350 0 185,60062,250 Single Family13.00424-26
SHAW, RICHARD J & ANITA L 74,190 0 231,970157,780 Outbuildings5.03121-21.2
SHAWVER, DANIEL W. & KIM E. 86,340 0 163,34077,000 Single Family16.00422-19
SHEA, SHAWN C & SUSAN B 401,070 0 464,67063,600 Single Family6.30128-05
SHEPARD, SHARON E. 29,670 0 260,050230,380 Single Family0.89127-30
SHIA, WEI LEE & MARY K 103,010 0 149,05046,040 Single Family0.69113-59
SIEGEL, JEFF R & EILEEN B 27,920 0 74,72046,800 Single Family1.90116-12
SIMBOLI, ANTHONY J. 95,350 0 320,450225,100 Single Family1.01136-43
SIMONS, BRIAN W & LORI E 0 0 32,50032,500 Vacant Residential4.50107-14
SIMONS, BRIAN W & LORI E 151,010 0 207,21056,200 Single Family4.10107-15
SIMONS, BRIAN W & LORI E 0 0 37,00037,000 Vacant Residential6.00110-29
SISE, JOHN F & CATHLEEN L 0 0 130,000130,000 Vacant Residential0.16127-36
SISE, JOHN F & CATHLEEN L 150,240 0 207,99057,750 Single Family0.70127-41
SKIDMORE, MARK & PATRICIA 133,650 0 282,910149,260 Single Family0.82138-35
SKIDMORE, MARK & PATRICIA 101,410 0 263,410162,000 Single Family0.65138-38
SLEPIAN, JEAN 100,050 0 154,98054,930 Single Family4.40127-04
SMALLEY, JON M & GERALDINE M 96,470 0 310,070213,600 Single Family0.32119-24
SMELTER, WILLIAM G & DONNA M 0 0 23,68023,680 Vacant Residential0.39101-122 &123
SMELTER, WILLIAM G & DONNA M 275,760 0 578,960303,200 Single Family5.50101-079 & 080
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J 118,780 0 174,18055,400 Single Family3.70110-15
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J 0 0 5,2005,200 Vacant Residential2.60110-16
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J 0 0 29,60029,600 Vacant Residential2.30110-17
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J 0 0 24,60024,600 Vacant Residential2.50110-18
SMITH, SANDRA 33,130 0 237,530204,400 Single Family0.43102-050 & 051
SMITH, WILFRED A 0 0 69,00069,000 Vacant Residential48.00422-10
SNOW, DANIEL W. 57,020 0 83,02026,000 Single Family0.11135-23.1
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 1,990 1,9901,990 Vacant Residential67.00415-07
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 3,660 3,6603,660 Vacant Residential125.00105-43
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 30 3030 Vacant Residential0.85105-47
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 9,640 9,6409,640 Vacant Residential379.00404-01
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 97,900 114,900114,900 Vacant Residential3,338.00405-05
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 20 2020 Vacant Residential0.80419-03.2
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 160 160160 Vacant Residential5.30419-06.1
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 1,860 1,8601,860 Vacant Residential63.00419-07.1
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 4,180 4,1804,180 Vacant Residential94.00419-07.3
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH FORESTS 0 70 7070 Vacant Residential2.40415-06
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF NH FOR 0 3,660 19,46019,460 Vacant Residential114.59411-14.11
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SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF NH FOR 0 2,070 2,0702,070 Vacant Residential77.00415-01
SOFIELD, DAVID R & LISA RASKIN SOFIE 115,770 0 336,750220,980 Single Family0.41136-34
SOLOMONIDES, JOHN T & ALISON K 32,790 0 76,11043,320 Single Family0.52134-21
SOLOMONIDES, JOHN T & ALISON K 0 0 38,40038,400 Vacant Residential0.05134-28
SOSNICKI, JOSEPH S. 0 0 42,05042,050 Vacant Residential0.64104-10
SPADARO, ANTHONY & ANNETTE, TRUSTEES 80,550 0 256,550176,000 Single Family0.25104-18
SPENCER, WILLIAM C. 101,850 0 343,250241,400 Single Family0.57115-57
SPIEGEL, JEREMY A & 155,060 0 207,46052,400 Single Family2.20108-23
SPORNY, MARCIA LYNN 101,270 0 299,050197,780 Single Family0.38133-13
SPRAGUE, PETER E. & STACY D. 94,900 0 146,70051,800 Single Family1.90109-09
SPRENKLE, DAVID A & MARY A 0 0 32,22032,220 Vacant Residential2.11120-38
SPRENKLE, DAVID A. & MARY A. 178,360 0 243,16064,800 Single Family8.40120-39
SPRUCELAND LIMITED LIABILITY CO. 169,830 0 348,630178,800 Single Family0.86138-36
SPRUCELAND OWNERS ASSOC, INC 0 0 36,00036,000 Vacant Residential2.80138-39
STACK, PATRICK J. & KIM 62,030 0 226,380164,350 Single Family2.05104-09
STAN, GLENN 49,290 0 97,61048,320 Mobile Home0.86131-42
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN 113,060 0 194,46081,400 Single Family7.70128-17
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN 0 0 26,40026,400 Vacant Residential0.03135-28
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN E. 0 0 41,92041,920 Vacant Residential0.41135-13
STASIOWSKI, JOHN 0 0 960960 Vacant Residential0.48421-24.1
STATCHEN, RICHARD N JR. & PATRICE J 210,240 0 401,260191,020 Single Family0.63136-37
STEBBINS, TIMOTHY P ETAL 0 0 4,5004,500 Vacant Residential0.06113-70
STEBBINS, TIMOTHY P. ETAL 225,630 0 273,83048,200 Single Family0.85113-73
STEELE, ROGER L & JANET M 0 0 26,20026,200 Vacant Residential2.10116-23
STEEVES, PATRICIA B 81,300 0 125,70044,400 Mobile Home5.20123-10
STEINIGER, WILLIAM L & ROBIN E 118,800 0 246,800128,000 Single Family0.28137-20
STENSON, KURT & KAREN 0 0 37,60037,600 Vacant Residential4.80130-16
STENSON, KURT & KAREN 45,940 0 76,75030,810 Single Family0.34130-17
STEPHENSON, JODY L. 191,110 0 370,310179,200 Single Family0.43101-024
STEVENSON, LINDA TRUSTEE 97,760 0 326,700228,940 Single Family1.42122-28
STEWART. MICHAEL A. 44,560 0 87,08042,520 Single Family0.46131-12
STOCKFISCH, WANDA S 91,790 0 316,290224,500 Single Family0.75105-13
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 129,550 0 178,47048,920 Exempt:religious0.91128-01
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 0 0 22,00022,000 Exempt:religious0.25128-02
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 110,630 0 153,95043,320 Exempt:religious0.52129-10
STODDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY 4,730 0 29,81025,080 Exempt:non-profit0.51129-04
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT 725,140 0 831,540106,400 Exempt:town5.20410-05
STODDARD TOWN OF 33,810 0 75,49041,680 Exempt:town0.39130-06
STODDARD TRACTOR, LLC 74,960 660 289,620214,660 Warehouse General74.00413-07.1
STODDARD, MARJORIE 41,850 0 200,600158,750 Single Family0.19135-35
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 160,000160,000 Exempt:town0.23105-09
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 69,25069,250 Exempt:town0.04125-15
STODDARD, TOWN OF 27,940 0 53,94026,000 Exempt:town0.11126-15
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 136,220136,220 Exempt:town0.39126-22
STODDARD, TOWN OF 111,530 0 155,33043,800 Exempt:town0.55126-23
STODDARD, TOWN OF 5,540 0 54,22048,680 Exempt:town0.89127-05
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 126,020126,020 Exempt:town0.11127-53
STODDARD, TOWN OF 62,320 0 93,32031,000 Exempt:town0.16128-04
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STODDARD, TOWN OF 162,290 0 202,65040,360 Exempt:town0.28128-10
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 217,000217,000 Exempt:town15.00131-25.1
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 148,400148,400 Exempt:town0.59135-26
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 26,76026,760 Exempt:town0.72129-07
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 24,16024,160 Exempt:town0.43129-08
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 23,08023,080 Exempt:town0.34129-09
STODDARD, TOWN OF 22,740 0 67,66044,920 Exempt:town0.62129-13
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 38,590 38,59038,590 Vacant Residential733.50104-11 & 404-
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 9,6009,600 Exempt:town9.60403-03
STODDARD, TOWN OF 1,140 0 26,11024,970 Exempt:town0.66128-09.1
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 45,68045,680 Exempt:town8.84410-08
STODDARD, TOWN OF 156,570 0 196,69040,120 Exempt:town0.26128-09
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 28,80028,800 Exempt:town0.90107-28
STODDARD, TOWN OF 0 0 26,44026,440 Exempt:town0.68102-099 TO 102
STONE,  MAUDE M 46,500 0 215,240168,740 Single Family0.40101-082 & 083
STONE, JANE C. 113,730 0 348,870235,140 Single Family0.53137-44 & 62
STONE, ROBERT I. & RITA G. 107,470 0 324,150216,680 Single Family1.31103-10.1
STORY, BENTON H & ELIZABETH L 0 0 42,00042,000 Vacant Residential16.00131-06
STORY, BENTON H & ELIZABETH L 207,180 0 279,58072,400 Single Family7.70131-13
STORY, BENTON H & ELIZABETH L 0 0 38,29038,290 Vacant Residential0.10131-16
STRICKLAND, JAMES C. & PATRICIA D. & 20,710 0 130,400109,690 Single Family0.64127-50
STRONG, JASON C & KENT B 41,770 0 205,370163,600 Single Family0.39101-060
STUCKEY, CLIFF A. & AKIRA 81,470 0 125,91044,440 Single Family0.59135-39 & 40
STUCKEY, FRANK T III & LINDA A 60,320 0 110,92050,600 Single Family1.30119-09
STUCKEY, FRANK T, III & LINDA A 0 0 32,80032,800 Vacant Residential2.40116-01
STUCKEY, FRANK T, III & LINDA A 0 0 31,60031,600 Vacant Residential1.80116-02
STUCKEY, FRANK T, III & LINDA A 0 0 27,20027,200 Vacant Residential2.60116-08
STUCKEY, FRANK T, III & LINDA A 154,380 0 206,98052,600 Single Family2.30117-09
STYMEST, ARNOLD R & MARY LOU 0 0 10,30010,300 Vacant Residential0.22127-21
STYMEST, ARNOLD R. & MARY LOU 252,470 1,120 352,690100,220 Single Family22.20127-06
SULKOWSKI, DAVID & SANDI 130,440 0 325,840195,400 Single Family0.67124-04
SULLIVAN, BARTHOLOMEW & CORNELIUS 51,110 0 99,79048,680 Single Family0.89115-16
SULLIVAN, HAROLD J & ANTONIA 63,430 0 107,23043,800 Single Family0.55131-36 & 37
SULLIVAN, JOHN A & ELYSE M 0 0 23,10023,100 Vacant Residential1.30112-09
SULLIVAN, JOHN A. & ELYSE M. 112,140 0 397,620285,480 Single Family1.10112-17
SULLIVAN, MARY C. 67,460 0 103,46036,000 Single Family0.21113-06
SUPPLE, SHAWN 138,710 0 205,11066,400 Single Family9.20414-29
SWAN, ROBERT & DENISE 193,910 0 396,290202,380 Single Family0.71136-11 & 12
SWEENEY, LOIS B 29,630 0 145,610115,980 Single Family0.45415-05
SWINGLE, PAUL C & BRYAN J 240,230 0 290,83050,600 Single Family7.30424-27
SWINGLE, RUSSELL J. 136,210 0 188,21052,000 Single Family2.00110-25
SYMONDS, KENNETH W & LISA M 52,400 0 98,60046,200 Single Family0.70125-11
SZCZURKO, DANIEL J & MARGARET 0 0 27,36027,360 Vacant Residential0.78101-015
SZYMASZEK, MICHAEL 118,930 0 344,010225,080 Single Family6.22103-05 & 102-
TABOR, RANDALL L & KATHRYN G 99,760 0 325,660225,900 Single Family0.84102-057 & 058
TANNER, JOHN & 78,740 0 102,14023,400 Single Family0.11126-69
TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE 0 8,520 13,35013,350 Vacant Residential256.50419-13.1
TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE ETAL 0 0 30,60030,600 Vacant Residential1.30134-05
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TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE ETAL 0 640 1,8901,890 Vacant Residential25.50419-13.2
TAYLOR, CURTIS J & NANCY F 198,360 0 252,76054,400 Single Family3.20106-03
TAYLOR, DONALD W 30,250 0 70,30040,050 Single Family0.43102-028 & 029
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY H & EUGENIA 0 0 1,2601,260 Vacant Residential0.21418-053
TERRAZZINO, KENNETH P & 168,150 0 212,05043,900 Single Family1.70111-13
THAYER, PHILIP C 0 0 30,20030,200 Vacant Residential1.10115-72
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 1,670 1,6701,670 Vacant Residential104.00412-06.1
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 1,090 1,0901,090 Vacant Residential68.00412-06.2
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 1,600 1,6001,600 Vacant Residential100.00412-06.3
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 1,350 1,3501,350 Vacant Residential28.00417-02
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 960 960960 Vacant Residential20.00417-06
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 670 670670 Vacant Residential16.00424-01
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 1,660 1,6601,660 Vacant Residential40.00424-02
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 2,580 2,5802,580 Vacant Residential62.00424-03
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 3,550 3,5503,550 Vacant Residential100.00424-04
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 0 1,330 1,3301,330 Vacant Residential32.00424-05
THIELEN, SCOTT J & KAREN 149,940 0 201,74051,800 Single Family1.90107-13
THORNTON, ROLAND M & RUTH B 40,770 0 82,21041,440 Single Family0.69131-01
THURROTT, IRVING J & NANCIBELLE R 34,500 0 249,640215,140 Single Family0.86102-076 TO 079
TILLSON, MATTHEW & BOBBIJO 134,670 0 193,43058,760 Single Family5.38411-11.6
TLK TRUST 77,850 0 276,350198,500 Single Family0.13137-17
TOCCI, LOUIS P. 66,530 0 297,560231,030 Single Family1.16101-026 TO 029
TOWER, STEPHEN 133,740 0 189,24055,500 Single Family6.25422-20.2
TOWNSEND TRUST, PATRICIA A. 89,220 0 363,820274,600 Single Family0.89119-26
TRAINA,  RICHARD P, TRUSTEE 327,040 0 515,680188,640 Single Family2.32415-16.4
TRANIELLO, JOSEPH P & SUZAN J 158,220 0 209,62051,400 Single Family1.70115-04
TREAT, REBECCA M. 0 0 88,50088,500 Vacant Residential0.33415-17
TREAT, REBECCA M. 46,780 0 210,280163,500 Single Family0.46415-18
TREMBINSKI, THEODORE & MARY J. 58,470 0 229,470171,000 Single Family0.25135-48
TREMBINSKI, THEODORE & MARY J. 0 0 14,54014,540 Vacant Residential0.36135-49-G
TREMBINSKI,THEODORE & MARY J. 0 0 3,4703,470 Vacant Residential1.78135-41 TO 43-
TREMBLY, EMMA JANE 0 0 5,9005,900 Vacant Residential0.20421-29
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/O TAYLOR 0 0 52,88052,880 Vacant Residential0.15134-35
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/O TAYLOR 45,120 0 253,520208,400 Single Family0.42134-37
TRIANTAFILLOU, SUSAN K. 80,780 0 138,86058,080 Single Family5.04421-26
TRINCERI, ROBERT & DENISE TRUSTEES 289,020 0 501,860212,840 Single Family5.00103-03
TSEN, MENG CHI & FRANCIS, SUSAN H 337,580 2,210 389,79052,210 Single Family34.40129-11
TUCKER, JEANNOTTE & ALEXIS 55,160 0 214,850159,690 Single Family0.26102-070 & 071
TUCKER, JENNIFER WILSON- & SCOTT 59,620 0 259,720200,100 Single Family0.22139-01 & 41
TUCKER, STEPHEN L & THERESA J 236,780 0 442,670205,890 Single Family5.29103-04
TUCKER, TODD B. & DENISE M. 144,420 0 195,62051,200 Single Family1.60116-15
TUKIANEN, DAVID R & GAIL A, TRUSTEES 0 0 29,04029,040 Vacant Residential0.92101-013 & 014
TUKIANEN, DAVID R & GAIL A, TRUSTEES 152,900 0 361,900209,000 Single Family0.75101-030
TURCOTTE, TRACY D. 178,380 0 237,96059,580 Single Family5.79423-05.3
TURINO, MICHAEL M 58,980 0 106,84047,860 Single Family1.18125-13
TURK, JEFFREY & KIMBERLY 203,270 0 253,67050,400 Single Family1.20115-40
TURNER, MICHAEL L & SOLVEIG 106,440 0 164,24057,800 Single Family2.40118-59
TUTHILL, EMILY & JONATHAN 0 1,300 1,3001,300 Vacant Residential27.00420-14
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TUTHILL, EMILY L & JONATHAN C 181,520 0 224,52043,000 Single Family0.50115-27
TUTHILL, JOHN G; TRUSTEE OF S/W REAL 0 37,080 37,08037,080 Vacant Residential672.00402-02
TUTTLE, DORIS L 59,750 0 102,59042,840 Single Family0.80134-19
TUTTLE, DORIS L 0 0 21,70021,700 Outbuildings0.76134-20
TUTTLE, DORIS L 0 0 31,20031,200 Vacant Residential0.04134-25
TUTTLE, DORIS L 0 0 31,20031,200 Vacant Residential0.04134-26
TUTTLE, DORIS L. 20,490 0 49,49029,000 Single Family0.14135-03
VACHON, CORTNEY R & CHRISTOPHER 196,090 0 243,69047,600 Single Family0.80115-75
VAILLANCOURT, DAVID 183,140 0 267,74084,600 Single Family10.80130-01
VAILLANCOURT, DAVID L 0 0 6,6006,600 Vacant Residential3.30420-09
VAILLANCOURT, DAVID L. 127,770 0 171,37043,600 Single Family0.87130-04
VAILLANCOURT, LEONARD & DAVID 0 0 31,30031,300 Vacant Residential11.40420-08
VAILLANCOURT, LINA G 69,140 0 316,650247,510 Single Family0.70113-42
VALE, JOSEPH B. & CHRISTY N. 183,750 0 548,650364,900 Single Family2.50120-14.4
VAN KUREN, RUSSELL E & KAREN S 127,970 0 178,97051,000 Single Family1.50107-18
VAN OLDEN TRUST,  ELLEN 0 0 207,750207,750 Vacant Residential5.20112-03
VAN SCHAICK, JOSEPH P 90,760 0 326,720235,960 Single Family0.54115-58
VAN SCHAICK, JOSEPH P 0 0 19,42019,420 Vacant Residential0.44115-41
VAN SCHAIJIK, JULES & KATHLEEN 0 0 70,00070,000 Vacant Residential36.00423-01
VAN SCHAIJIK, KATHLEEN A. 299,580 0 372,83073,250 Single Family14.50424-32
VAN WICKLER, RICHARD N. ETAL 165,580 0 211,44045,860 Single Family1.43411-06
VAUGHN, EDGAR REV. TRUST 0 0 88,47088,470 Vacant Residential0.03105-34
VAUGHN, EDGAR REV. TRUST 30,880 0 234,270203,390 Single Family0.24105-35
VAUGHN, EDGAR REV. TRUST 0 0 137,520137,520 Vacant Residential0.78105-37
VERDONE REAL ESTATE HOLDINGS LLC 0 0 157,000157,000 Vacant Residential1.10115-51
VERHEY, JAN 58,140 0 238,520180,380 Single Family0.61136-18 & 19
VICKERS, WESLEY G. & BETH A. 70,410 0 225,160154,750 Single Family0.19134-39
VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK & JOSEPH 0 0 233,950233,950 Vacant Residential1.30115-54
VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK & JOSEPH 50,480 0 279,280228,800 Single Family0.32115-55
VIZZO, MARIE D & ANTHONY J JR 212,010 0 262,61050,600 Single Family1.30115-02
VOLBERG FAMILY TRUST 120,110 0 367,110247,000 Single Family0.65119-27
VOLBERG FAMILY TRUST 0 0 134,250134,250 Vacant Residential0.50119-29
VON SNEIDERN, PETER & LORRAINE 45,000 0 103,42058,420 Single Family5.21419-11
WADDELL, SUSAN J 36,870 0 189,920153,050 Single Family0.30136-24
WADSWORTH, STEPHEN & MARTHA E 97,620 0 139,66042,040 Single Family0.42131-35
WAKEMAN, MARY F 91,240 0 139,54048,300 Single Family1.40108-05
WALKER IRREVOCABLE TRUST 61,190 0 211,590150,400 Single Family0.36125-18
WALLACE TRUST, RONALD A. 285,950 0 570,270284,320 Single Family0.50104-22 &23
WALLACE, EDWARD R & RONALD A 41,050 0 260,340219,290 Single Family3.00106-21
WALLACE, EDWARD R. & RONALD A. 0 0 109,570109,570 Vacant Residential0.21105-11
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEAN M 0 0 8,6708,670 Vacant Residential0.15105-18
WALLACE, RICHARD E & RISNEY, JEAN M 53,190 0 208,500155,310 Single Family0.26105-15
WALLACE, WILLIAM  K 98,320 0 227,970129,650 Single Family0.41127-46
WALTHER, MARGARET JOANNE; ETALS 41,780 0 107,72065,940 Single Family0.56136-36
WALTON LIVING TRUST, JUDITH R 261,420 0 600,620339,200 Single Family5.30138-03
WALTON LIVING TRUST, JUDITH R 0 0 71,00071,000 Vacant Residential1.50138-06
WARD REVOCABLE TRUSTS 0 1,460 1,4601,460 Vacant Residential24.30421-15
WARD REVOCABLE TRUSTS 0 690 690690 Vacant Residential23.70421-14
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WARD REVOCABLE TRUSTS 0 1,520 1,5201,520 Vacant Residential26.40420-10
WARD REVOCABLE TRUSTS 350,480 4,900 412,98062,500 Single Family90.20421-12
WARD REVOCABLE TRUSTS 0 1,700 1,7001,700 Vacant Residential44.00421-27
WARNER, ROBERT J & BRENDA W 115,040 0 168,84053,800 Single Family2.90108-21
WARREN, DAVID K 30,790 0 81,39050,600 Single Family7.80120-36
WARREN, WESLEY R, JR. 11,110 0 160,580149,470 Outbuildings0.84105-01
WASHUTA FAMILY TRUST 6,670 0 233,810227,140 Outbuildings1.38115-42
WASHUTA, JOHN R & DIANE 125,360 0 198,40073,040 Single Family14.08421-03
WATSON REVOC. TRUST AGREEMENT 34,260 0 282,520248,260 Single Family0.79101-072 & 073
WATSON, JONATHAN A. 86,770 0 133,45046,680 Single Family0.73113-02 & 03
WATSON, JONATHAN A. 0 0 22,84022,840 Vacant Residential0.32113-04
WATSON, JONATHAN A. 0 0 22,36022,360 Vacant Residential0.28113-05
WATSON, LESTER E. & GORDON A. 55,440 0 246,440191,000 Single Family0.38102-061 & 062
WATSON, LESTER E. & GORDON A. 0 0 23,32023,320 Vacant Residential0.36102-114 & 115
WEAVER, DAVID M & DEBBY L 0 0 28,80028,800 Vacant Residential0.90408-10
WEAVER, RICHARD D. & ELLIOTT, DEBRA 147,610 0 191,09043,480 Single Family0.53408-20
WEAVER, WALLACE R 73,310 0 122,35049,040 Single Family0.92408-27
WEAVER, WALLACE R & PATRICIA M, SR 0 0 29,52029,520 Vacant Residential0.96130-10
WEAVER, WALLACE R & PATRICIA M, SR 143,680 0 186,20042,520 Single Family0.46130-11 & 12
WEBB REVOCABLE TRUST, SARAH S. 87,020 0 132,42045,400 Single Family0.65126-12
WEBBER, GLENN & TAMARA 0 0 22,64022,640 Vacant Residential0.52414-08
WEBBER, GLENN & TAMARA 173,600 0 241,80068,200 Single Family5.10414-07.7
WEBER, MICHAEL A. 27,710 0 41,71014,000 Single Family0.13131-27-A
WEBSTER, NEIL R & KIMBERLY M 500 0 26,50026,000 Outbuildings3.50106-11
WEGIEL FAMILY R.E. TRUST 140,510 0 482,660342,150 Single Family5.10114-01
WELCH, EDNA F & WALTER W 56,400 0 107,60051,200 Single Family1.60416-05
WELCH, EDNA F. & WALTER W. 0 1,550 1,5501,550 Vacant Residential25.00409-02
WELCH, EDNA F. & WALTER W. 0 3,570 3,5703,570 Vacant Residential63.80409-03
WELCH, EDNA F. & WALTER W. 0 1,150 1,1501,150 Vacant Residential18.00416-03
WELCH, EDNA F. & WALTER W. 0 6,550 6,5506,550 Vacant Residential117.00416-04
WELCH, EDNA F. & WALTER W. 0 1,960 1,9601,960 Vacant Residential35.00416-06
WELCH, EDNA F. & WALTER W. 0 900 900900 Vacant Residential14.00416-07
WELCH, EDNA F. & WALTER W. 0 820 820820 Vacant Residential12.76416-09
WELDON, LEONARD L & 0 0 111,240111,240 Vacant Residential0.21139-27 & 34
WELDON, LEONARD L. & 282,200 0 571,250289,050 Single Family1.15139-29 & 32.01
WELLS, GLYNN C & PATRICIA J 75,460 0 230,160154,700 Single Family0.24135-30 & 31
WENTWORTH, DAVID M. 11,110 0 31,71020,600 Outbuildings0.22105-20,21 & 28
WENTWORTH, DAVID M. 0 0 5,6305,630 Vacant Residential0.05105-29
WENTWORTH, DAVID M. 55,850 0 251,590195,740 Single Family2.10106-19
WERNINGER IRREVOCABLE TRUST 0 0 22,12022,120 Vacant Residential0.26137-80
WESTBROOK, TERESA G. 111,600 0 162,80051,200 Single Family1.60111-34
WESTON, WILLIAM T & CHRISTINA L 0 880 880880 Vacant Residential35.00421-30
WESTON, WILLIAM T & CHRISTINA L 0 0 7,0007,000 Vacant Residential3.50421-32
WETMORE, ALAN D ETAL 14,840 0 77,54062,700 Single Family0.03137-03
WHEELER, JOHN L 177,430 0 382,470205,040 Single Family0.32138-28 & 29
WHEELER, MATTHEW S & HELEN M 106,510 0 157,51051,000 Single Family1.50119-02
WHELIHAN LIVING TRUST, ROBERT 63,340 0 110,94047,600 Single Family0.80113-52
WHELIHAN LIVING TRUST, ROBERT 0 0 30,86030,860 Vacant Residential1.43105-48
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WHIPPIE, MARK 82,790 0 143,33060,540 Single Family0.28130-23
WHITE, DANA E 128,930 0 175,29046,360 Single Family0.90115-78
WHITE, KIMBERLY 116,030 0 169,83053,800 Single Family2.90107-02
WHITE, MELANIE L & FEDOROWICZ, JOEL 119,050 0 170,45051,400 Single Family1.70107-03
WHITE, QUENTIN & RITTA 0 0 43,10043,100 Vacant Residential14.60417-01
WHITE, REGINALD A JR & POLLY S EMBRE 42,470 0 178,020135,550 Single Family0.70125-06
WHITLEY, SHANNON CLARK 0 0 57,50057,500 Vacant Residential0.05138-12
WHITLEY, SHANNON CLARK 98,580 0 208,740110,160 Single Family0.92138-47
WHITNEY, DONALD A, JR & SANDRA 87,580 0 323,070235,490 Single Family1.53103-10
WHITNEY, RICHARD & SHERMAN SANDRA H 82,470 3,950 133,55051,080 Single Family81.00405-01.2
WHITTEN, JANE A. 127,250 0 177,33050,080 Single Family1.04129-14.1
WICHLAND,  DAVID P & KATHERYNE M 37,770 0 86,70048,930 Single Family0.02137-04
WICHLAND,  DAVID P & KATHERYNE M 0 0 11,41011,410 Vacant Residential0.01137-05
WILD LAKE ASSOCIATION, INC. 0 14,200 14,20014,200 Vacant Residential139.80403-05
WILDER, BENJAMIN M 1,100 0 2,070970 Outbuildings0.11418-040
WILDER, BENJAMIN M. & ANGELIQUE J 130,640 0 182,84052,200 Single Family2.10118-37
WILDER, JASON J 58,470 0 97,25038,780 Single Family1.64118-16
WILDING-WHITE, SHERRY TRUSTEE 131,950 0 402,150270,200 Single Family1.00112-16
WILK, RICHARD R. & CAROLYN 76,870 0 241,640164,770 Single Family0.46127-31
WILLEY, BETH & THOMAS 0 0 1,2001,200 Vacant Residential0.60401-01
WILLEY, BETH & THOMAS 0 0 28,40028,400 Vacant Residential6.10408-13
WILLEY, BETH & THOMAS 0 1,760 1,7601,760 Vacant Residential6.80408-14
WILLEY, BETH & THOMAS 0 420 420420 Vacant Residential20.90408-15
WILLIAMS, LANCE K  ETAL 178,190 0 232,21054,020 Single Family3.01422-29-1
WILLIAMS, MARK & NINA 265,970 4,100 329,27063,300 Single Family91.09422-27 28 & 29
WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J. 0 0 2,4302,430 Vacant Residential0.44423-16
WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J. 0 0 23,75023,750 Vacant Residential0.02137-14
WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J. 0 0 21,85021,850 Vacant Residential0.02137-15
WILLIAMS, RODNEY 0 0 3,9303,930 Vacant Residential5.64413-07.2
WILLIAMS, RODNEY & DALE 0 0 140,000140,000 Vacant Residential0.23102-081
WILLIAMS, RODNEY & DALE 0 0 13,30013,300 Vacant Residential0.70420-21
WILLIAMS, RODNEY & DALE FOSTER 169,550 0 244,85075,300 Single Family15.60420-22
WILLISTON,  ELIZABETH G 72,900 0 370,500297,600 Single Family2.80112-12
WILLISTON, ELIZABETH G 17,680 0 168,310150,630 Single Family0.20112-11
WILSON IRREVOCABLE TRUST 0 0 1,1101,110 Vacant Residential0.16418-102
WILSON IRREVOCABLE TRUST 0 0 1,1101,110 Vacant Residential0.16418-103
WILSON, CRAIG F & SUSAN B 165,290 0 378,130212,840 Single Family5.00103-02
WILSON, DIANE P. 0 0 261,750261,750 Vacant Residential15.00125-21
WILSON, STEVEN K. 13,610 510 263,520249,910 Single Family13.70121-01
WILSON, STEVEN K. 0 0 115,240115,240 Vacant Residential12.50125-20
WINSHIP, KEVIN CHARLES 0 3,960 3,9603,960 Vacant Residential66.00415-12
WINTERBOTTOM, ROBERT T. 149,670 0 294,340144,670 Single Family0.23125-16
WINTERBOTTOM, ROBERT T. 15,010 0 41,61026,600 Outbuildings0.70125-19
WIXON REVOCABLE TRUST 99,530 0 338,470238,940 Single Family0.63137-45 & 61
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LINDA L 75,970 0 117,53041,560 Single Family0.38113-23 & 28
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LINDA L 0 0 23,32023,320 Vacant Residential0.36113-24 & 27
WOLF CREEK INVESTMENTS LLC 0 0 33,90033,900 Vacant Residential5.20422-25
WOLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC 0 5,520 30,52030,520 Vacant Residential97.40423-10
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WOLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC 0 9,290 31,29031,290 Vacant Residential198.00423-11
WOLLAEGER, JOHN, WENDY & MICHEAL 154,270 0 471,670317,400 Single Family1.00138-05
WOLLAEGER, JOHN, WENDY & MICHEAL 0 0 40,60040,600 Vacant Residential3.30138-48
WOLLAEGER, JOHN, WENDY & MICHEAL 0 0 40,60040,600 Vacant Residential3.30138-49
WOLLAEGER, JOHN, WENDY & MICHEAL 0 0 3,3803,380 Vacant Residential0.75138-50
WOLLAEGER, JOHN, WENDY & MICHEAL 707,450 0 ########################################313,580 Single Family1.24138-07
WOOD REALTY TRUST 289,210 0 403,390114,180 Single Family28.40410-02.1
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE 137,060 0 187,46050,400 Single Family1.20129-01
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE 64,880 0 206,540141,660 Single Family0.12135-27
WOODS, ROBERT P 54,190 0 272,150217,960 Single Family0.43139-22, 23, 39
WOODS, ROBERT P 0 0 14,00014,000 Vacant Residential0.01139-40
WORTH,  JOANN TRUSTEE 0 0 10,00010,000 Vacant Residential0.01134-36
WORTH,  JOANN TRUSTEE 69,960 0 106,96037,000 Single Family0.22135-25
WORTH, JOANN TRUSTEE 0 0 4,5004,500 Vacant Residential0.03134-01
WRIGHT, ADAM E. 124,770 0 370,370245,600 Single Family0.76105-03
WRIGHT, AUSTIN & KELLY 63,610 0 116,01052,400 Single Family2.20109-10
WRIGHT, MICHAEL H & OLSON, BETSY M 202,390 0 246,03043,640 Single Family0.54126-38
WRIGHT, ROBERT J. ETALS 53,010 0 197,600144,590 Single Family0.18137-26
YAGLOU FAMILY TRUST, THE 79,510 0 307,450227,940 Single Family1.47136-27,28,30,31
YAGLOU FAMILY TRUST, THE 111,830 0 282,930171,100 Single Family0.28136-32
YLITALO, THOMAS A & STACY A 160,440 0 215,96055,520 Single Family3.76422-04.2
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES 132,090 0 358,950226,860 Single Fam + Acc Apt0.38138-25 & 32
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES 0 1,670 30,67030,670 Vacant Residential31.60423-03
YOUNG, ALLEGRA M & DAVID R & 78,750 0 123,97045,220 Single Family1.11126-67
YOUNG, CHRISTIE E. 65,040 0 121,79056,750 Single Family0.42126-06
YOUNG, KENNETH F & JONALYN N 0 0 32,00032,000 Vacant Residential2.00111-22
YOUNG, KENNETH F. & NEWTON, JONALYN 59,550 0 110,75051,200 Single Family1.60111-23
YOXEN, EDWARD J. 237,820 2,020 321,34083,520 Single Family47.80414-06.1
YOXEN, EDWARD J. 530 0 72,73072,200 Outbuildings0.18415-23.1
YOXEN, EDWARD J. 0 0 27,10027,100 Vacant Residential0.03415-23.2
YROGERG LLC 0 0 36,30036,300 Vacant Residential0.92120-25
YROGERG, LLC 111,390 0 297,990186,600 Single Family5.60120-35
ZAFFINO GENERATIONS TRUST 263,050 0 590,550327,500 Single Family1.50120-12
ZAJAC, ROBERT 51,590 0 108,99057,400 Single Family0.46126-05
ZAMARIPAS, MARIO & JUDITH M 39,710 0 190,960151,250 Single Family0.22137-21 & 22
ZELASNY, JOAN 0 0 23,56023,560 Vacant Residential0.38130-02
ZINN REVOCABLE TRUSTS 234,320 0 460,090225,770 Single Family1.80125-09
ZSCHAU, LEO F & ELIZABETH M 91,720 0 251,720160,000 Single Family0.40102-060
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